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This dissertation contributes a framework for analysts and engineering 
managers to investigate and choose alternative analysis and selection methods 
based upon their problem and its context. It began as an investigation into the 
alternative analysis and selection methods used in military planning. The 
existing military methods were inconsistent, violated the decision science body of 
knowledge, and provided no guidance to the practitioner on matching methods to 
problems. These challenges made it necessary to conduct this investigation.
This research used a three-phase mixed methods approach. The first 
phase applied the general inductive method to the decision making body of 
knowledge to elicit an evaluation theme. The second phase used content 
analysis to identify evaluation criteria and satisficing to choose an evaluation 
framework structure. The completed framework is applied to the case of U.S. 
Army planning in phase three as a validation case study.
This investigation’s results suggest that the proposed evaluation 
framework methodology is valid based upon the member checks and expert 
feedback on the case study. The research also contributes an expert-tested 
scalable collaborative online tool for alternative analysis and selection method 
research and selection. Finally, this dissertation recommends improvements for 
decision making in U.S. Army planning that have been validated by military 
planning and operations research experts.
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The United States (US) military and its allies conduct tactical, operational, 
and strategic planning following a variety of similar yet distinct decision making 
methodologies (Anderson & Slate, 2003). One of those similarities is that each 
variation includes a step that analyzes potential military Courses of Action 
(COAs). In this step planning staffs evaluate COAs as discrete, predetermined 
alternatives against one or more criteria (i.e., attributes, goals, or governing 
factors) in an alternative analysis and selection process (Triantaphyllou, 2010). 
Most of these processes (North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 2010; United States 
Army, 2011; United States Joint Staff, 2011a; United States Marine Corps, 2010; 
United States Navy, 2007) recommend the format of a decision matrix for their 
evaluations as depicted in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Example military decision matrix.
Course of Action 
(COA)




Currently, the doctrine of the US Army (United States Army, 2011), Marine 
Corps (United States Marine Corps, 2010), Navy (United States Navy, 2007), Air 
Force (United States Air Force, 2012), Joint Staff (United States Joint Staff,
2011a), and NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 2010) each recommend 
different alternative analysis methods for use in how to construct this course of 
action comparison decision matrix. These unique approaches may have
2developed from unique organizational cultures, planning in different battle-space 
domains, planning at different levels of war, or some combination thereof 
(Holzgrefe & Hester, 2014). Critics contend that such divergences prevent joint 
staff officers from effectively working together as envisioned in the 1986 
Goldwater-Nichols Act (Anderson & Slate, 2003).
An initial review of military doctrine revealed 15 different alternative 
analysis methods across six publications, some of which are mathematically 
invalid (Holzgrefe & Hester, 2014). This situation presents three problems. First, 
the different methods complicate inter-service and international cooperation for 
joint and multinational operations (Anderson & Slate, 2003). Second, there is no 
tool for staffs to choose the appropriate method for their particular military 
planning problem. Third, the mathematically invalid methods may cause staffs to 
recommend an incorrect preferred COA to the commander. This research 
develops a theory of alternative analysis selection in the form of a framework to 
apply in generalized contexts while addressing each of these problems in a 
validation case study.
One consideration that was quickly identified in the beginning of this 
research was the need for the alternative analysis method selected for a military 
staff to match the resources available. For example, tactical level staffs are 
human resources composed of junior officers and senior non-commissioned 
officers with basic levels of mathematical fluency (Boukhtouta, Bedrouni, Berger, 
Bouak, & Guitouni, 2004). This resource limitation constrains the available 
alternative analysis and selection methods to those that can be understood by 
someone with high school math skills. Military staffs also operate in austere 
environments without the aid of shelter, electricity, or computing power beyond a 
laptop (United States Army, 2011). These materiel resources also limit the 
alternative analysis methods available. The author found no research on 
matching alternative analysis and selection methods to available resources 
during the literature search, providing the impetus for a broader scope of 
research.
3Broader Research
With the resource theme in the military planning problem as a basis, this 
research proposes using the general inductive approach to discover additional 
themes in the broader multiple attribute decision making literature that can lead 
to a set of criteria for practitioners to match methods to problems (D. R. Thomas, 
2006). Themes will be elicited through four literature streams: military decision 
making, normative decision making, descriptive decision making, and 
prescriptive decision making. Once collected, one theme will be selected as the 
basis for a framework for alternative analysis method selection. This themed 
framework will then be applied to the special case of U.S. Army operational 
planning to determine its usefulness.
This research is both deductive and inductive. The deductive portion 
determines if the theme of resources identified in the literature review of military 
planning is also evident in other relevant literature streams. The inductive portion 
seeks alternative themes that can be found in the raw data to organize a 
framework (D. R. Thomas, 2006).
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to develop a theory of alternative analysis 
method selection in resource constrained contexts that is operationalized through 
a decision aid and applied to military staffs as a case study. Engineering 
managers will apply this decision aid at each level of their organization that 
supervises analysts employing alternative analysis methods. Chiefs of Staff and 
Executive Officers that lead military planning will apply the same decision aid to 
the alternative analysis methods used in the course of action selection step of 
military planning processes. Practitioners and staff may also use this framework 
to match alternative analysis methods to unique problems and their context.
Significance of the Study
This research will be significant for several reasons. First, this will be the 
first formal application of the general inductive approach to the multiple attribute 
decision making literature. This method allows “research findings to emerge
4from the frequent, dominant, or significant themes inherent in raw data” (D. R. 
Thomas, 2006, p. 238), This research will be the first to identify those themes in 
this manner. Second, this research will contribute a framework that matches 
alternative analysis methods to problems and their context for use by 
practitioners and managers. Third, this research will contribute an overarching 
methodology that demonstrates how to develop a framework using criteria 
developed using the general inductive approach.
The literature review and case study of this research will also be 
significant for three more narrow reasons related to military planning. First, it will 
be the first to specifically compare the alternative analysis methods used in COA 
comparison by each military organization. Previous work has looked at the 
different processes by aggregated steps with no attention paid to the differing 
alternative analysis methods (Anderson & Slate, 2003). Second, the case study 
will be the first to consider military planning doctrine published after 2003, which 
includes new doctrine from all six organizations. Third, this study is the first to 
consider NATO military planning doctrine as it compares to the US in the area of 
COA comparison.
Research Questions
This research intends to address the following questions:
Question 1: What are an appropriate set of criteria for choosing the 
alternative analysis methods that are suitable to each unique problem and 
context?
Question 2: What is an appropriate framework within which to organize the 
set of appropriate evaluation criteria?
Question 3: How can practitioners use the resultant framework to match 
alternative analysis methods to problems and their context?
5Question 4: How can engineering managers use the framework to 
evaluate the effectiveness of alternative analysis within their technical 
enterprise?
Assumptions and Limitations
The primary assumption of this study is that users of alternative analysis 
and selection methods and their managers are competent to apply the methods 
correctly. A second assumption is that users of alternative analysis and selection 
methods and their managers sufficiently understand the context of their problem 
to apply the framework. Both of these assumptions address the competency of 
those that seek to apply the results of this research.
A third assumption is that the perception of a method being successful 
does not make it appropriate. Some alternative analysis and selection methods in 
each military organization’s planning process may be defended based upon the 
perception of success across thousands of applications in various environments 
and conflicts. Non-military organizations may defend their own legacy processes 
on the same grounds. Intertwined with this assumption is the complementary 
nature of decision making within the planning processes. Commanders use 
naturalistic, qualitative, or expertise-based decision making in their supervisory 
role over COA comparison (Klein, 1993). Military staffs traditionally compliment 
that approach with classical and empirical decision making to recommend COAs 
to the commander (Boukhtouta et al., 2004).
Several limitations need consideration during this study. First, doctrine for 
these organizations changes every few years. As of June 2013, both the Army 
and Navy had draft doctrine ready to publish within one year to replace their 
existing methodologies. The nature of this study requires a cutoff for currently 
published doctrine of November 30th, 2013. A second important limitation of this 
study is that the author has no practical way to test any proposed method with a 
military staff. This means that any recommendation must be based on 
mathematical suitability and applications in different fields rather than traditional
6experimentation. To ameliorate this limitation, this study will seek assessments 
of face validity from military planning practitioners.
Expectations
The author expects that the resource theme will be corroborated through 
the general inductive approach in each of the literature streams. This theme will 
compete against other themes identified for use in the framework. Within the 
case study, the author expects that some the military methods will not be 
mathematically defensible. Of particular concern is the use of ordinal data in 
some methods that apply the simple additive weighting method. The author also 
expects that methods from outside the military can be adapted to address the 
shortcomings of those methods currently used in the military. Finally, the author 
expects that both the overarching methodology and framework can be 
successfully applied to the military planning problem.
7CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review includes fifteen sections starting with a broad 
discussion of decision making that narrows down to the alternative analysis and 
selection methods used by each military organization from the lowest echelon 
(military service) to the highest (NATO). The first section reviews categories 
within decision science to begin pinpointing the exact type of problem found in 
military course of action selection. The second section reviews the schools of 
decision theory to provide theoretical context to the methods. The third section 
reviews relevant multiple attribute decision making methods to provide an 
academic basis for evaluation. Multiple attribute decision making methods form 
a subset of all decision making methods and include the alternative analysis and 
selection methods used by the military. The fourth section reviews military 
planning to familiarize the reader with the problem context. The fifth through 
tenth sections review the methods of the Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force, 
Joint Staff, and NATO respectively. US military services will be addressed in 
their order of precedence (United States Department of Defense, 1977).
Methods recommended by a single organization will be presented in the same 
order that they appear in the organization’s doctrine. The eleventh section 
summarizes the findings from the previous sections. The twelfth, thirteenth, and 
fourteenth sections review problem context, resources, and frameworks. The 
fifteenth and final section presents findings and the research gap.
Decision Making
The study of decision making began in earnest half a century ago and 
several categories of methods have been developed (Kahneman & Tversky, 
2000). This section discusses these categories to pinpoint where in the broad 
field of decision making that this particular problem lays. This categorization 
assists in identifying the correct methods for the military course of action 
selection problem (C. L. Hwang & Yoon, 1981; Ishizaka & Nemery, 2013).
8The first categorization describes the schools of decision theory that 
created each multiple attribute decision making method. The normative school 
describes how one should decide based on achieving the most desirable 
outcome, as determined by maximizing the utility of the decision maker. The 
descriptive school describes how people actually make decisions. The 
prescriptive school describes how to prepare people to make good decisions in 
real world settings. The survey of US and allied military planning that follows 
shows a strong predilection for the normative school, but the author seeks to 
investigate methods from all categories. The subsequent section on decision 
theory provides additional detail on each school.
A second way to categorize decision making methods is based on the 
type of decision required. Roy (1981) suggests four decision types: choice, 
sorting, ranking, and description. The choice problem selects the single 
preferred alternative or reduces a set of alternatives into a subset of equally good 
alternatives. The sorting problem classifies alternatives into categories. The 
ranking problem orders alternatives from most to least preferred. The description 
problem describes reasonable alternatives and their consequences. Military 
staffs choose a course of action to recommend to the commander, and therefore 
engage in the choice decision type.
A third way to categorize decision making methods is based on the 
number of decision makers involved (Ishizaka & Nemery, 2013). Individual and 
group decision making methods are tailored to these two categories. Military 
planning involves a group, but the commander has sole authority to make a 
decision. Similarly, the chief of staff or executive officer has the final decision on 
which course of action is recommended to the commander. The group input in a 
military staff usually falls along lines of functional expertise, which are 
aggregated by the chief of staff or executive officer (Boukhtouta et al., 2004).
This differs from group decision making where each group member has similar 
expertise in the decision subject area. Reinforcing this individual decision
9making categorization is the fact that all existing US and NATO methods are 
individual ones (Holzgrefe & Hester, 2014).
A fourth way to categorize decision making methods is based on the 
number of criteria considered (MacCrimmon, 1968). Approaches are generally 
divided into single or multiple criteria decision making methods. US and NATO 
doctrine requires commanders to identify several criteria important in developing 
the proposed mission courses of action, necessitating a multiple criteria 
approach (Holzgrefe & Hester, 2014).
Based on these categories, military course of action selection comprises a 
normative, individual, choice, and multiple attribute decision making problem.
The first category describing theory deserves additional consideration as it does 
not result from an unchangeable element of the problem. Instead it reflects a 
choice of the organization that recommends the problem solving method.
Decision Theory
This review considers the broader decision theory literature in order to 
improve the generalizability, reliability, and validity of the proposed framework 
beyond the focus on alternative analysis and selection methods (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985). It also expands the body of empirical materials available for theme 
induction. This review contains a section for each of the three schools of 
decision theory identified by Bell, Raiffa, and Tversky (1988): normative, 
descriptive, and prescriptive.
Normative Decision Theory
Normative decision making describes how one should decide based on 
achieving the most desirable outcome, as determined by maximizing the utility of 
the decision maker. The idea of utility, or subjective value, began with Bernoulli’s 
contention in 1738 that the utility of money decreases as the total amount 
increases (Bernoulli, 1954). Bernoulli proposed a logarithmic function for utility, 
but no quantitative tools were developed until 1947 when von Neumann and 
Morgenstern published the second edition of Theory o f Games and Economic
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Behavior. Von Neumann and Morgenstern developed Utility Theory which 
applies to non-monetary values and could be measured by lotteries. These 
lotteries determined the decision maker’s expected probability and desirability of 
outcomes (Goldstein & Hogarth, 1997). A decision maker that maximizes their 
utility in accordance with Utility Theory’s axioms is considered rational, and 
development or divergence from this rationality is the basis for subsequent 
developments in decision theory.
Criticisms of Utility Theory stem from observed behavior, experiments, 
and psychology. Allais (1953) observed that people preferred a certain payout to 
a lottery of greater value. Ellsberg (1961) observed that people preferred a 
lottery with certain odds over one with uncertain odds, even if the expected value 
of the latter was greater. Simon (1964) argued that humans are incapable of 
perfect rationality and instead behave within a bounded rationality. Tversky and 
Kahneman (1974) experimentally demonstrated systemic biases resulting from 
heuristics, which are decision rules of thumb that violate utility theory. With these 
criticisms in mind, other decision researchers sought out different theories on 
decision making.
Descriptive Decision Theory
Descriptive decision making describes how people actually make 
decisions. Blaise Pascal (1670) famously described one’s belief in religion as a 
wager, laying the foundation for probability and decision theory (Ore, 1960). 
Modern contributions to descriptive decision making began with Simon’s (1964) 
satisficing and include two alternatives to Utility Theory in Prospect Theory and 
Social Justice Theory. A third modern idea, Naturalistic Decision Making, also 
falls in the descriptive school. Each of these is explained in more detail below.
Satisficing is a portmanteau of satisfy and suffice coined by Simon (1956) 
to describe the choice of an acceptable solution within people’s bounded 
rationality. The solution can be optimal, but it is not forced to be. Simon 
described this heuristic as a decision maker setting an acceptable threshold for a 
solution and then searching for a solution that meets the threshold (Simon,
11
1956). This decision making strategy accounts for his contention that humans 
are unable to act as perfectly rational utility optimizers as described in the axioms 
of Utility Theory (Simon, 1964). Satisficing sparked research into heuristics, with 
at least 41 additional methods being identified (Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008).
Kahneman and Tversky (1974) developed Prospect Theory to explain the 
heuristics and biases they experimentally observed during research into decision 
making. Kahneman and Tversky identified representativeness, availability, and 
anchoring heuristics that lead to a series of biases that violated the axioms of 
Utility Theory. Prospect Theory contends that value is thought of as losses or 
gains in welfare or wealth compared to a reference point rather than the final 
outcome, as in Utility Theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Prospect Theory 
proposes a utility function, like that show in Figure 1 below, which captures 
people’s increased sensitivity to losses vice gains (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). 








Figure 1: Prospect Theory value function. Drawing by M. Grieger (2006). Retrieved  
from http://commons.wikimedia.Org/wiki/File:Valuefun.jpg. Copy permission released  
under the GNU Free Documentation License.
Social Judgment Theory (Hammond, Stewart, Brehmer, & Steinman,
1975) differs from Utility Theory and Prospect Theory because decisions are 
made in the moment with an emphasis on experience rather than any 
consideration of the future. The decider interprets cues from the environment and 
makes a decision based on their interpretive capability (Doherty & Kurz, 1996). 
This means that different deciders will make different decision based on the 
same information because of their different interpretations of the decision and its 
context.
Naturalistic Decision Making attempts to describe how experts choose in 
situations that are characterized by volatility, limited resources, and high stakes 
(Todd & Gigerenzer, 2001). Researchers studied military officers, firefighters, 
and other professionals that frequently made important decisions under stress
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(Klein, 2008). The results described a recognition-primed decision where a small 
number of important variables were observed to conduct a rapid series of mental 
simulations based on past experiences (J. G. Johnson & Raab, 2003). From 
these simulations a satisfactory solution is chosen and quickly implemented.
Prescriptive Decision Theory
Prescriptive decision making describes how to prepare people to make 
good decisions in real world settings. Sometimes referred to as decision 
analysis, this field focuses on the broader aspects of decision making beyond 
alternative analysis and selection, like alternative generation. Although dozens 
of decision analysis techniques exist, this review will focus on the most popular 
three as representative of the population: Value Focused Thinking, the Decision 
Analysis Cycle, and the Analytical Hierarchy Process (Keefer, Kirkwood, & 
Corner, 2002).
Keeney’s (1992) Value Focused Thinking (VFT) prioritizes an iterative 
front-end investigation of the decision maker’s values in order to avoid biases 
and generate creative alternatives that match the true problem and its context. 
The decision maker’s values create criteria for analyzing the desirability of each 
alternative. Keeney (1992) allows for any alternative analysis and selection 
method within VFT, including those that produce a suboptimal, yet more 
equitable, outcome.
Howard’s (1984) Decision Analysis Cycle uses three phases to turn 
information into a decision. The deterministic first phase structures the problem 
by defining variables and their relationships in formal models. The decision 
maker scores potential outcomes as well, allowing for a sensitivity analysis on 
the variables. The probabilistic second phase creates a decision tree that 
captures the decision maker’s probabilities and calculates a cumulative 
probability distribution for each outcome. Next, a utility function reflecting the 
decision maker’s risk preference is constructed, allowing identification of the 
preferred alternative in the face of uncertainty. Sensitivity analysis on the 
probabilities follows. The informational third phase decides if the first two phases
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have identified a satisfactory solution or if additional information is required to 
begin another iteration. This feedback loop considers the expected benefit of 
additional information before conducting additional work. The decision maker 
may take action once the cycle produces a satisfactory solution.
Saaty’s (1980) Analytical Hierarchy Process eschews utility theory and 
instead prescribes an intensity scale to rank the relative preference of attributes 
and alternatives against one another in several matrices of pair-wise 
comparisons. The sum of the products of weights and scores for each 
alternative produce a final priority, with the preferred alternative having the 
highest score. Critics cite intransitivity and rank reversal as fatal flaws in AHP 
(Belton & Gear, 1983; Triantaphyllou, 2010), while proponents respond that all 
prescriptive methods pose axiomatic challenges (Forman & Gass, 2001). AHP 
remains popular though, with hundreds of applications in dozens of fields 
reported (Forman & Gass, 2001).
Decision Theory Summary
Normative, descriptive, and prescriptive decision making provide three 
literature streams to complement the military decision making stream that 
follows. These streams cover disparate methods with varying levels of 
conformance to traditional Utility Theory. These methods also vary in their focus 
from those that only compare alternatives to those that try to generate creative 
alternatives. This expanded view facilitates Lincoln & Guba’s (1985) approach of 
triangulation to add trustworthiness in qualitative investigations. Table 2 below 
lists the empirical materials used for the military, normative, descriptive, and 
prescriptive literature streams. The lists are also provided in Appendices A 
through D.
15
Table 2: Empirical materials for each literature stream.
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Multiple Attribute Decision Making Methods
Multiple attribute decision making defines a class of problems where a 
decision maker must choose from a finite number of predetermined alternatives 
based upon their performance against a finite number of criteria (S. J. Chen & 
Hwang, 1992). Multiple attribute decision making is often subcategorized under 
multiple criteria decision making, which also includes a subcategory for multiple 
objective decision making. In practice, military planners stay under the 7±2 
recommendation of Miller (1956) for both COAs (alternatives) and criteria. Three 
additional characteristics are shared by multiple attribute decision making 
problems (S. J. Chen & Hwang, 1992). First, criteria within multiple attribute 
decision making problems often have different units of measure. These different 
units limit the types of methods that can be applied without the introduction of 
utility theory or conversions (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 2007). Second, 
multiple attribute decision making criteria often conflict with one another, like the 
tradeoff in a COA between protection and speed. Third and finally, decision 
makers may weight different criteria based upon their assessment of relative 
merit. Organizations use multiple attribute decision making methods worldwide 
and at all levels (Triantaphyllou, 2010), to include militaries in their planning 
processes (Boukhtouta et al., 2004).
Multiple attribute decision making methods may include several steps of 
the “canonical paradigm” of decision making described by Bell, Raiffa, and 
Tversky (1988). These sevens steps are:
1. Recognition that a problem or an opportunity exists
2. Defining the problem or opportunity
3. Specifying goals and objectives
4. Generating alternatives
5. Analyzing alternatives
6. Selecting an alternative
7. Learning about the decision (Tang, 2006).
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This research focuses on methods for the analysis and selection of 
alternatives because all multiple attribute decision making methods include these 
steps at the minimum. This subset of methods will be referred to as alternative 
analysis and selection methods to distinguish them from broader methods that 
cover additional steps.
Military Planning
Military planning may be initiated for different reasons. Planning may be 
hasty for an unexpected contingency, or deliberate for a well known threat.
Plans may be created for a near term operation, or shelved as the basis for a 
future expected crisis. Planning is conducted for both real world issues and in 
military exercises that seek to replicate actual conflict. Planning applies across 
the spectrum of operations, from humanitarian assistance and disaster relief to 
world war. This diversity of planning is further complicated by the levels at which 
it may be executed.
Military staffs worldwide conduct planning daily at all three levels of war 
(Killion, 2000). At the tactical level of war, Army and Marine battalions along with 
Air Force squadrons plan operations involving hundreds of service members 
employing dozens of weapon systems. At the operational level of war Army 
Corps, Marine Expeditionary Forces, Named Air Forces, and Numbered Navy 
Fleets assist Regional Combatant Commands in planning campaigns that 
accomplish strategic objectives within large geographic theaters. These 
operations require thousands of service-members armed with thousands of 
weapon systems. At the strategic level of war staffs within the service 
headquarters, the Joint Staff, and allied staffs plan for simultaneous worldwide 
operations involving several nations. Despite this variety, the organizations of 
the staffs conducting this planning are remarkably the same.
A military staff works for the commander. The commander is responsible 
for everything that the staff and his or her unit accomplishes or fails to 
accomplish. Staffs are usually led by a senior officer subordinate to the 
commander. This allows the commander to place him or herself where they best
I
1 8
see fit rather than being tied to the headquarters. The staff leader may be called 
the Executive Officer, Deputy Commander, Chief of Staff, or another title 
depending on the organization. This officer leads the staff through military 
planning. The staff itself is comprised of functional experts from different 
specialties like operations, intelligence, human resources, logistics, and 
communications. Staffs grow in size and complexity at higher levels of the 
organizations. Staffs are filled with enlisted service members, non­
commissioned officers, warrant officers, and commissioned officers, with ranks 
commensurate with the staffs level within the organization. Civilians also serve 
on more senior level staffs. The education level of these staff members can vary 
from a GED to a Ph.D., which constrains the choices of alternative analysis and 
selection methods that can be applied by the organization. Each of these staffs 
follows a fairly standardized planning process (Boukhtouta et al., 2004).
The military planning process begins with the receipt of a mission. Once 
received, staffs analyze the information available and seek to fill any gaps in their 
understanding of the operational environment. The Joint Staff (2011b) defines 
the operational environment as “a composite of the conditions, circumstances, 
and influences that affect the employment of capabilities and bear on the 
decisions of the commander.” These include enemy, friendly, and neutral forces, 
civilians, infrastructure, weather, terrain, and the electromagnetic spectrum within 
the area of interest. This mission analysis phase is followed by the staff’s 
development of several COAs for friendly, enemy, and sometimes neutral forces. 
Next, the staff conducts a war game to determine the merits of each COA.
These COAs are then compared and a recommendation is made to the 
commander. This research focuses on the mechanism by which the COAs are 
compared in this step. The commander may select any COA, modify an existing 
COA, combine elements of COAs, create a new COA, or have the staff develop 
more COAs before choosing an actual COA for the mission. This primacy of the 
commander’s decision is preserved at all levels within the organizations.
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Each organization under consideration codifies their planning processes in 
doctrine that is distributed to their respective staffs. Doctrine has been 
traditionally built from the lowest levels up, since services existed before the Joint 
Staff and NATO. Table 3 below summarizes the organizations under review, 
their planning process name, and their doctrinal planning publication.
Table 3: Military planning processes.
Military
Organization
Planning Process Name Doctrinal Publication
US Army Military Decision Making Process 
(MDMP)
Army Tactics, Techniques, 
and Procedures 5-0.1
USMC Marine Corps Planning Process 
(MCPP)
Marine Corps Warfighting 
Publication 5-1
US Navy Navy Planning Process (NPP) Navy Warfare Publication 
5-01
USAF Joint Operation Planning Process 
for Air (JOPPA)
USAF Doctrine Document 
3-0
Joint Staffs Joint Operation Planning Process 
(JOPP)
Joint Publication 5-0
NATO Operational Level of the NATO 
Crisis Response Planning Process
NATO ACO COPD V1.0
US Army
Chapter 4 of the US Army’s Commander and Staff Officer Guide (2011) 
details the procedures that Army staffs undertake in military planning, which is 
referred to as the Military Decision Making Process (MDMP). Army MDMP 
consists of seven steps, as outlined in Figure 2 below. This research focuses on 
Step 5 of the MDMP, which details the Army’s recommended three phase 
process for COA comparison. These phases are outlined in Figure 3 below. The 
reader should note that Figures 2 through 17 are reproduced directly from each 
organization’s doctrinal document identified in Table 3 above.
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K ey inputs
Higher headquarters' plan or order 
or a new mission anticipated by the 
commander
Higher headquarters plan or order
Higher headquarters' knowledge 
and intelligence products
Knowledge products from other 
organizations
Design concept (if developed}
Mission statement
Initial commander's intent, planning 
guidance. CCIRs. and EE FIs
Updated IPB and running estimates
Assumptions
Updated running estimates 
Revised planning guidance 
COA statements and sketches 
Updated assumptions
Step 1: 
Receipt o f Mission
Key o u tp u ts
Commander's initial guidance 
Initial allocation of time





• Initial commander's intent
• Initial planning guidance
• Initial CCIRs and EEFIs
• updated IPB and running estimates
• Assumptions 
W arning order [  --- -..
Step 3: 






COA statements and sketches
- Tentative task organization
- Broad concept of operations 
Revised planning guidance 
Updated assumptions
Refined COAs 
Potential decision points 
War-game results 
Initial assessment measures 
Updated assumptions









Commander-selected COA with 
any modifications











Commander-selected COA and any 
modifications
Refined commander's intent. 
CCIRs. and EEFIs
Updated assumptions 
W arning order f - .........................
Step 7: 
Orders Production Approved operation plan or order
CCIR
COA




essential element of friendly information 
intelligence preparation of the battlefield
Figure 2: Steps in the US Army's MDMP. Reprinted from Commander and Staff Officer 





• Updated running estimates
• Updated assumption
• Conduct advantages and 
disadvantages analysis
• Compare courses of action
• Conduct a course of action 
decision briefing
• Evaluated courses of action
• Recommended course of 
action
• Course of action selection 
rationale
• Updated running estimates
• Updated assumption
Figure 3: US Army COA Comparison phases. Reprinted from Commander and Staff 
Officer Guide (p. 4-35), by US Army, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government Printing 
Office. No copyright.
The first phase of COA Comparison directs each staff member to write a 
list of advantages and disadvantages for each COA while considering the 
evaluation criteria (attributes) determined in Mission Analysis (Process 1 in 
Figure 3 above). Staff members initially focus on their individual area of 
expertise, then share insights with the rest of the staff (United States Army,
2011). Conducting this advantages and disadvantages analysis prepares the 
staff to compare the courses of action directly. Figure 4 below demonstrates this 
method.
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Course of Action Advantages Disadvantages
COA 1
Decisive operation avoids major 
terrain obstacles. Adequate 
maneuver space available for units 
conducting the decisive operation 
and the reserve.
Units conducting the decisive operation 
face stronger resistance at the start 
of the operation.
Limited resources available to 
establishing civil control to Town X.
COA 2
Shaping operations provide 
excellent flank protection of the 
decisive operations.
Upon completion of decisive 
operations, units conducting 
shaping operations can quickly 
transition to establish civil control 
and provide civil security to the 
population in Town X.
Operation may require the early 
employment of the division's reserve.
Figure 4: MDMP Advantages/Disadvantages Table. Reprinted from Commander and 
Staff Officer Guide (p. 4-36), by US Army, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government 
Printing Office. No copyright.
The second phase of COA Comparison directs the staff to “use any 
technique that helps develop those key outputs and recommendations and 
assists the commander to make the best decision” (United States Army, 2011, 
pp. 4-36). Despite this latitude, only one method of COA comparison is 
presented. This method employs simple additive weighting with interval scale 
weights where less is better and ordinal scale ratings where less is better. The 
COA with the lowest total score may be deemed the “best”. Figure 5 below 
shows the Army’s decision matrix for this approach. Note that there is an error in 
the matrix as it appears in the doctrine. Specifically, the unweighted score for 
COA 2 underneath the Maneuver criteria should be a one instead of a two. This 
error was corrected in the replacement manual that was published in 2014 

























' The COS (XO) may emphasize one or more criteria by assigning weights so them based on a determination of their 
relative importance.
1 Criteria are those assigned in step 5 of COA analysis
1 COAs are those selected for war-gaming with values assigned to them based on oomparison between them with 
regard to relative advantages and disadvantages of each, such as when compared for relative simplicity COA 2 is by 
comparison to COA 1 simpler and therefore *  rated as 1 with COA 1 rated as 2.
Figure 5: US Army decision matrix method. Reprinted from Commander and Staff 
Officer Guide (p. 4-36), by US Army, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government Printing 
Office. No copyright.
There are several challenges with this methodology. First, some may find 
the use of a less is better approach to the weights as counterintuitive. Traditional 
simple additive weighting uses interval weights where greater weight values are 
better (Churchman & Ackoff, 1954). Unfortunately, the use of ordinal ratings 
forces this convention, which leads to another challenge. The use of ordinal 
ratings hides the magnitude of preference between COAs within a criterion 
(Stevens, 1946). For example, the staff may believe that COA 2 is four times 
better than COA 1 in the Simplicity criterion, but by ranking them one and two 
respectively the staff loses that level of detail. This lack of fidelity could lead to 
the wrong COA being recommended. In fact, traditional simple additive 
weighting uses interval or ratio scale ratings with a greater is better approach 
(Klee, 1971). No academic literature was discovered to support this 
mathematical methodology that combines ordinal and interval values in a less is 
better approach.
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Another major challenge is the direct weighting of criteria by the decision 
maker. Von Nitzsch and Weber (1993) found that if decision makers cannot 
adjust weights to ranges, then the weights that are determined may not be 
appropriate. In fact, no academic literature was discovered to support the direct 
weighting of criteria without some range or bucket constraint. This omission calls 
into question the usefulness of the weights, and by extension the results, of the 
COA comparison and recommendation.
In addition to this overarching decision matrix, each staff officer is 
recommended to develop their own decision matrix for their specialty (United 
States Army, 2011). The Army guide cautions users about inferring too much 
from this quantitative comparison, suggesting that comparisons within criteria are 
most useful. It also gives the commander the flexibility to change any weight or 
rating after the fact, which calls into question the validity and utility of the 
methodology since weights should be determine beforehand (MacCrimmon, 
1968) to prevent manipulation of the results to achieve a predetermined 
outcome. A better option would be for the staff to conduct a sensitivity analysis 
on the scores and weights if they are capable. This post hoc manipulation of 
weights should not be a problem in military planning since the commander 
makes the final COA selection anyway (Boukhtouta et al., 2004). This decision 
comes at the conclusion of the third and final phase of this step, the course of 
action decision briefing.
US Marine Corps
The Marine Corps Planning Process (MCPP) is defined in US Marine 
Corps Warfighting Publication (MCWP) 5-1 (United States Marine Corps, 2010). 
The MCPP begins with Problem Framing and contains six steps with an 
emphasis on cyclic planning as seen in Figure 6 below. The Course of Action 








I  Development J
S ' ~ " \/  Course of Action \  
I  Wargaming J
Course of Action 
Comparison and 
Decision
Figure 6: Overview of the Marine Corps Planning Process. Reprinted from Marine 
Corps Planning Process (p. 1-1), by US Marine Corps, 2010, Washington, DC: US 
Government Printing Office. No copyright.
The MCPP recommends comparing COAs with comments addressing 
each COA against each of the commander’s evaluation criteria, as illustrated in 
Figure 7 below. It also warns against using any form of quantitative analysis, 
stating that “Commanders and staffs should guard against relying on numerical 
‘rankings’ or other simplistic methods that can fail to underscore the complexity 
involved in the decision-making process” (United States Marine Corps, 2010, pp. 
E-9). This is an interesting perspective as the math and logic behind most 
alternative analysis and selection methods is anything but simplistic. It also 
seems to dismiss the numerous successful applications of such methods across 
many fields and the award of many prestigious prizes to the creators of those 
methods (Koksalan, Wallenius, & Zionts, 2011).
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Commander s Evaluation 
Criteria COA 1 COA 2 COA 3
Force erotecticn Moderate casuafees High casu&tes
Increased chemical biological, 
radidogcal, and nuclear threat
Light casualties
"emeo, svrpnse Achieving surprise uniikeiy High chance of achievng 
ssrprse
Shapes the battespaoe ACS ntrdictor of adversary 
bnes of oommumcatsons Imra 
adversary's ability »  reinforce
Deception skety»  be effective
Asymmetrical operations ACS operates against second 
echelon armor forces
GCE mechanized forces attack 
adversary ofcsmounted infantry
ME? mechanized forses 
agams: adversary mechanzed 
forces
Maneuver Frontal attack folcwed by 
penetration
Frontal attack Turning movement
Decisive accions ACE disrupts deployment of 
second echelon forces through 
interdiction
Isolate first echefon forces
Disrupt ines of communica­
tions. logistic faciltes and 
assembly areas
Smphdty Simplest Demanding command and 
coordnatian repuireroens.
Figure 7: MCPP decision matrix. Reprinted from Marine Corps Planning Process (p. E- 
11), by US Marine Corps, 2010, Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office. No 
copyright.
US Navy
The Navy Planning Process (NPP) is defined in Navy Warfare Publication 
(NWP) 5-01, Navy Planning (United States Navy, 2007). NPP is a six step 
process with some similar elements with MDMP and MCPP. Figure 8 below 
outlines the NPP, and like the MCPP, it emphasizes a circular process.
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1, Mission Analysis
6. Transition 2, Course Of Action' 
\  Development
5. Plans and Orders 
\  Development 3, Course Of Action Analysis , 
(Wargaming) /
4. Course Of Action 
Comparison and Decision
Figure 8: The Navy Planning Process. Reprinted from Navy Planning (p.1-4), by US 
Navy, 2007, Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office. No copyright.
The NPP recommends four methods to conduct COA comparison. The 
first is described as a non-weighted numerical method which simply adds ratings 
for each COA against each governing factor (criteria or attribute). This treats all 
governing factors equally. Ratings are applied on an interval scale with larger 
scores being better. The COA with the highest total score may be considered 
the most preferred. The results of this method can be seen in the TOTAL row of 
Figure 9 below.
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GOVERNING FACTORS WT COA #1 COA #2 COA #3 COA #4
SIMPLICITY 3 2 6 1 3 4 12 3 9
SURPRISE 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4
SPEED 2 1 2 2 4 3 6 4 8
MASS 4 3 12 1 4 2 8 4 16
RISK 2 4 8 3 6 4 8 4 8
FLEXIBILITY 4 3 12 3 12 4 16 3 12
SUSTAINABILITY 3 3 3 3 9 2 6 3 9
C2 3 3 9 2 6 1 3 3 9
TOTAL 21 18 23 28
— * *
WEIGHTED TOTAL 60 47 62 c 75
Figure 9: NPP decision matrix. Reprinted from Navy Planning (p.G-1-2), by US Navy, 
2007, Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office. No copyright.
The second method recommended by the NPP is weighted numerical, 
which is known academically as simple additive weighting or the weighted sum 
method. This method also uses both ratings and governing factors’ weights 
along an interval scale with a bigger is better approach. This matches the 
traditional simple additive weighting methodology (MacCrimmon, 1968). The 
COA with the highest weighted total may be described as the most preferred, as 
shown by the circled value in Figure 9 above.
The third method described by the NPP is called the Plus/Minus/Neutral 
Comparison Matrix, which is based on the Pugh Matrix of pair-wise comparisons 
(Pugh, 1991). This approach differs from all of the previous methods presented 
for two reasons. First, it requires at least two iterations to produce a 
recommendation. Second, the COAs are modified during the evaluation process. 
Each of these reasons contributes to an evaluation process that is lengthier than
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the others presented here. Changing the COAs during the evaluation process 
also blurs the lines between COA development and COA evaluation.
The Plus/Minus/Neutral Comparison Matrix method begins with the staff 
selecting one COA as the baseline for Round 1. The other COAs are given a 
plus(+), minus(-), or neutral(O) rating relative to the baseline COA. A plus score 
indicates that the COA has an advantage over the baseline COA. A minus score 
indicates a disadvantage, and neutral is no difference. The winning COA should 
have the highest number of plus ratings and the least number of minus ratings. If 
no COA receives any plus ratings, then the baseline COA is the winner. NWP 5- 
01 does not explain how to handle a tie, or if there is any compensation between 
plus and minus ratings. For example, what would be better, a COA with two plus 
and two minus, a COA with one plus, two neutral, and one minus, or a COA with 
four neutral ratings? Another challenge is that pluses, neutrals, and minuses do 
not capture the magnitude of advantage or disadvantage between COAs. The 
method does not suggest that multiple pluses or minuses may be used (i.e. “+ +” 
or “— “). Figure 10 below shows a sample comparison matrix for the first round.
GOVERNING FACTORS COA#1 COA #2 COA #3






Flexibility + 4)(A +
Number of 2 <0CO 1
Number of “0” 0 1
Number of 2 2
Figure 10: NPP Plus/Minus/Neutral comparison matrix - Round 1. Reprinted from Navy 
Planning (p.G-2-2), by US Navy, 2007, Washington, DC: US Government Printing 
Office. No copyright.
In the example in Figure 10 above, COA 1 is selected as the new baseline 
because it has the highest number of positive markings (2) and is tied for lowest
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number of negative markings (2). Before the second round, the staff modifies 
COAs 1 and 3 to improve their disadvantages. The revised COA 1 is then set as 
the new baseline against COA 2 and the revised COA 3, as shown in Figure 11 
below.
GOVERNING FACTORS COA #1 COA #2 COA #3





Flexibility s - 0
Number of "+* £ 2 2
Number of “0” 0 1
Number of 2 1
Figure 11: NPP Plus/Minus/Neutral comparison matrix - Round 2. Reprinted from Navy 
Planning (p.G-2-2), by US Navy, 2007, Washington, DC: US Government Printing 
Office. No copyright.
Round two is won by COA 3 since it is tied for the most pluses (2) and has 
one fewer minus that COA 2. COAs 2 and 3 are revised again before COA 3 is 
set as the baseline for Round 3. This process repeats itself until no significant 
improvement is possible and one COA emerges as best.
One advantage of this methodology is the explicit baseline for comparison, 
which differs from most of the other methods considered here. One 
disadvantage is that the magnitude of preference between pluses, minuses, and 
zeros is vague, which makes adding them suspect. Another challenge is that the 
COAs are being changed throughout the comparison, so insights on the COAs 
from the war-game become less relevant as the evaluation proceeds. Pugh 
(1991) intended for this method to screen and develop design concepts early in 
the product design cycle through a process he coined “controlled convergence.”
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Given Pugh’s intent, it appears that this adaptation of his method may be more 
appropriate in COA development rather than COA comparison.
The fourth and final comparison matrix method recommended by the NPP 
is a simple advantages and disadvantages matrix, similar to the one found in the 
Army’s MDMP (Figure 4). In this format though, the advantages and 
disadvantages are determined for the COA by using governing factors as the 
ratings. This also serves as a standalone analysis in NPP, in contrast to MDMP 
where it is the first phase of analysis. A column for modifications to the COA to 
compensate for disadvantages is also added. This adds an element of COA 
refinement to the evaluation, but less so than in the Plus/Minus/Neutral method. 
The staff may recommend a preferred COA based on this qualitative comparison. 
This is an example of another qualitative method that does not readily provide a 
most preferred solution. Figure 12 below provides an example.
COA ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES MODIFICATIONS
COA #1 Command and 
control (C2) 
Logistics
Speed of operations 
Medical support
Begin phasing earlier 
in the operation 
Increase medical 
support request
COA #2 Simplicity of 
operation 
Flexibility










Hold back reserves 
at main operating 
base until later in 
operation 
Merge reserve 
forces later in 
Phase 2 of 
operation
Figure 12: NPP Advantages/Disadvantages comparison matrix. Reprinted from Navy 




The Joint Operation Planning Process for Air (JOPPA) is defined in Air 
Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 3-0, Operations and Planning (United States 
Air Force, 2012). Since it relies on the Joint Operation Planning Process (JOPP) 
described in the next section, no unique COA comparison method is 
recommended. What does set the USAF’s guidance apart is that it prescribes 
risks to forces and risks to mission as evaluation criteria that should always be 
used. The USAF is the only US organization in this study that prescribes criteria. 
AFDD 3-0 also recommends outside sources for additional criteria, like the 
elements of operational design and principles of joint operations.
US Joint Staff
Doctrine for joint staffs, which are composed of personnel from more than 
one military department, is promulgated by the Joint Staff in Washington, DC. 
These staffs combine officers from the different services and plan at the 
operational level of war, so a common planning process was created (Anderson 
& Slate, 2003). The Joint Operation Planning Process (JOPP) is defined in Joint 
Publication (JP) 5-0, Joint Operation Planning (United States Joint Staff, 2011a). 
JOPP takes seven steps and closely mirrors the US Army’s MDMP. Figure 13 
below outlines the JOPP. This analysis focuses on Step 5, COA Comparison.
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Joint Operation Planning
Joint Operation Planning Process
Planning Mission COA COA COA COA Plan/Order
























•  Force 
Estimates

















•  Multiple options
•  Task organization






r........ ............ - .... i
j Start Estimate — ► Revise Staff Estimates
Assessment
Legend




course of action Opts) operation(s)
TPFDD time-phased force and deployment data
Figure 13: Joint Operation Planning Process Overview. Reprinted from Joint Operation 
Planning (p. IV-3), US Joint Staff, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government Printing 
Office. No copyright.
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JOPP recommends five methods for COA comparison: Weighted 
Numerical, Non-weighted Numerical, Strengths and Weaknesses Descriptive 
Comparison, Advantages and Disadvantages Descriptive Comparison, and 
Plus/Minus/Neutral Comparison. The Weighted Numerical method is another 
variation of simple additive weighting, but does not match the Army or Navy 
approach exactly. JOPP uses interval weights and ordinal scores like the Army, 
but with a more is better valuation. Figure 14 below illustrates this method.
Evaluation
Criterion Weight COA 1 COA 2 COA 3
Score Weighted Score Weighted Score Weighted
Surprise 2 3 6 15 3 15 3
Risk 2 3 6 1 2 2 4
Flexibility 1 3 3 1.5 1.5 15 15
Retaliation 1 15 1.5 3 3 15 1.5
Damage to 
alliance
1 3 3 1.5 15 1.5 1.5
Legal basis 1 2 2 3 3 1 1
External support 1 3 3 2 2 1 1
Force protection 1 2 5 2.5 2 5 2.5 1 1
OPSEC 1 3 3 1.5 1.5 15 1.5
Total 30 20 16
Legend
COA course of action OPSEC operations secunty
Figure 14: JOPP Weighted Numerical comparison. Reprinted from Joint Operation 
Planning (p. G-3), US Joint Staff, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government Printing 
Office. No copyright.
COA 1 wins in the example in Figure 14 above due to having the largest sum of 
weighted rankings (30). Unfortunately, this approach suffers from one of the
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same challenges as the Army method. Specifically, the use of ordinal ratings 
(labeled Scores in Figure 14) does not capture the magnitude of preference 
between one COA’s performance in an evaluation criterion over any other. This 
violates traditional rules requiring interval or ratio scale ratings in simple additive 
weighting (C. L. Hwang & Yoon, 1981). Users may also be confused by ranking 
the best COA with the highest rating. Note that this method allows for a tie 
between COAs within an evaluation criterion to be resolved by giving each a 
rating equal to the average of the ratings each would have received if they were 
ranked sequence. For example in Figure 14, COA 2 and COA 3 tie for the 
Surprise evaluation criteria, so they each receive a 1.5 instead of a 1 or a 2. No 
academic literature was discovered to support this mathematical methodology 
that combines ordinal and interval values in a greater is better approach.
A Non-Weighted Numerical Comparison is the second technique 
recommended in the JOPP. Despite sharing a name with the Navy’s technique, 
the JOPP uses ordinal ratings unlike the Navy’s interval ratings. Adding these 
ordinal ratings together, as shown in the totaled ratings boxes in Figure 15 below, 
violates Stevens’ (1946) rules for the ordinal scale type.
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Course of Action
COA 2COA 1 COA 3










CSS (best use of 
transportation)
Weighted total
•  The joint force commander's intent explained that the most important critenon was "attacking the 
enemy’s COGs ” Therefore, assign a value of 3 for that critenon and lower numbers for other cntena 
that the staff devises (this is the weighing criterion)
•  For attacking the enemy COGs, COA2 was rated the best (with a number of 3). Therefore, COA2 = 9, 
COA1 =6, andCOA3 = 3.
•  After the relative COA rating is multiplied by the weight given each cnterion and the product columns 
are added, COA 2 (with a score of 31) is rated the most appropnate according to the criteria used to 
evaluate it.
Legend
COA course of action COG center of gravity CSS combat service support
Figure 15: JOPP Non-weighted and Weighted comparison techniques. Reprinted from 
Joint Operation Planning (p. G-2), US Joint Staff, 2011, Washington, DC: US 
Government Printing Office. No copyright.
COA 2 wins the non-weighted comparison in Figure 15 above due to 
having the highest total of rankings (15). The same result occurs when the
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weighted comparison is conducted in this example. Unfortunately these results 
are suspect due to the use of ordinal ratings. This method lacks both the ability 
to distinguish between the values of each criterion and the ability to discern 
magnitude of preference.
A Strengths and Weaknesses Descriptive Comparison is the third method 
recommended in the JOPP. This qualitative method uses narrative or bulletized 
statements to consider the strengths and weaknesses of each COA against each 
criterion. The use of strengths and weaknesses is fundamentally the same as 
the MDMP and NPP methods considering advantages and disadvantages, 
except that it considers strengths and weaknesses by criterion rather than across 
an entire COA. Figure 16 below demonstrates this method.























































COA course of action
Figure 16: JOPP Strengths and Weaknesses Descriptive Comparison. Reprinted from 
Joint Operation Planning (p. G-4), US Joint Staff, 2011, Washington, DC: US 
Government Printing Office. No copyright.
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The fourth method recommended in the JOPP simply replaces strengths 
and weaknesses with advantages and disadvantages. The uniqueness of this 
method is questionable, but it will be treated separately in this review to reflect 
how it is presented in the doctrine. Figure 17 below outlines this method.















































COA course of action
Figure 17: JOPP Advantages and Disadvantages Comparison. Reprinted from Joint 
Operation Planning (p. G-4), US Joint Staff, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government 
Printing Office. No copyright.
Both of the preceding methods provide insights into COAs, but do not 
generate an easily identifiable preferred solution. Two staff officers with different 
valuations of criteria, strength, weaknesses, advantages, or disadvantages may 
arrive at a different preferred COA. This may be problematic for building 
consensus towards a recommendation for the commander.
The fifth and final method recommended by the JOPP is the 
Plus/Minus/Neutral Comparison. This method differs significantly from the Navy 
method of the same name and is much simpler. In JOPP the staff simply applies
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pluses, minuses, and zeros (for neutral) based on their assessment of the broad 
degree to which a criterion supports or is reflected in a COA. No baseline, 
totaling, or iterations are required. Figure 18 below demonstrates this method.
Criteria COA 1 COA 2







COA course of action
Figure 18: JOPP Plus/Minus/Neutral Comparison Matrix. Reprinted from Joint 
Operation Planning (p. G-5), US Joint Staff, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government 
Printing Office. No copyright.
The main advantage of this method is its simplicity. It is also qualitative 
and subjective. The information from this comparison could be fed into the 
frequency of good and bad features heuristic for a recommendation, but the 
doctrine does not mention this possibility (Alba & Marmorstein, 1987). One 




A Joint Operations Planning Group (JOPG) conducts planning for allied 
operations following NATO’s Allied Command Operations Comprehensive 
Operations Planning Directive (North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 2010). The 
directive compares COAs in three contexts, each having its own method. The 
first method lists advantages and disadvantages by COA, just like the first step in 
the Army’s MDMP. The second method compares friendly COAs against the 
enemy’s most likely and most dangerous COAs in terms of effectiveness, cost, 
and risk. This is the only method that explicitly mentions the two enemy COAs 
that are usually simulated in the war-gaming step of military planning that 
traditionally precedes COA comparison. Figure 19 below outlines this method.
|  Own COA 1 Own COA 2 Own COA 3






















Figure 19: NATO Friendly COA to Enemy COA Comparison. Reprinted from Allied  
Command Operations Comprehensive Operations Planning Directive (p. 4-62), North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, 2010, Casteau, Belgium: NATO. No copyright.
The third and final comparison recommended by NATO evaluates COAs 
against the commander’s selection criteria. The directive allows for any method 
of comparison (descriptive, plus/minus/neutral, rank ordering, numerical, or 
weighted numerical) that the commander prefers. This gives the staff maximum
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flexibility, but could also lead to the application of some of the questionable 
methods introduced thus far.
Summary of Methods in Military Planning
Several insights emerge from this portion of the literature review. First, 
there is a wide disparity in the methods recommended by each organization for 
COA comparison. This is somewhat surprising given the hierarchical and 
cooperative nature of these organizations’ relationships to one another. Table 4 
below summarizes the broad categories of COA comparison methods outlined in 
each organization’s doctrine.
Table 4: COA comparison methods by organization.






USA Required Recommended Recommended Allowed Allowed
USMC Required Prohibited Prohibited Not Addressed Not Addressed
USN Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended Not Addressed
USAF Allowed Allowed Allowed Allowed Allowed
JS Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended Not Addressed
NATO Required Allowed Allowed Allowed Required
Table 5 below shows all of the COA comparison methods grouped into 
broad categories. There are 15 unique methods within these categories spread 
across the six organizations (really five since the USAF does not recommend any 
method) with almost no overlap. Interestingly, the methods divide almost evenly 
in to qualitative and qualitative types as show below.
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Table 5: COA comparison method classification.
Organization COA Comparison Method Name Type Broad Category
USA
Advantages/Disadvantages Qualitative Descriptive
Unweighted Decision Matrix Quantitative Additive
Weighted Decision Matrix Quantitative Additive Weighting
USMC Narrative Description Qualitative Descriptive
USN
Nonweighted Numerical Quantitative Additive
Weighted Numerical Quantitative Additive Weighting
Plus/Minus/Neutral Quantitative Plus Minus Neutral
Advantages and Disadvantages Qualitative Descriptive
Joint Staff
Weighted Numerical Quantitative Additive Weighting
Non-weighted Numerical Quantitative Additive
Strengths and Weaknesses Qualitative Descriptive
Advantages and Disadvantages Qualitative Descriptive
Plus/Minus/Neutral Qualitative Plus Minus Neutral
NATO
Advantages and Disadvantages Qualitative Descriptive
Enemy Course of Action Comparison Qualitative Enemy COA
It is important to note that methods with the same or a similar name in 
Table 5 above are not performed in the same manner. Differences in the 
qualitative methods can be seen by inspecting the relevant Figures and 
accompanying discussion in the previous sections. Differences in the 
quantitative methods deserve additional consideration, beginning with the three 
un-weighted additive methods. Table 6 below summarizes these differences. 
Note that no two methods are the same.
Table 6: Unweighted additive COA comparison methods.
Organization COA Comparison Method Name Rating Scale Directionality
USA Unweighted Decision Matrix Ordinal Less is better
USN Nonweighted Numerical Interval More is better
Joint Staff Non-weighted Numerical Ordinal More is better
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A similar rift occurs in the different application of the simple additive weighting 
method. The rating scales and directionalities remain different despite the 
common use of interval scale weights. Table 7 below summarizes these 
differences. Once again, no two methods are the same.
Table 7: Simple additive weighting COA comparison methods.
Organization COA Comparison Method Name Rating Scale Weight Scale Directionality
USA Weighted Decision Matrix Ordinal Interval Less is better
USN Weighted Numerical Interval Interval More is better
Joint Staff Weighted Numerical Ordinal Interval More is better
The literature reveals that some methods from military doctrine are not 
mathematically sound, which meets the author’s expectation. It also reveals that 
staffs may not possess the human resources in terms of mathematical fluency to 
apply all alternative analysis and selection methods. Additionally, tactical staffs 
operating in austere environments may not have the capital resources in terms of 
computers to apply computationally intense alternative analysis and selection 
methods. This theme of resources limiting an individual’s methodological 
choices demonstrates the importance of context in problem solving.
An additional finding of this portion of the literature review is that no 
document or tool exists that matches alternative analysis and selection methods 
to the information that staffs have available. This challenge, combined with the 
gap in understanding resources as an element of context, creates the opportunity 
for further investigation.
Problem Context
Problems do not exist in isolation. Problems are identified, studied, and 
hopefully solved by humans using resources. Those humans often belong to 
organizations that solve problems in teams. This interaction between a problem, 
the people solving it, their organization, and the resources available form a socio-
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technical system (Kroes, Franssen, van de Poel, & Ottens, 2006). System 
context includes events, incidents, factors, settings, or circumstances that in 
some way act on or interact with the system, perhaps as enabling or constraining 
factors (Crownover, 2005). This literature review has demonstrated how the 
human factor of mathematical fluency and environmental circumstance of 
planning in austere situations can constrain military staffs in their choices of 
alternative analysis and selection methods. These findings align with 
Crownover’s (2005) elements of system context being human, systemic, 
methodological, and environmental. Each of these elements contains resources 
which must be considered as part of the socio-technical system context. With 
the understanding of resources as part of a problem’s socio-technical system 
context in mind, an additional investigation of resources in warranted.
Resources
A resource is a stock or supply from which a person or organization can 
draw to function effectively or gain benefit. Generally, resources can be 
depleted, are not always available, and have some value. Resources have been 
categorized in dozens of ways, but perhaps the most common are the classical 
economic divisions of human, capital, and natural resources (Samuelson & 
Nordhaus, 2005). Human and capital resources have already been identified as 
part of the context surrounding alternative analysis and selection in this literature 
review.
Engineering management literature emphasizes the importance of 
understanding the interactions between humans and technical problems 
(Thamhain, 1992). Unfortunately, the majority of multiple attribute decision 
making literature focuses solely on the technical elements of solving a problem 
while ignoring human, political, organizational, managerial, policy elements 
(Adams & Keating, 2011). This literature review finds that military planning 
doctrine suffers the same shortcomings (North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
2010; United States Air Force, 2012; United States Army, 2011; United States 
Joint Staff, 2011a; United States Marine Corps, 2010; United States Navy, 2007).
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Systems theory warns that ignoring these soft perspective elements of a problem 
often leads to unsatisfactory solutions (Adams & Keating, 2011). If one 
considers the military planning domain a system, then this violates the 
Contextual Axiom of Systems Theory (Adams & Keating, 2011). Frameworks 
provide a way for practitioners and managers to measure their adherence to 
theoretically grounded multiple attribute decision making method selection.
Frameworks
Frameworks provide logical structures for the completion of a task. 
Frameworks take many forms and should be tailored to the purpose of the task 
(Guthrie, Wamae, Diepeveen, Wooding, & Grant, 2013). Examples of 
frameworks include maturity models, management systems, and decision aids. 
This research intends to develop a framework for military staffs that may also be 
generalized for engineering managers.
Literature Review Findings and Gap Identification
The literature streams discussed in this chapter covered multiple attribute 
decision making, alternative analysis and selection methods, military planning, 
course of action analysis by organization, problem context, and resources. The 
major findings of this literature review are:
1. Military planning doctrine suggests some alternative analysis and 
selection methods in use are not mathematically defensible.
2. Military planning doctrine does not consider the problem’s context in 
suggesting a method for course of action comparison.
3. Resources are an important piece of a problem’s context.
4. Military planning doctrine does not provide a framework for staffs or 
supervisors to determine how well they are applying alternative 
analysis and selection methods.
These findings reveal a gap in the military planning doctrine that this 
research intends to corroborate in the more generalized context of engineering 
management. A general inductive approach will elicit themes from non-military
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course of action literature and general military decision making literature. A 
methodology that uses literature-induced themes to develop a framework will be 
the overarching contribution of this research. A case study within the research 
will apply the methodology to the problem discussed in this literature review to 
develop a tool for staffs to use to match military planning problems and their 
contexts to alternative analysis and selection methods. This tool will then be 





The purpose of this research is to develop a framework for matching 
alternative analysis and selection methods to problems and their context. The 
general inductive approach, which is a qualitative research method, will be used 
to determine an appropriate set of evaluation criteria. Those criteria will then be 
organized into a framework for use by alternative analysis practitioners and their 
managers. The framework will help practitioners select the appropriate method 
for their problem and context. The framework will also assist engineering 
managers in assessing the efficacy of alternative analysis and selection within 
their organization. The framework will then be applied to alternative analysis and 
selection in the course of action selection step of US Army operational planning. 
This chapter presents the theoretical framework, description of the research 
environment, procedure, and justification of quality research for this investigation.
Theoretical Framework
A theoretical framework provides the existing theory and defined concepts 
for use in an inquiry (Anfara & Mertz, 2006). Theories predict events in a general 
context after extensive testing and are generally accepted among scholars 
(Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). Crotty (1998) describes the framework as a 
justification for the selection and application of methods and methodologies 
within the study, and suggests four questions to guide providing that justification:
“What methods do we propose to use?
What methodology governs our choice and use of methods?
What theoretical perspective lies behind the methodology in question?
What epistemology informs the theoretical perspective?” (Crotty, 1998,
P- 2)
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These questions are answered in reverse order throughout this chapter, 
beginning with a discussion of the researcher’s theoretical perspective that 
includes not only the epistemological view, but also the ontological and 
methodological views recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985). Morgan and 
Smircich’s (1980) overview of the interrelated sets of assumptions regarding 
these elements of philosophy is presented in Figure 20 below and will be used to 
guide the subsequent discussion.
Basic Epitemological Stance 
Subjectivist v To obtain phemenological insight, revelation 
To understand how social reality is created 
To map contexts
To study systems, process, change 
Objectivist ^  To conduct positivist science
Core Ontological Assumptions
Reality as a projection of human imagination
Reality as a social construction
Reality as a contextual field of information
Reality as a concrete process
Reality as a concrete structure
Figure 20: Philosophical continuum. Adapted from “The Case for Qualitative 
Research," by G. Morgan & L. Smircich, 1980, The Academy o f Management Review, 
Volume 5(4), p. 492. Copyright 1980 by the Academy of Management.
Ontological View
Ontology is the philosophical study of the nature of reality (Potter, 2013).
It “attempts to describe existence in a logical manner” (Ezell & Crowther, 2007, p. 
270). Potter (2013) describes the opposite ends of the ontological spectrum as 
idealism and materialism. The idealist believes that reality is only in one’s mind, 
while the materialist believes in a fixed reality separate from our own (Ezell & 
Crowther, 2007). Morgan and Smircich (1980) use the broader terms subjectivist 
and objectivist to bookend their philosophical spectrum (Figure 20), with 
subjectivism aligning with idealism and objectivism aligning with materialism.
This spectrum allows a researcher to identify their ontological position in an effort 
to match methodologies and methods to problems and context (Morgan & 
Smircich, 1980).
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This problem exists within a military context that is largely objectivist. In 
order to avoid a potential philosophical divergence, an ontological perspective 
should be selected that is compatible with the eventual users of this research’s 
outputs and outcomes (Adams & Keating, 2011). Based on the detailed 
descriptions provided by Morgan & Smircich (1980) and the author’s experience 
in military planning, the approach of reality as a concrete process best matches 
this problem and its context. Specifically, these set of assumptions acknowledge 
the extreme difficulty in applying deterministic and reductionist methods to 
complex problems (Morgan & Smircich, 1980). This acknowledgment indicates 
the need for qualitative methods within the methodology. This set of 
assumptions also acknowledges the interactive relationship between humans 
and their world (Morgan & Smircich, 1980), and by extension the researcher to 
the inquiry (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993). This interaction aligns 
with the naturalistic methods, like grounded theory, recommended by Lincoln and 
Guba (1985).
Epistemological View
Epistemology is the philosophical study of how we study reality (Ezell & 
Crowther, 2007). Potter (2007) describes an epistemological spectrum with 
constructivism at one end and realism at the other. Constructivists believe that 
knowledge is always a man-made construction because the world is independent 
of human minds (Crotty, 1998). Realists believe that mankind can come to know 
the truth about the natural world through objective observation (Ezell & Crowther, 
2007). These constructivist and realist perspectives align with the subjectivist 
and objectivist approaches in Morgan and Smircich’s (1980) continuum.
This research will study the process by which alternative analysis and 
selection methods are matched to problems and their context. This problem 
type, along with the objectivist context explained earlier, best match the 
epistemological stance to study systems, processes, and change described by 
Morgan and Smircich (1980). This epistemological stance aligns with the core 
ontological assumptions made in the previous section, as seen in Figure 20.
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This stance reinforces the need for a qualitative method that studies a problem 
system and its context in a real setting, such as the case study method.
Methodological View
The methodological view within research philosophy begins with the 
inquirer’s experience with different types of research methods. The author of this 
research has six years of higher education in civil engineering and six years of 
professional practice in operations research, both of which emphasize the 
quantitative and positivist methods of research. Despite this reductionist 
grounding, the author quickly realized that there was no methodology free of 
qualitative methods that could answer the research questions.
The methodology of this research may be thought of in terms of three 
methods. The first method elicits themes for evaluating alternative analysis and 
selection methods from the raw documents. The second method organizes 
those themes into a framework. The third and final method tests that framework 
in a real-world environment. This section discusses the philosophy and rationale 
behind each of the methods, beginning with theme elicitation.
The first method considered for eliciting an evaluation theme from the 
body of knowledge was content analysis. Content analysis systematically 
examines the contents of empirical materials for the purpose of identifying 
patterns, themes, or biases (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). Unfortunately, content 
analysis does not allow for the induction that is supported by the ontological view 
discussed earlier (Creswell, 2013). Specifically, the deductive determination of 
empirical material themes in content analysis does not match with the inductive 
reasoning supported by naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This 
mismatch led to the search of another method.
The second method considered for evaluation theme elicitation was 
grounded theory. Grounded theory is a systematic, qualitative, social science 
method that discovers theory through the analysis of data (Martin & Turner,
1986). Birks and Mills (2011, p. 113) define the theory in grounded theory as “an
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explanatory scheme comprising a set of concepts related to each other through 
logical patterns of connectivity.” Unfortunately, much published research that 
claims to be grounded theory does not actually generate theory, but instead 
simply provides a qualitative description with none of explanatory power required 
in theory development (Birks & Mills, 2011). With this caution in mind, and a 
mismatch in goals between theory generation and theme elicitation, the search 
for an appropriate method continued.
The third and final method considered for evaluation theme elicitations 
was the general inductive approach. The general inductive approach is a 
systematic qualitative research method used to describe the most important 
themes in a body of literature (D. R. Thomas, 2006). Thomas (2006) originally 
developed the approach to identify themes in evaluations, which matches with 
the purpose of this research to develop a framework. This inductive approach 
was also selected because it matched the researcher’s intent to derive a model, 
in the form of the framework, from detailed readings of the literature. The 
literature serves as the raw data, or empirical materials as many qualitative 
researchers prefer to call them (Myers & Avison, 2002), while avoiding much of 
the academic criticism surrounding grounded theory (G. Thomas & James, 
2006). This approach is consistent with grounded theory’s practice of allowing 
the data to drive the discovery, but differs in that the researcher is not seeking to 
postulate a new theory (Glaser, 1998). In contrast, the general inductive 
approach is more focused on the research objectives and describing the 
literature’s most important themes (Leseure, Bauer, Birdi, Neely, & Denyer, 
2004). With the theme elicitation method identified, an additional method was 
sought to identify a structure for the evaluation.
Frameworks come in many structures and are usually tailored to specific 
types of tasks (Kahan, 2008). Most frameworks take the physical form of a two- 
dimensional table with either criteria or a value scale along each of the axes. 
Other frameworks take on a more complex structure, but that complexity does 
not match the desired practicality sought in the framework developed from this
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research. It also does not match with the objectivism identified in the problem’s 
context, risking a philosophical divergence (Adams & Keating, 2011). Despite 
limiting the structure to two dimensions, there are still numerous frameworks to 
choose from. Given this large selection, a satisficing approach will be used to 
find the framework. Satisficing seeks the first alternative that meets or exceeds a 
satisfactory level of performance across criteria (Simon, 1956). The first 
criterion, a framework with two dimensions, has already been identified. The 
remaining criteria will be identified once the structure of the evaluation theme is 
determined. With the framework selection method identified, an additional 
method was sought to test the framework development methodology in a real- 
world environment.
Leedy and Ormrod (2010) recommend the case study method when a 
researcher seeks to validate a theory or hypothesis in an operational setting.
This research seeks to test the framework development methodology in the 
unique case of military planning, so the case study provides a good match based 
upon purpose and outputs. Case studies also require similar subjectivist 
assumptions that align with the ontological and epistemological positions 
identified in the two previous sections, and therefore provide a good 
philosophical match (Morgan & Smircich, 1980). With the final method of the 
overarching research methodology identified, the discussion of the 
methodological view of the research philosophy is complete.
Research Environment 
Participants
The human population of interest in the case study consists of military 
staffs in the US DoD and NATO. The generalized population of interest includes 
technical organizations that use alternative analysis and selection methods. No 
human subject participation is proposed for experimentation in this study.
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Setting
This study will be conducted on unclassified information provided to the 
public via Old Dominion University’s libraries, its affiliates, and the internet. The 
data will be stored and manipulated on a Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
computer using Microsoft Office 2007 and QSR NVivo 10. Analysis will be 
conducted by the author at Old Dominion University.
Procedure
This research will be conducted in three phases that align with the 
research questions. Phase one uses the general inductive approach to 
determine an appropriate set of criteria on which to select an alternative analysis 
and selection method based upon a problem and its context. Phase two 
organizes the criteria from phase one into a compatible framework selected via 
satisficing from a literature review once the evaluation theme structure is 
understood. Phase three demonstrates the framework in a case study of 
alternative analysis and selection in the course of action selection step of military 
planning. Figure 21 below provides a flowchart of the research. Each phase is 
































Figure 21: Research flowchart
Phase One -  Criteria Theme Induction
The first phase of this study uses the general inductive approach 
described in the Methodological View section of this chapter to answer Research 
Question 1. In the case of this research, the themes sought are ones that can 
lead to a set of useful criteria for selecting an appropriate alternative analysis and 
selection method, both in terms of the problem itself and its context. This 
research will follow Thomas’ (2006) steps for the general inductive method.
The first step of this phase collects and organizes the documents included 
in the literature review. The author used Thomas Reuters’ EndNote X5 reference 
management software to process the empirical materials. Each document is 
loaded into an EndNote library with bibliographical data and the researcher’s 
notes saved as an entry.
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The second step of this phase cleans the data in preparation for close 
reading and computer analysis with qualitative data analysis software. QSR’s 
NVivo 10 was selected for this research based upon three factors. First, it came 
highly recommended by two fellow researchers within the department who had 
conducted similar style research. Second, NVivo is easily available (Bazeley, 
2013). Third, a comparative investigation of different qualitative data analysis 
software found negligible differences in the results of analyzing the same 
empirical materials for common primary research questions (Evers, Silver,
Mruck, & Peeters, 2011). Empirical materials will be converted into NVivo 
compatible formats if necessary. Much of the data in this research comes from 
digitally published materials, so little effort is expected for journal articles, audio, 
video, social media, and web pages (Bazeley, 2013). Books and other hard copy 
material will have to be converted by hand.
The third step of this phase requires close reading of the text until the 
researcher understands the content’s themes and events (D. R. Thomas, 2006). 
This manual identification of themes will complement NVivo’s analysis in the next 
step. This step concludes when the researcher no longer identifies new themes 
while reviewing additional literature.
The fourth and final step of this phase creates a hierarchy of categories. 
Specific text segments related to the research objectives are identified and 
coded. These coded text segments are subsequently organized into categories. 
Coding tells the observer what to look for in the subject material (Leedy & 
Ormrod, 2010). Precise coding prevents observer bias by providing detailed 
instructions on what content meets the categories and criteria under 
consideration (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). Codes are nested within categories and 
subcategories, which should flow from the data rather than be predefined by the 
investigator (Kondracki & Wellman, 2002). A hierarchical tree structure is often 
used to show the relationships between categories at the top and codes at the 
bottom (Morse & Field, 1995). This step will use NVivo software to assist in the 
coding and categorization as recommended by Durkin (1997). Themes should
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emerge as categories are aggregated, leading to a set of applicable criteria 
(Leseure et al., 2004). One or more of these themes will be selected as the 
basis for a set of criteria to form the evaluation measures for the framework.
Phase Two -  Framework Development
The second phase of this study selects a set of criteria based upon the 
theme or themes identified in phase one and applies them to a framework. This 
phase will identify the exact theme criteria to be used and determine the 
appropriate framework in which to place the criteria. This phase will be 
accomplished in three steps.
The first step of this phase determines the criteria based upon a content 
analysis of literature associated with the theme induced from general inductive 
method. The author will select the evaluation theme criteria from the literature 
that best support the aim of the research (Guthrie et al., 2013).
The second step of this phase selects a framework based on the best fit of 
the evaluation theme criteria. A review of the framework literature will use a 
satisficing search to match the number of evaluation dimensions and evaluation 
theme criteria. Once the framework is selected, the theme criteria and 
framework will be merged into the problem-specific framework that is tailored to 
this problem and its context.
Phase Three -  Case Study
The third phase of this study takes the framework and applies it to the 
specific case of alternative analysis and selection in the course of action 
selection step of U.S. Army operational planning. This case, which is described 
in the literature review, will demonstrate the usefulness of the framework. The 
framework will be applied to the case resulting in a tool that staffs and 
commanders can use to match alternative analysis and selection methods to 
their military planning problem and its context. Once the framework is 
established, it will be sent to subject matter experts in military planning for an
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assessment of credibility. Insights will then be drawn from the application of the 
framework for generalization to broader engineering management contexts.
Yin (2012) recommends an iterative six step process for case studies 
following these steps: 1) plan, 2) design, 3) prepare, 4) collect, 5) analyze, and 6) 
share. This section follows these steps to describe the procedure for the case 
study.
Planning the case study begins with determining if the case study is an 
appropriate method for the research (Yin, 2012). The methodological view 
section presented earlier in this chapter presents the philosophical argument for 
choosing a case study for this problem and its context. In addition, this choice 
follows Yin’s (1994) recommendation for the case study method in research 
asking “how” questions and research focusing on contemporary events.
Designing the case study consists of five components: 1) research 
question statement, 2) propositions, 3) unit of analysis, 4) logic linking data to 
propositions, and 5) criteria for interpreting the findings (Yin, 2012). The 
research question this case study seeks to answer is: How credibly does the 
framework apply to a real world problem and context?
Propositions direct “attention to something that should be examined within 
the scope of the study” (Yin, 1994, p. 21). Two propositions have been identified 
for this study. The first examines if resources would be an appropriate criteria 
theme for evaluating an alternative analysis and selection method. This 
proposition is based upon the repeating theme of resources in the literature 
review (Boukhtouta et al., 2004; United States Air Force, 2012; United States 
Army, 2011; United States Joint Staff, 2011 a, 2011 b, 2012; United States Marine 
Corps, 2010; United States Navy, 2007). The second proposition examines how 
well a method improves understanding of the problem and its context, versus just 
providing an answer. This proposition is based on a suggestion from an 
Australian defense scientist studying some of the same issues (F. Bowden,
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personal communication, July 30, 2014). These two themes will be explored in 
the case study.
The unit of analysis defines what case will be used in the case study (Yin, 
1994). This case study considers the alternative analysis and selection methods 
used in the course of action comparison step of the US Army’s operational 
planning process. The literature review provides a detailed overview of this case.
Yin’s (1994) fourth component of case study design links data to the 
propositions. This case study uses military planning doctrine as the empirical 
materials for elicitation of dominant themes via the general inductive method. 
These themes will be compared to the resource and context themes identified in 
the propositions.
The final component of case study design defines the criteria for 
interpreting the findings (Yin, 1994). The sufficiency of a theme to serve as a 
basis of evaluation will be determined by its emergence from the application of 
the general inductive method to the literature. The sufficiency of the framework 
methodology will be determined by statements of credibility from subject matter 
experts in the military decision making domain. With the design complete, Yin 
(1994) recommends preparation as the next step.
Preparation of the case study requires establishing a protocol that defines 
the procedure and data sources for the investigation (Yin, 1994). Yin (1994) 
categorizes data into six sources: 1) documentation, 2) archival records, 3) 
interviews, 4) direct observations, 5) participant-observation, and 6) physical 
artifacts. The data sources for this case study are documentation in the form of 
military planning doctrine and participant-observation in military planning by the 
researcher. The advantages and disadvantages applicable to this case study, as 
defined by Yin (1994), are summarized Table 8 below.
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Documentation Stable: can be reviewed 
repeatedly
Unobtrusive: not created as 
a result of the case study 
Exact: contains exact 
names, references, and 
details of an event 
Broad coveraae: Iona scan 
of time, many events, and 
many settings
Retrievabilitv: can be low 
Selectivitv: can be biased if 
collection is incomplete 
Reportinq bias: reflects 
unknown bias of author 




Reality: covers events in real 
time
Contextual: covers context of 
event
Insightful: covers 
interpersonal behavior and 
motives
Time-consuminq 
Selectivity: unless broad 
coverage
Reflexivitv: event mav 
proceed differently because it 
is being observed 
Cost: hours needed by human 
observers
Bias: due to investigator’s 
manipulation of events
This research procedure follows Yin’s three principles of data collection to 
overcome the weaknesses highlighted in Table 8 above:
• Use multiple sources of evidence
• Create a case study database
• Maintain a chain of evidence (Yin, 1994)
The multiple sources of evidence, documentation and participant- 
observation, were described earlier in this section. Yin (1994) describes the use 
of multiple sources as triangulation. The study database and chain of evidence 
will be created and maintained with the qualitative data analysis software and
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stored publicly for future scrutiny. With the preparation component complete, 
collection may begin.
Collecting the empirical materials for this case study is straight-forward as 
the military planning doctrine is publicly available on the World Wide Web. 
Professional and academic papers relating to military planning will also be added 
to the literature to be analyzed by the author and the qualitative data analysis 
software. The previous four components, ending with collection, prepare the 
researcher to undertake the analysis.
Analysis serves as the penultimate component of Yin’s (1994) case study 
structure. This case study analyzes the empirical materials following the general 
inductive method both manually and with the use of qualitative data analysis 
software. The themes elicited through this analysis will be used to construct the 
framework for alternative analysis and selection in military planning. The 
evaluation will then be conducted and insights reported. Subject matter experts 
unaffiliated with the study will provide an assessment of credibility to the results. 
Once the analysis is complete and credible, it will be ready for the final 
component of a case study.
Sharing the case studies results comprises Yin’s (1994) final component 
of case study research. This case study will be shared through the publication 
and public defense of the author’s dissertation. The author also intends to 
submit articles to professional and academic publications in order to broaden the 
potential readership of this investigation.
Standards of Quality Research
The standards forjudging the quality of research is a source for much 
academic debate (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Shipman, 
1997). The recommended set of standards for a particular research effort 
depends on both the subject to be investigated and the philosophy of the 
research (Erlandson et al., 1993). Traditional non-social research generally 
relies on the conventional standards of internal validity, external validity,
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reliability, and objectivity (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). Social research standards 
depend on the philosophical approach of the research, which Lincoln and Guba 
(1985) describe as conventional or naturalistic. Conventional social research 
takes the positivist view that reality is concrete and should be interpreted similarly 
by all humans using the same methods (Erlandson et al., 1993). Naturalistic 
social research believes that humans see reality through their own philosophical 
condition and that reality is merely a construct of the observer (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985). Table 9 below summarizes these two views of trustworthiness.
Table 9; Social research quality standards comparison. Adapted from Erlandson et al. 
(1993, p. 133).
Standard Conventional Term Naturalistic Term
Truth Value Internal Validity Credibility
Applicability External Validity T ransferability
Consistency Reliability Dependability
Neutrality Objectivity Confirmability
These philosophical and subject-based distinctions should not be 
confused with the type of methods used, as a study of either kind may have 
qualitative or quantitative methods (Erlandson et al., 1993). As outlined in the 
previous section, this research applies an antipositivist philosophy to a qualitative 
and inductive methodology, and therefore applies the naturalistic standards. As 
the one who formalized the general inductive method, Thomas (2006) 
recommends that practitioners focus on credibility and dependability as a further 




Credibility in naturalistic inquiry describes the compatibility of the 
constructed realities of the subjects with those that are attributed to them (Lincoln 
& Guba, 1985). This standard of truth value aligns with internal validity in 
traditional non-social research (Erlandson et al., 1993). Credibility must be 
validated by the subjects of the investigation to ensure that the results match 
their constructed realities (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Thomas (1998) recommends 
two of Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) six credibility techniques for the general 
inductive method, peer debriefing and member checks. An explanation of each 
technique and its application in this research follows.
Peer Debriefing
Peer debriefing requires the investigator to review their perceptions, 
insights, and analyses with experts outside of the study’s context (Erlandson et 
al., 1993). These experts must have enough general understanding of the 
investigation to provide useful feedback (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This provides 
the researcher an opportunity to withdraw themselves from the problem and get 
an outside critique which may refine or redirect the methodology (Erlandson et 
al., 1993).
Peer debriefing is built into this research due to the requirements of the 
dissertation process. The committee consists of experts with enough general 
understanding of decision making and military planning to provide the researcher 
with the necessary critique. This critique is provided at each document revision 
and presentation, allowing multiple opportunities to refine or redirect the inquiry. 
Additional peer review will occur when the findings are submitted for publication 
in an academic journal.
Member Checks
Member checks require persons within the context of the study to verify 
the data and interpretations presented by the researcher (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
These checks serve as an internal validation that complements the external 
validation provided in peer debriefing (Erlandson et al., 1993). Lincoln and Guba
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(1985) describe member checks as the most important strategy in establishing 
credibility and emphasize that it is a continuous process with formal and informal 
elements. Member checks also allow for members of the context being studied 
to provide an assessment of face validity to the researcher (Birks & Mills, 2011).
This research will conduct three types of member checks recommended 
by Erlandson et al. (1993) with military planners in order to validate the themes 
drawn from the empirical materials. First, members will be presented with parts 
of the report as it develops to seek commentary on the contents. Second, the 
author will have informal conversations with members between major reviews. 
Third and finally, the researcher will seek member checks on the penultimate 
draft of the report. Military planning context members will be drawn from 
volunteers among the author’s professional contacts. Members in more 
generalized contexts may be added if resources allow.
Dependability
Dependability provides the research critic with evidence that if the inquiry 
were replicated with similar subjects and context that the findings would be 
repeated (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This standard of consistency aligns with 
reliability in traditional non-social research (Erlandson et al., 1993). Thomas 
(2006) recommends the use of a dependability audit that provides documentation 
on how the themes were drawn from the empirical materials during the general 
inductive method.
This research will use the outputs of NVivo to provide the dependability 
audit in Appendix F. NVivo visually presents the linkages between the empirical 
materials and the codes, categories, and themes that are developed during the 
general inductive method. This output provides the audit trail for subsequent 





This chapter presents the results of the criteria theme induction for an 
alternative analysis and selection framework, which comprises Phase 1 of this 
research as defined in Chapter 3. The theme will provide the basis for the 
criteria that answer Research Question 1. This chapter begins with a description 
of the data cleaning procedures used to prepare empirical materials for input into 
the qualitative data analysis software. The subsequent sections describe the 
close reading, coding, categorization, and development of a thematic hierarchy 
through the general inductive approach. The final sections reveal the chosen 
theme and the results of member checks on that choice.
Data Cleaning
Empirical materials were obtained in digital and print formats during this 
research. All materials were initially organized into one group within an EndNote 
X5 citation software library. This group was then imported into NVivo to build the 
empirical material list for analysis. Digital materials included the attached files 
and all bibliographic information. Print materials included bibliographic 
information only. The lack of digital text from print materials required the author 
to build a note that attached to the bibliographic information in order to provide 
qualitative data for NVivo. This note consisted of four parts. First, the researcher 
summarized each empirical material in text if the Notes or Research Notes fields 
in EndNote had not already done so. Second, any available scholarly reviews of 
the document were appended to the note. Third, the book description or paper 
abstract provided by the publisher or author was appended to the memo if those 
fields had not already been filled in EndNote. Fourth and finally, a word 
frequency list provided for some books or keyword list provided with some 
articles completed the memo. With the digital text, bibliographical information,
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and print material notes completed, the inductive portion of the approach could 
begin.
Close Reading
Close reading of the empirical materials is an iterative task that concludes 
once the researcher understands the collection’s themes and events (D. R. 
Thomas, 2006). Google Scholar returns over 1.6 million results for a search on 
“decision analysis”, so this research focuses on a small sample of that material 
which Ko'ksalan et al. (2011) identified to be the most important and influential in 
their history of multiple criteria decision making. Digital documents were read in 
NVivo where the researcher could highlight passages, note themes, and identify 
codes. This information populated a memo attached to each entry. The 
researcher built a similar NVivo memo to capture the observed themes and 
codes in paper documents. This step completed the data that would be analyzed 
by NVivo.
Coding
Coding identifies specific text segments in the empirical materials and 
their associated bibliographic information, notes, and memos (D. R. Thomas, 
2006). Codes come from an iterative process between the Qualitative Data 
Analysis Software (QDAS) and the researcher. The QDAS identifies the most 
frequent words and text segments as potential codes. The researcher uses their 
judgment to refine the code query and eventually select the appropriate codes for 
each literature stream. The final code query for this research specified segments 
from one to four words with a minimum segment length of three characters. 
Appendix E lists the codes identified for each literature stream.
Categorization
Codes are organized into categories to identify common themes within 
literature streams. The QDAS assists in this process in two ways. First, the 
QDAS identifies potentially related and synonymous codes. The researcher 
accepts, modifies, or rejects the recommendations. Second, the QDAS proposes
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categories for codes, which the research may accept, modify, or reject. Table 10 
below shows the final categories with their associated codes.
Table 10: Categorical hierarchy of codes.
Stream Categories Codes
Military
Supply allocation Supplies, logistics, classes of supply, transportation, maintenance, quartermaster, provisions, resupply
Personnel distribution Personnel, assignments, billets, slots, faces, spaces, authorizations, human resources, human capital
Budgeting Budget, programming, execution, auditing, comptroller, appropriations, funds, money, dollars
Effectiveness Effective, force effectiveness, system effectiveness, performance, parameters, capability
Command Commander, leadership, management, supervision, direction, art, purpose, direction, motivation
Planning Plans, staffs, orders, military decision making process, assessments, organize, allocate, distribute
Strategy Strategy, ends, wavs, means, objectives, concepts, assets
Operations Missions, tactics, activities, functions, tasks, maneuver, units, domains
Normative
Optimization Maximize, minimize, optimal, preferred, best, function, mathematical programming
Perfect information Effectiveness, force effectiveness, system effectiveness, performance, parameters, EVPI, transparency
Value Cost, price, expense, profit, lottery, amount, expected value
Utility Personal value, usefulness, desireability, preference, non-linear. Utility Thoery
Resource allocation Distribution, assets, supplies, resources, inputs, apportionment, allocation
Omniscient decision maker Certainty, deterministic, all-seeing, all-knowing, perfect
Rationality Axiomatic, maximize utility, logic, deduction, reasoning, economics
Theory Doctrine, method, ideology, approach, belief, hypothesis
Descriptive
High stakes Critical, risky, sensitive, precarious, perilous, hazardous
Experience Wisdom, maturity, practice, know-how, background, history, memory
Limited resources Tradeoff, compromise, bargain, concession, settlement, competition, finite
Expertise Competence, skill, prowess, facility, expertness, subject matter expert
Uncertainty Unpredictability, incertitude, probability, likelihood, estimation, measureable/unmeasureable
Heuristics Rule of thumb, recognition primed decision, naturalistic, simple, frugal, fast
Satisficing Satisfy, suffice, acceptable, good enough, Allais, consequentialism, momentary perspective, impersonal point
Psychology Thought, behavior, choice, decisions, cognition, motivation, bounded rationality
Experiments Studies, research, subjects, observations, inferences, conclusions, hypotheses
Prescriptive
Alternatives Course of action, option, branch, choice, exclusive, distinguishable
Values Value focused thinking, beliefs, principles, standards, ideals, decision maker, alternative generation
Operations Mission, tasks, functions, purpose, business unit, processes
Hierarchy Organization, chain of command, precedence, relationships, structure, nesting, network, AHP, ANP
Sensitivity analysis Inflection point, input factors, weighting function, eigenvalues, Lagrange, change, weight
Software Program, database, application, plug-in, spreadsheet, trial, system
Applications Real world, practice, industry, government, feedback, business, sectors
Outranking Ranks, ordinal, French school, ELECTRE, PROMETHEE, Gaia, concordance principle
Theme Elicitation
Overarching themes are selected from across categories and codes to 
represent the entire collection of literature streams. The QDAS does not 
recommend themes from the categorical hierarchy, but the researcher may 
create a separate file containing the list of categories and codes for content 
analysis. The content analysis of categories in this research revealed resources 
as the theme with the most supporting categories and codes. Table 11 below 
show the codes and categories that support the resources theme in italics.
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Table 11: Resource-related codes and categories.
Categories Codes
Supply allocation Supplies, logistics, classes of supply, transportation, m aintenance, quarterm aster, provisions, resupply
Personnel distribution Personnel, assignments, billets, slots, faces, spaces, authorizations, hum an resources, hum an capital
Budgeting Budget, programming, execution, auditing, com ptroller, appropriations, funds, m oney, dollars
Effectiveness Effective, force effectiveness, system effectiveness , perform ance, param eters , capability
Command C om m ander, leadership, m anagem ent, supervision, direction, art, purpose, direction, m otivation
Planning Plans, s ta ffs , orders, m ilitary decision m aking process, assessments, organize, allocate, d istribute
Strategy Strategy, ends, ways, m eans , objectives, concepts, assets
Operations Missions, tactics, activities, functions, tasks, m aneuver, units , domains
Optim ization M axim ize, m in im ize, optim al, pre ferred , best, function, m athem atical programming
Perfect inform ation Effectiveness, force effectiveness, system effectiveness, perform ance, param eters, EVPI, transparency
Value Cost, price, expense, profit, lo ttery , am ount, expected value
Utility Personal value, usefulness, desireability , preference, non-linear, Utility Thoery
Resource allocation Distribution, assets, supplies, resources, inputs, apportionm ent, allocation
Omniscient decision m aker Certainty, determ in istic , all-seeing, all-know ing, perfect
Rationality Axiom atic, m axim ize utility , logic, deduction, reasoning, economics
Theory doctrine, m ethod , ideology, app ro ach , b e lie f, hypothesis
High stakes Critical, risky, sensitive, precarious, perilous, hazardous
Experience W isdom , m aturity, practice, know -how , background, history, m em ory
lim ited  resources Tradeoff, com prom ise, bargain, concession, se ttlem en t, com petition , fin ite
Expertise Com petence, skill, prowess, facility, expertness, subject m atte r expert
Uncertainty unpredictab ility , in c e rtitu d e ,probability, l ik e lih o o d ,estim ation , m easureable /unm easureable
Heuristics Rule o f thum b, recognition prim ed decision, naturalistic, s im ple, frugal, fast
Satisficing Satisfy, suffice, acceptable, good enough, Allais, consequentialism , m om entary perspective, impersonal point
Psychology Thought, behavior, choice, decisions, cognition, m otivation, bounded rationality
Experiments Studies, research, subjects, observations, inferences, conclusions, hypotheses
Alternatives Course o f action, option, branch, choice, exclusive, distinguishable
Values va lue  focused thinking, belie fs, principles, standards, ideals, decision m aker, a lte rn ative  generation
O perations Mission, tasks, functions, purpose, business u n it, processes
Hierarchy Organization, chain o f com m and, precedence, relationships, structure, nesting, netw ork, AHP, ANP
Sensitivity analysis in flection point, input factors, w eighting function, eigenvalues, Lagrange, change, w eight
Softw are Program, database, application, plug-in, spreadsheet, tria l, system
Applications Real w orld , practice, industry, governm ent, feedback, business, sectors
Outranking Ranks, ordinal, French school, ELECTRE, PROMETHEE, G aia , concordance principle
Member Checks
Member checks require persons within the context of the study to verify 
the data and interpretations presented by the researcher (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
These checks serve as an internal validation strategy to establish credibility 
(Erlandson et al., 1993). Two members were solicited as volunteers through the 
researcher’s professional network to serve as subject matter experts on military 
decision making. Each member exceeds the researcher in military rank and 
education. None of the members knew the researcher personally prior to the 
request for expertise.
Member 1 is a US Army Lieutenant Colonel serving as an Assistant 
Professor of Operations Research at the Air Force Institute of Technology. He
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holds a Ph.D. in Industrial and Systems Engineering and served previously as an 
Associate Professor in the Department of Mathematical Sciences at the United 
States Military Academy. Operationally, he served as a planner for the 4th 
Brigade, 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) during Operation Iraqi Freedom in 
2007.
Member 2 is a US Army Lieutenant Colonel serving as the Special 
Projects Officer at the US Army Training and Doctrine Command’s Research and 
Analysis Center at White Sands Missile Range. He holds a Ph.D. in Operations 
Research and served previously as an Assistant Professor of Military Science at 
Central Washington University. Operationally, he served as the Analysis Officer 
for the 4th Infantry Division during Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2009.
The researcher sent each member a copy of the theme elicitation along 
with any requested supporting materials, like copies of the written proposal, 
research abstract, or proposal defense presentation. Each member corroborated 
the resources theme in both military decision making and the broader literature 
streams through personal communication. This concluded the theme elicitation 
portion of the research.
Summary of Criteria Theme Induction
This chapter presented the results of the criteria theme induction for an 
alternative analysis and selection framework, which comprises Phase 1 of this 
research as defined in Chapter 3. The general inductive approach, applied using 
qualitative data analysis software, revealed resources as the dominant theme 
across the four literature streams. The resources theme provides the source for 






This chapter presents the development of an alternative analysis and 
selection framework, which comprises Phase 2 of this research as defined in 
Chapter 3. It also answers Research Questions 1 and 2. This chapter begins 
with the selection of criteria based upon the resources theme identified in the 
previous chapter, answering Research Question 1. The middle sections describe 
the selection of an evaluation framework onto which the criteria can be applied, 
answering Research Question 2. The final sections reveal the completed 
framework.
Selection of Criteria Based on the Theme of Resources
Resources were identified as the evaluation theme in Chapter 4. In order 
to transform that theme into evaluation criteria, specific attributes of resources 
must be selected. To determine these attributes, the author conducted a search 
of the literature describing resources and selected the most relevant criteria for 
alternative analysis and selection methods. The literature search found that 
resource categories differ by fields of study. Table 12 below summarizes these 
categories by their fields and provides the source for each.
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Table 12: Resource categories.
Field Source Resource Categories
Biology G. Miller and Spoolman 
(2011)
Photosynthetic, metabolic
Defense United States Joint Staff 
(2013)
Forces, materiel, assets, capabilities
Economics Samuelson and Nordhaus 
(2005)
Human, capital, natural
Natural G. Miller and Spoolman 
(2011)
Non-renewable, perpetual, 
replenishable; biotic, abiotic; actual, 
potential
Systems Adams and Keating (2011) Money, manpower, material, minutes, 
methods, information
Evaluation criteria for alternative analysis and selection methods were 
initially selected or adapted from the resource categories in Table 12 above. The 
original list included methods, information, people, and effort. After further 
research two additional criteria, domain history (Koksalan et al., 2011) and 
familiarity (Park & Lessig, 1981), were added to further refine the 
recommendation. These criteria led to development of the decision flow model 

















Case Based Reasoning Recognition Heuristic
Figure 22: Decision flow model.
In this model the practitioner begins by screening alternative analysis and 
selection methods based on their resources to identify feasible and practical
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methods. Infeasible options are eliminated based on lack of information or 
human capability. Impractical options are eliminated based on lack of materiel or 
insufficient capacity for effort. Next, domain history provides prior cases of the 
remaining methods’ implementations. Finally, the analyst may consider their 
familiarity with the methods. A deeper discussion of each criterion follows.
Methods
Alternative analysis and selection methods serve as the alternatives in the 
decision making paradox facing an analyst (Triantaphyllou & Mann, 1989).
These methods provide the first dimension for the evaluation framework. Table 
13 below lists the alternative analysis and selection methods considered for this 
investigation in an abstracted evaluation framework. More than 50 multiple 
attribute decision making methods were identified including those mentioned in 
the literature review. Many were eliminated from this list of alternative selection 
and analysis methods due to their focus in other parts of the multiple attribute 
decision making process, such as Value Focused Thinking’s emphasis on 
alternative generation. The remaining methods all focus on alternative analysis.
Table 13: Abstract evaluation framework.
Alternative Analysis &  Selection Methods Source Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3
Pros & Cons Labaree (1956)
Dominance Hadar & Russell (1969)
Conjuctive (Satisficing) Simon (1955)
Disjunctive Dawes (1964)
Lexicographic Fishburn (1967)
Lexicographic Semiorder Tversky (1969)
Elimination by Aspect Tversky (1972)
Simple Additive Dawes (1979)
Simple Additive Weighting Von Neumann & Morgenstern (1953)
Weighted Product Model Bridgman (1922)
Additive Difference Tversky (1969)
Analytical Hierarchy Process Saaty (1977)
Analytical Network Process Saaty (1996)
Majority of Confirming Dimensions Russo & Dosher (1983)
Frequency of Good & Bad Alba & Marmorstein (1987)
ELECTRE Roy (1968)
PROMETHEE Brans, Vincke, & Mareschal (1986)
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Each alternative analysis and selection method requires certain 
mathematical methods to accomplish it. For example, simple additive weighting 
requires arithmetic and normalization. The information and mathematical fluency 
required to complete these methods must be captured as resources in the 
evaluation framework criteria. These two criteria serve to screen methods for 
feasibility before the analyst considers the methods that are practical.
Criterion 1 - Information
The information required for an alternative analysis and selection method 
creates a screening criterion. Completing an alternative analysis and selection 
method requires information along two dimensions. The first dimension 
describes the differentiation of important criteria by the decision maker that may 
fall into three categories. This differentiation is also called criteria weighting. The 
first category contains methods that allow for a decision maker that gives no or 
equal differentiation. The second category of methods requires the ranking of 
criteria on an ordinal scale. The third and final category of methods requires 
interval scale weights for criteria.
The second dimension describes the basis for each alternative’s 
performance. An alternative’s performance in each criterion may fall into three 
categories. The first category of methods uses nominal comparison. Nominal 
comparisons use categories to differentiate alternatives, such as whether or not 
an alternative meets a cutoff value. The second category requires ranking the 
performance of each alternative against the others within each criterion. This 
may occur across all alternatives simultaneously or in pair-wise comparisons.
The third and final category compares interval scores between alternatives. The 
scores may be inherent in the original data or require some transformation such 
as normalization or determining utility. Both of these dimensions offer 
opportunities to screen out infeasible methods due to the absence of necessary 
information.
One consideration within this criterion is the ability to transform some data 
types into others. For example, ordinal data in either dimension may be
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transformed into interval weights through methods like the rank-ordered centroid 
technique (Barron & Barrett, 1996). This framework reflects the data types 
specified in the original documents, but acknowledges that an advanced analyst 
may be able to invoke some methods with less information.
Table 14 below summarizes the alternative analysis and selection 
methods under consideration along with their information requirements. An ‘X’ in 
the box indicates the minimum information necessary to support the method. For 
criteria weighting, any information to the right of the ‘X’ may also be used. For 
alternative performance, ratio scale information may be transformed into ordinal 
scale ranks for the Dominance and Majority of Confirming Directions methods. 
For example, an analyst could use the dominance method with ranked criteria 
and ratio scores. However, an analyst could not use ranked alternative 
performance in the Frequency of Good & Bad heuristic without the additional 
information of what ranks were ‘good’ and ‘bad.’
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Table 14: Information required for alternative analysis and selection methods.
Resource Them e Criteria M in im um  Inform ation Required
A lternative Analysis &  Selection 
M ethods 4>>



































































Pros & Cons X X
Dominance X X
Conjuctive (Satisficing) X X
Disjunctive X X
Lexicographic X X
Lexicographic Semiorder X X
Elimination by Aspect X X
Simple Additive X X
Simple Additive W eighting X X
W eighted Product M odel X X
Additive Difference X X
Analytical Hierarchy Process X X
Analytical N etw ork Process X X
M ajority of Confirming Dimensions X X
Frequency of Good & Bad X X
ELECTRE Family X X
PROMETHEE Family X X
Criterion 2 -  Mathematical Fluency
The information required for an alternative analysis and selection method 
must be collected and interpreted by an analyst, which represents a human 
resource. Like other resources, analysts vary in their ability to achieve the 
desired outcome. The relevant part of this variability with respect to this 
framework is the analyst’s mathematical fluency. Four mathematical 
prerequisites were drawn from the alternative analysis and selection methods: 
understanding of 1) better or worse, 2) order, 3) arithmetic, and 4) normalization.
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Understanding of better or worse requires the analyst to determine if a value is 
better than a cutoff. Understanding order requires the analyst to place alternative 
performance along an ordinal scale that reflects the decision maker’s preference. 
Understanding arithmetic requires knowledge of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, and exponentiation. Understanding normalization in this 
framework requires the ability to normalize data along different scale intervals. 
Table 15 below shows the mathematical fluency required for each alternative 
analysis and selection method under consideration.
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Table 15: Math fluency required for alternative analysis and selection methods.
Resource Them e Criteria -> People
A lternative Analysis fit Selection 
M ethods




































Elimination by Aspect X
Simple Additive X
Simple Additive W eighting X
W eighted Product Model X
Additive D ifference X
Analytical Hierarchy Process X
Analytical Netw ork Process X
M ajority of Confirming Dimensions X
Frequency of Good & Bad X
ELECTRE Family X
PROMETHEE Family X
Criterion 3 -  Mathematical Tools
Analysts use mathematical tools as the materiel resource for applying 
alternate analysis and selection methods. The literature search found three tools 
beyond paper that may be required to practically complete a method. The first, a 
calculator, is useful for multiplication and exponents, such as in the weighted 
product model. The second, a spreadsheet, is useful anytime data need to be 
normalized. The third and final is proprietary software, which is useful when a
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spreadsheet model is too cumbersome to be practical. Table 16 below 
summarizes the mathematical tools necessary to practically complete each 
alternative analysis and selection method. The ‘X’ indicates the lowest practical 
resource, although tools to the right may also be used if applicable.
Table 16: Mathematical tools for alternative analysis and selection methods.
Resource Them e Criteria M aterie l
A lternative Analysis &  Selection  
M e th o d s ^








































Elimination by Aspect X
Simple Additive X
Simple Additive W eighting X
W eighted Product Model X
Additive Difference X
Analytical Hierarchy Process X
Analytical Netw ork Process X
M ajority of Confirming Dimensions X
Frequency of Good & Bad X
ELECTRE Family X
PROMETHEE Family X
Criterion 4 -  Effort
Effort describes the processing capacity and resources, like money and 
time, which can be applied to an alternative analysis and selection method.
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Effort provides the analyst with the second criteria of practicality for evaluating 
methods. Hastie and Dawes (2001) classified the effort required for some 
methods. Shah and Oppenheimer (2008) extended this work by identifying five 
tasks required of a decision maker to complete simple additive weighting, which 
served as their basis for effort determination:
1. Identifying all cues—all relevant pieces of information must be 
acknowledged.
2. Recalling and storing cue values—the values for the pieces of 
information must either be recalled from memory or processed from an 
external source.
3. Assessing the weights of each cue—the importance of each piece of 
information must be determined.
4. Integrating information for all alternatives—the weighted cue values 
must be summed to yield an overall value or utility for the alternative.
In the case of inference or judgment, this is the final step, and it 
produces the target judgment value.
5. All alternatives must be compared, and then the alternative with the 
highest value should be selected, (p. 207)
Using these techniques the researcher applied a level of effort to each 
method that had not already been prescribed one by Hastie and Dawes (2001). 
Those Hastie and Dawes (2001) levels are distinguished from the researcher’s 
with italics in Table 17 below, which summarizes all levels.
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Table 17: Level of effort for alternative analysis and selection methods.
Resource Them e Criteria Effort
A lternative Analysis &  Selection  














Lexicographic Sem iorder M edium
Elimination by Aspect Medium
Simple Additive High
Simple Additive W eighting Very High
W eighted Product M odel High
Additive D ifference Very High
Analytical Hierarchy Process Very High
Analytical Netw ork Process Very High
M ajority of Confirm ing Dimensions M edium
Frequency o f Good & Bad Low
ELECTRE Family Very High
PROMETHEE Family Very High
Criterion 5 -  Domain History
The domain history criterion provides the analyst with the domains in 
which each alternative analysis and selection method has been successfully 
applied in the body of knowledge. This allows the analyst to compare the 
historical domains with his or her own domain for similarities. The analyst may 
use this information to select or screen methods in a simplified form of case 
based reasoning (Schank, 1983). Table 18 below summarizes the domain 
criterion for each alternative analysis and selection method.
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Table 18: Historical domains for alternative analysis and selection methods.
Resource Them e Criteria -> Domains
A lternative Analysis &  Selection 




























Pros & Cons X X
Dominance X
Conjuctive (Satisficing) X X
Disjunctive X X
lexicographic X X
Lexicographic Semiorder X X X
Elimination by Aspect X X
Simple Additive X X
Simple Additive W eighting X X X
W eighted Product M odel X X
Additive Difference X X
Analytical Hierarchy Process X X X
Analytical Netw ork Process X X X
M ajority of Confirming Dimensions X X
Frequency of Good &  Bad X X
ELECTRE Family X X
PROMETHEE Family X X
Criterion 6 -  Familiarity
The recognition heuristic captures the experimental observation that 
decision makers find familiar alternatives more attractive than unfamiliar ones 
(Gigerenzer, Todd, & ABC Research Group., 1999). The final stage of this 
choice model acknowledges that preference once the feasible, practical, and 
applicable criteria have filtered out un-preferred alternative analysis and selection 
methods.
Framework Development
Table 19 below contains all of the criteria information from Tables 14 
through 18 and constitutes the first part of the framework. A two-dimensional 
table provides the structure of the framework, answering Research Question 2.
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In order to operationalize Table 19 above, the researcher constructed a 
decision flow chart for an analyst to follow when facing the alternative analysis 
and selection method decision making dilemma. This chart follows the tree 
structure recommended in previous work on decision method selection (Guitouni 
& Martel, 1998; C. L. Hwang & Yoon, 1981; Teghem Jr, Delhaye, & Kunsch, 
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Figure 23: Alternative analysis and selection method decision tool.
The analyst enters the tool from the left with the type of data available for 
the importance of criteria. The analyst then moves from left to right matching 
their problem and context to the criteria along the top of each column. The tool 
filters out methods as the analyst continues to the right, terminating in either a
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single recommendation or a list of domains that two or more methods have been 
applied in. The analyst may then use their familiarity with the remaining methods 
to help choose.
An additional level of differentiation is provided under the effort criterion of 
this tool. Where discernable, the method requiring the least effort from within the 
same category of effort has been noted with an asterisk.
This framework represents a first step towards a more comprehensive tool 
that should include all of the identifiable academically-rigorous alternative 
analysis and selection methods. It should be updated as new methods appear, 
new applications occur, and information about existing methods develops. To 
facilitate those new applications, organizations can tailor this framework to their 
own resources and methods as will be demonstrated in the subsequent case 
study.
Framework Development Summary
This chapter presented the development of an alternative analysis and 
selection framework, which comprises Phase 2 of this research as defined in 
Chapter 3. This chapter also answered Research Question 1 with a set of 
appropriate criteria that are suitable for choosing an alternative analysis and 
selection method. It also answered Research Question 2 by organizing those 
criteria into a two-dimensional tabular framework that has been operationalized 





This chapter presents the application of the resource-based alternative 
analysis and selection method framework to the unique context of course of 
action comparison in the US Army’s Military Decision Making Process (MDMP). 
This application occurs in four sections aligned with the research questions.
First, Section 1 answers Research Question 3 by demonstrating how a 
practitioner can use the framework to match alternative analysis methods to 
problems and their context. Second, Sections 2 and 3 answer Research 
Question 4 by demonstrating how an engineering manager can use the 
framework to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative analysis within their 
technical enterprise. Section 2 demonstrates an internal evaluation by the 
engineering manager while Section 3 demonstrates and external evaluation. 
Third, Section 4 provides the opportunity for member checks of face validity by 
two subject matter experts. Fourth and finally, Section 5 incorporates the 
feedback provided by experts and members.
Analysts and their managers should carefully consider any modification of 
the framework to ensure it is undertaken by knowledgeable practitioners and 
subjected to peer review and validation. This case study’s member checks and 
expert reviews provide two ways to validate any framework modification.
The Military Decision Making Process
Pages 19 through 24 of the Literature Review in Chapter 2 describe 
MDMP in detail. The review found four challenges in the course of action 
alternative analysis and selection method recommended by the US Army. First, 
the method uses a less-is-better directionality for ratio weights of criteria.
Second, the method uses ordinal ratings for the performance of each course of 
action on each criterion. These rankings hide the magnitude of preference by the
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staff. Third, the method recommends direct weighting of criteria, which has been 
shown to produce invalid results (Von Nitzsch & Weber, 1993). Fourth and 
finally, the method allows for post hoc changes to the weights and ratings by the 
decision maker. Despite these challenges, MDMP does allow for “any technique 
that helps develop those key outputs and recommendations and assists the 
commander to make the best decision” (United States Army, 2011, pp. 4-36).
This allowance provides the opportunity to apply the proposed framework to this 
context.
Unit of Analysis
This case study applies the alternative analysis and selection method 
framework to the boundary case of a US Army battalion conducting MDMP. The 
case study uses the battalion echelon for three reasons. First, a battalion 
represents the lowest, and therefore least resourced, echelon that conducts 
MDMP within the US Army. This creates a lower edge or boundary case for the 
resource-based framework. If the framework appears valid in this case, then it 
should scale up to organizations with greater resources.
The second and third reasons for selecting the battalion lie in the 
experience of the subject matter experts and researcher. Each of the subject 
matter experts served as a battalion staff officer in their career. This gives first 
hand credibility to their member check. The researcher also served as a 
battalion staff officer and will apply the framework as if serving as a staff officer in 
Section 1 and as the battalion’s executive officer (XO) in Sections 2 and 3. The 
researcher possesses the same rank and similar experience as a typical 
battalion XO.
The 1st Battalion, 87th Infantry Regiment of the US Army’s 10th Mountain 
Division serves as this case study’s example for a typical battalion. A lieutenant 
colonel commands the 655 soldier unit with the assistance of two majors, one of 
whom is the XO. The XO manages a 63 soldier battalion staff in conducting 
MDMP to plan the operations that achieve the battalion’s mission. The 
battalion’s mission is “to close with and destroy enemy forces using fire,
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maneuver, and shock effect, or to repel his assault by fire and counterattack” 
(United States Army, 2014b, p. 1). It conducts this mission in all conditions found 
on land. The battalion will be considered while planning a hasty counterattack for 
Section 1 of this case study. US military planning distinguishes between hasty 
and deliberate tasks based upon the resources available, particularly time.
Section 1: The Framework as a Decision Aid
This section applies the resource-based alternative analysis and selection 
method framework developed in this dissertation to the course of action selection 
step of MDMP for the resources possessed by a typical US Army battalion. This 
part of the case study answers Research Question 3 by demonstrating how an 
analyst can apply the framework to match alternative analysis and selection 
methods to their unique problem and context. The analyst in this case is a 
military staff member. Figure 23 in the preceding chapter presents the full 
framework for reference. That framework serves as the basis for an expanded 
framework that includes any methods used by the organization that are not 
already present. In this case study, the decision matrix method presented in US 
Army doctrine has been added, as shown by the italicized text and heavily 
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Figure 24: US Army MDMP framework application.
The US Army calls their method a decision matrix, which may be 
confusing. In the academic literature a decision matrix is simply a way of 
displaying decision making data, not an alternative analysis and selection 
method unto itself (Triantaphyllou, 2010). The US Army’s actual alternative 
analysis and selection method roughly follows simple additive weighting and is 
described in detail in Chapter 2. The difference, as shown in Figure 25 above, is 
that the US Army’s method uses ordinal alternative performance data, whereas 
SAW uses ratio. The US Army’s use of ordinal alternative performance data also 




The first step of the framework considers the type of data provided by the 
decision maker on the relative importance of the criteria. MDMP directs the 
direct weighting of criteria by the commander with a less-is-better directionality, a 
direction that does not preclude the use of any method (United States Army,
2011). As noted earlier, the academic literature does not support the direct 
weighting of criteria as a valid weighting method, so this challenge will be 
addressed in a subsequent section (Von Nitzsch & Weber, 1993). The ratio 
weighting based methods from the original framework use a more-is-better 
directionality, so the reciprocal of the given weights would need to be calculated 
to match. The lexicographic methods require ordinal weighting, so the interval 
weights would need to be changed to ranks (Tversky, 1969). Both lexicographic 
methods allow for ties, so equally weighted criteria pose no challenge.
Alternative Performance Data
The second step of the framework considers the type of data available on 
the performance of each alternative within each criterion. MDMP directs the 
ranking of alternatives with a lower-is-better approach. This ordinal data 
eliminates all of the methods that require ratio alternative performance data. 
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Figure 25: Framework modification for alternative performance.
Note that this screening eliminates the simple additive weighting method 
that most closely matches MDMP’s decision matrix method. It also demonstrates 
an example where the ability to transform data from ordinal to ratio could provide 
additional options. The decision matrix method becomes the first recommended 
method because it creates a terminus along the path from left to right.
Mathematical Fluency
The battalion staff under consideration contains 12 officers and 51 enlisted 
soldiers. Every officer possesses a baccalaureate degree and every enlisted 
soldier a high school diploma or equivalent. Staff members in each category 
often possess higher degrees (Kane, 2006). These credentials suggest that all 
staff members should know arithmetic, so no methods are eliminated in this step.
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One could reasonably expect some staff members to accomplish normalization 
had it been required. The end of this step results in four methods being added to 
the solution set: pros and cons, frequency of good and bad, dominance, and 
majority of confirming dimensions.
Mathematical Tools
The battalion staff under consideration conducts planning in the field from 
tents with electric generator power while stationary and from the back of utility 
vehicles while on the move. Ruggedized laptops run Microsoft Windows and 
Office along with specialized military software. The Defense Information 
Systems Agency would have to certify other proprietary software, such as those 
that make AHP and the outranking methods practical, before a battalion could 
install them. The remaining methods in this case study require only pen and 
paper, so all advance from this step.
Effort
The battalion under consideration is planning a hasty counterattack. The 
hasty description means that resources, particularly time, are limited. A 
counterattack occurs immediately after the enemy attacks the battalion, so there 
is little time for deliberate planning (United States Army, 2012). In such a case 
the staff will conduct an abbreviated form of MDMP and the effort available for 
planning is low because of the challenges in recovering from an attack and 
attempting to reverse the momentum of the battle (United States Army, 2011,
2012). This lack of resources for planning eliminates the methods requiring 
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Figure 26: Framework modification for effort.
Domains
The framework cannot discriminate between the remaining methods 
based upon domains. This result adds the conjunctive and disjunctive methods 
to the penultimate solution set.
Familiarity
The final step allows the analyst to select from the list of recommended 
methods based off the recognition heuristic. The alternative analysis and 
selection methods recommended to this point are the decision matrix, pros and 
cons, frequency of good and bad, dominance, majority of confirming dimensions, 
conjunctive, and disjunctive. In an abbreviated MDMP while in contact with the 
enemy, a staff would likely choose the familiar decision matrix method.
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Summary of the Framework as a Decision Aid
This section presented how a practitioner could apply the existing 
framework to their problem and context. The analyst may add organizational 
methods and proceed through the framework based on resources as they 
currently exist. The opportunity also exists for experienced analysts or managers 
to further adapt the framework.
Engineering Management Approach
Engineering managers improve their organization’s processes to increase 
performance (Thamhain, 1992). Applying the framework to this case study 
reveals two avenues along which to improve the process of course of action 
comparison in the US Army’s MDMP. First, an XO could tailor the framework for 
his or her particular battalion and its context with the goal of reducing the time 
required to complete the framework. Second, the XO could recommend changes 
to the Army’s course of action comparison doctrine to facilitate the application of 
methods other than the decision matrix method. These two avenues of 
evaluation and improvement demonstrate the framework’s applicability at the 
local (battalion) and institutional (Army) levels. The following two sections apply 
the framework along each of these avenues and answer Research Question 4.
Section 2: The Framework as an internal Evaluation Tool
An XO, acting as an engineering manager, can evaluate the battalion’s 
alternative analysis and selection process using the framework. The results of 
this evaluation provide the XO with two possible lines of effort. First, the XO can 
modify the framework to better suit his or her organization and its problem 
context. Alternatively, the XO can act to change the resources available to the 
organization so that additional methods may apply. The XO may mix these two 
approaches as well. An engineering manager can follow the same process for 
the organization they manage.
Modifying the Framework
An XO could begin by evaluating the framework's methods compared to 
the battalion’s context. The XO could add, remove, or modify the methods
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presented to the staff within the framework. The modifications could reflect the 
organization’s static resources by adding, modifying, or eliminating methods. For 
example, the XO could eliminate methods requiring proprietary software if the 
staff will reasonably never procure and learn it. This change illustrates how a 
manager may tailor the framework to existing conditions. Extending the 
example, the XO may borrow the plus-minus-neutral comparison method from 
the US Navy. This change illustrates how a manager may add additional 
resources to the framework. Figure 27 below shows a modified framework 
reflecting these two changes.
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Figure 27: Framework modification for local method improvement.
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The modified framework for this example grays out the undesired 
methods. The additional plus/minus/neutral method is in italics for emphasis. 
Note that the new method necessitates two additional branches, which are 
highlighted by bold lines and boxes. A simpler framework with the same 
information appears below in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Simplified framework for local method improvement.
Extending the example further, an XO could also add, change, or remove 
any criteria that did not match the battalion’s resources and context. For 
example, the XO may replace effort with one of two planning types: hasty or 
deliberate. This change would align the framework with the organization’s 
lexicon, simplify choices, and likely increase usability. The XO may also decide
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that the domains do not fit the battalion’s context. He or she could replace them 
with more relevant domains, such as those presented in Figure 29 below. 
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Figure 29: Framework modification for local criteria improvement.
Summary of the Framework as an Internal Evaluation Tool
The previous examples show how an XO, acting as an engineering 
manager, can adapt the generic framework to his or her particular organization, 
problem, and context. This represents an inward perspective that should be 
complemented by an outward one. The framework presents the opportunity to 
not only improve the engineering manager’s own business unit, but also their 
larger organization.
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Section 3: The Framework as an External Evaluation Tool
An engineering manager may use the framework to drive change within 
their larger organization. In addition to being the decision aid shown in the 
previous section, the framework may serve as an evaluation tool for an 
organization’s decision making processes. Evaluating an organization’s 
alternative analysis and selection method decision making through the 
framework requires considering the framework’s methods and each criterion 
against the organization’s existing process. This section presents such an 
application to the US Army’s course of action comparison step within MDMP.
Methods
The first step of an evaluation using the framework considers the 
organization’s existing alternative analysis and selection methods. In this case, 
the US Army uses the decision matrix method described in Chapter 2.
Comparing this single method to the methods provided in the framework reveals 
several challenges.
The first challenge appears in the ‘decision matrix’ name of the US Army’s 
method. In non-Army literature, a decision matrix presents alternative and 
criteria performance information in rows and columns (Triantaphyllou, 2010). It 
does not constitute an alternative analysis and selection method unto itself. This 
presents an opportunity for confusion by the analyst and leads to the first 
recommendation from this evaluation. Specifically, the US Army should present 
the decision matrix as a data organization tool and rename their method if it 
warrants keeping. Whether to keep the method and what to rename it will 
depend on how subsequent steps of this evaluation unfold.
The second challenge comes from the lack of method examples for staffs 
to draw upon. The manual allows for “any technique that helps develop those 
key outputs and recommendations and assists the commander to make the best 
decision,” but only provides an example of the decision matrix method (United 
States Army, 2011, pp. 4-36). This results in a second recommendation that the 
manual should include examples of different alternative analysis and selection
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methods from which the staff may choose. The US Navy (2007) and US Joint 
Staff (2011a) include an annex or appendix with several methods in their 
doctrine. This evaluation also recommends including a decision tool for those 
methods, like the one presented in the previous section.
Criteria Importance Data
The US Army’s MDMP specifies the direct weighting of criteria in a less-is- 
better approach by the decision maker. The method specifies weighting the most 
important criteria as one, and then determining “weights for each criterion based 
on a subjective determination of their relative value” (United States Army, 2011, 
pp. 4-36). The weighting method also allows for changing the criteria weights 
after the comparison is complete. This method runs contrary to the non-Army 
literature in three ways. First, it uses a less-is-better approach that matches the 
directionality of the rankings used for alternative performance. All of the other 
methods using ratio weights direct a more-is-better valuation. Second, the direct 
rating of weights without a scale leads to invalid measurements of relative value 
(Von Nitzsch & Weber, 1993). Third, MDMP allows for changing weights after 
the evaluation is complete, which may lead to post hoc manipulation of weights 
to reach a predetermined outcome (MacCrimmon, 1968).
These challenges result in several recommendations. First, the process 
should require a more-is-better directionality for weighting ratio scale criteria.
This aligns the US Army method with the decision analysis body of knowledge 
and facilitates the use of other methods as outlined in the developed framework. 
The second recommendation requires the commander to weight ratio scale 
criteria based on the direct weighting method using a 100 point scale. In this 
method the decision maker assigns a weight between zero and 100 points to 
each criterion. This should not be confused with the point allocation weighting 
method where the decision maker must divide 100 points amongst the criteria. 
Bottomley, Doyle, and Green (2000) demonstrated that direct weighting was 
preferred by decision makers and produced more reliable weights when
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compared to point allocation. Figure 30 below compares the current and 
recommended methods for ratio scale weight assignment.
Current Method:























Figure 30: Recommended change to criteria weighting. Adapted from Commander and 
Staff O fficer Guide (p. 4-36), by US Army, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government 
Printing Office. No copyright.
The revised weights in Figure 30 demonstrate the 100 point direct rating 
technique with a more-is-better directionality. The weighting points assigned in 
the lower decision matrix attempt to reflect the relative value given in the original 
upper decision matrix. Note that the points get totaled atop the ‘TOTAL’ column 
to assist in calculating the normalized weights, now shown in parentheses.
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Although still relatively easy on the commander, this method does require 
additional mathematical fluency on the part of the staff.
The third recommendation requires commanders to finalize their criteria 
weighting after the COA Analysis step. A sensitivity analysis on the weights may 
be conducted if the commander is concerned with them after the analysis is 
complete.
Alternative Performance Data
The US Army’s MDMP directs the ranking of alternative performance 























1 The COS (XO) may emphasize one or more criteria by assigning weights to them based on a determination of their 
relative importance.
* Criteria are those assigned in step 5 of COA analysis.
* COAs are those selected for war-gaming with values assigned to them based on comparison between them with 
regard to relative advantages and disadvantages of each, such as when compared for relative simplicity COA 2 is by 
comparison to COA 1 simpler and therefore is rated as 1 with COA t rated as 2.
Figure 31: Alternative performance in MDMP. Adapted from Commander and S taff 
Officer Guide (p. 4-36), by US Army, 2011, Washington, DC: US Government Printing 
Office. No copyright.
Only two methods from the decision theory review support the ranking of 
alternative performance within a criterion: dominance and the majority of 
confirming dimensions heuristic. Dominance requires that a course of action 
rank first in every criterion to win the comparison. The example in Figure 31 
results in no alternative selection from dominance because different courses of
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action perform better in different criteria. This example demonstrates the 
limitation of dominance being a non-exhaustive method.
The majority of confirming dimensions heuristic compares alternatives in 
pairs by how many times each one performs better than the other. Applying this 
method to Figure 31 would result in a win for COA 2, as shown in Table 20 
below.
Table 20: Majority of confirming dimensions in MDMP.






COA 1 Loss Loss Loss Win Win 2
COA 2 Win Win Win Loss Loss 3
These examples demonstrate the lack of flexibility in choosing alternative 
analysis and selection methods using the US Army’s existing criteria 
performance ranking method. The majority of alternative analysis and selection 
methods reviewed require either ratio scoring of alternative performance or 
nominal data. To increase the flexibility of choice this evaluation recommends 
that methods which use each alternative performance data type be suggested in 
the doctrine. For nominal alternative and performance data the frequency of 
good and bad heuristic provides the only exhaustive and compensatory method, 
so it is recommended. The majority of confirming dimensions heuristic 
demonstrated above satisfies ordinal alternative performance data, so it is 
retained. Three ratio methods are also recommended: simple additive, weighted 
product and simple additive weighting. The simple additive method matches the 
unweighted ‘decision matrix’ method and requires no criteria preference 
information. The weighted product model allows for dimensionless arithmetic 
without the need for normalization of alternative performance values (Bridgman, 
1922). The simple additive weighting method best matches the existing ‘decision
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matrix’ method, so it is retained for consistency. A much simplified choice model 
based on these recommendations appears in Figure 32 below.










Unequal weighting using 100 point scale 
•Weighted Product Method (WPM) 
•Simple Additive Weighting (SAW)
No weighting /  equal weighting 
•Frequency of Good and Bad (FGB) 
•Majority of Confirming Dimensions (MCD) 
•Simple Additive Method (SAM)
Figure 32: Simplified framework for MDMP.
This framework presents staffs with five methods, which follows Miller’s 
(1956) recommendation for human cognition. The five methods are 
compensatory and exhaustive, two desirable qualities in alternative analysis 
methods (Hastie & Dawes, 2001). This framework incorporates the 100 point 
direct weighting recommendation from the previous section. The scale names 
have been simplified for a general audience as well. This simplified framework 
gives staffs the flexibility to choose from methods based on different data types. 
Additional criteria are required, however, to make the methods mutually 
exclusive.
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This step marks the end of new recommendations for MDMP. The 
subsequent criteria develop the recommended tool for staffs to select an 
alternative analysis and selection method. The extension of this framework 
differs from previous versions in that every branch will extend to the last criterion. 
This extension allows staffs to understand every element of the possible methods 
prior to selecting one.
Mathematical Fluency
A US Army staff contains at least one dozen college-educated planners, 
so one can reasonably expect that any staff could apply any of the five methods 
recommended above (Kane, 2006). Although it does not help to screen out any 
methods, this criterion does help distinguish between the two unequal weighting 
methods, as seen in Figure 33 below.
-  . , , _ , Alternative Performance . . .




















Unequal weighting using 100 point scale 
•Weighted Product Method (WPM) 
•Simple Additive Weighting (SAW)
No weighting /  equal weighting 
•Frequency of Good and Bad (FGB) 
•Majority of Confirming Dimensions (MCD) 
•Simple Additive Method (SAM)
Figure 33: Addition of math fluency criterion to MDMP framework.
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The frequency of good and bad heuristic requires arithmetic to add the 
number of good criterion assessments earned by each alternative. The majority 
of confirming dimensions heuristic requires arithmetic to add the number of times 
an alternative outperforms its pair-wise comparison partner. The simple additive 
method requires the analyst to normalize all criteria scores onto the range [0,1] 
for addition. The weighted product model requires arithmetic to add, multiply, 
divide, and exponentiate for weight scaling and score calculation. The simple 
additive weighting method requires normalizing weights and criteria scores. The 
nature of these calculations influences the tool suggested to make them practical 
for a staff.
Mathematical Tools
The framework recommends mathematical tools for each method with the 
intent of making each method approachable to an analyst. Figure 34 below 
shows the mathematical tools suggested for each of the five suggested methods. 
Paper and pen is recommended for addition, a calculator for multiplication and 
exponentiation, and a spreadsheet for normalization.
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Criteria Importance Data Alternative Performance 
Data Type Math Fluency Math Tools
No weighting /  equal weiehtine 
•Frequency of Good and Bad (FGB) 
•Majority of Confirming Dimensions (MCD) 



















Uneaual weighting using 100 point scale Scores
•Weighted Product Method (WPM) 







Figure 34: Addition of math tools criterion to MDMP framework.
Effort
This framework uses effort as the final criterion for staffs to choose an 
alternative analysis and selection method. Figure 35 below presents the final 
recommendation for an alternative analysis and selection method tool for the US 
Army’s MDMP.
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Unequal weighting using 100 point scale 
•Weighted Product Method (WPM) 
•S im ple Additive W eighting (SAW)
Figure 35: Final MDMP framework.
Summary of Recommendations
This section demonstrates how an engineering manager could use the 
framework proposed in this research to recommend changes in their institutions’ 
alternative analysis and selection process. In this case the engineering manager 
is a military planner and the process is the US Army’s MDMP. The specific 
recommendations for MDMP are:
1. Describe the decision matrix as a tool to present multiple criteria decision 
data rather than as an alternative analysis and selection method.
2. Cease use of the ‘decision matrix’ method in current doctrine on the 
grounds that it violates the decision analysis body of knowledge.
3. Provide planners with several alternative analysis and selection methods 
that use different weighting schemes, scoring data, and levels of effort.
4. Provide examples of these methods to the staffs in the planning doctrine.
5. Organize these methods into a tool that allows staffs to more easily 
select the appropriate method for their problem and context.
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6. For weighted methods, replace the current weighting method with a 100 
point direct rating technique with a more is better directionality.
7. For weighted methods, eliminate the allowance to re-allocate weights 
after course of action comparison. Provide the option for a sensitivity 
analysis of the weights instead.
8. For scoring methods, use ratio scores with a more is better directionality.
Section 4: Member Checks
Member checks require persons within the context of the study to verify 
the data and interpretations presented by the researcher (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
These checks serve as an internal validation strategy to establish credibility 
(Erlandson et al,, 1993). The two military planning experts described in Chapter 
4 volunteered to validate the case study’s findings and recommendations. The 
researcher sent each member a copy of the case study’s results along with any 
requested supporting materials, like copies of the draft dissertation. Their 
feedback is summarized in the Table 21 below.
Table 21: Expert feedback.
Member 1 Member 2
Recommendation 1 Agree Agree
Recommendation 2 Agree Modify
Recommendation 3 Agree Agree
Recommendation 4 Agree Agree
Recommendation 5 Agree, but tool needs improvement Agree
Recommendation 6 Agree Modify
Recommendation 7 Agree Agree
Recommendation 8 No comment Agree
Member 1
Member 1 provided the following feedback on the case study:
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• Improve argument through an illustrative historical case study that 
demonstrates how each method could change the decision. Recommend 
a case from military history.
• Use the same case study to show the mathematical challenges in the 
existing method.
• Do not present equal weighting methods when an unequal weighting 
method is recommended.
• Recommend only the most rigorous method for each combination of 
attributes to avoid confusion. Do not place the commander or staff in the 
decision maker’s paradox.
• Use plain English questions for commanders and staffs to follow the tool.
Member 2
Member 2 provided the following feedback on the case study:
• Recommend an example that includes at least three alternatives to better 
demonstrate the methods, particularly the ones with pair-wise 
comparisons.
• Dismissing the existing method may cause some in the approval process 
to balk at the recommendations. Consider a more permissive approach 
that treats the existing method as a heuristic.
• Demonstrate the recommended weighting method rather than restricting 
the methods. Staffs will follow whatever the doctrine illustrates.
• Include a discussion of non-transitivity for pair-wise comparison methods.
• Eliminate the weighted product model as a recommendation. It is too 
complex for staffs to easily explain and defend.
• Emphasize and demonstrate the utility of sensitivity analysis instead of 
restricting the commander’s ability to re-weight criteria.
Summary of Member Checks
Each member accepted the recommendations and provided feedback on 
how to improve the supporting argument and acceptability to the Army. The
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members emphasized the practical, philosophical, and political considerations 
over the strictly mathematical ones. Based on their feedback the 
recommendations for alternative analysis and selection in US Army MDMP have 
been modified below (those that have changed are shown in italics):
1. Describe the decision matrix as a tool to present multiple criteria decision 
data rather than as an alternative analysis and selection method.
2. Propose ending the use of the ‘decision matrix’ method in current 
doctrine on the grounds that it violates the decision analysis body of 
knowledge. If the leadership disagrees, place the old method in an 
appendix and describe it as a heuristic. Most planners will follow the 
example in the chapter and ignore the appendix.
3. Provide planners with two alternative analysis and selection methods that 
use different data types and levels of effort. Do not place planners in the 
decision making paradox. Keep it simple.
4. Provide an example of the most rigorous method in the chapter and an 
example o f the less preferred method in an appendix.
5. Use plain English and a simple table to differentiate the two methods for 
the staff.
6. Replace the current weighting method with a 100 point direct rating 
technique with a more is better directionality.
7. Eliminate the language describing the re-allocation of weights after 
course of action comparison to discourage it without prohibiting it. 
Demonstrate sensitivity analysis in the appendix.
8. Prescribe ratio scores with a more is better directionality for alternative 
scoring against each criterion.
Section 5: Incorporation of Member and Expert Feedback
In addition to case-specific feedback, the researcher received several 
recommendations to automate the framework and allow the analyst or manager 
to manipulate the criteria in any order they chose. Automation allows the 
framework to exist outside of a piece of paper and make it more portable.
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Freeing the order of criteria manipulation allows practitioners to explore methods 
early in the problem solving process and influence data collection. Together 
these changes should make for a more valuable tool.
The tool consists of a Google Sheets spreadsheet with a table containing 
the alternative analysis and selection methods aligned with their criteria, similar 
to the screen capture in Figure 36 below.
Alternative Analysis & Selection Method Tool.xisx
File froir v ie * insert Forma! Data Tools Addons Help
instructions 1 Select Alternative Analysts & Selection Methods row  (hlghighted gray)
2 From the Google Sheets menu above, select Data -» Filter views -» Create new terrporary fitter view
3 Use fdters to  investigate and screen methods
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Press & Coe* None orEuua! N orm al Scale Categories None Paoer or W hiteboard Low Persona!, consumer
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Figure 36: Alternative analysis and selection method tool.
The tool has several useful features due to the Google Sheets platform. 
First, users may be divided into those with edit, comment, and view permissions. 
The tool may also be made public, allowing any user to store and manipulate a 
local copy. Second, the table is scalable, so additional methods and criteria can 
be easily added as they are discovered. Third, the tool resides online and can be 
accessed by any device with a Google Documents compatible web browser and 
internet access. Fourth, the sheet relies on familiar sorting techniques learned
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by almost every spreadsheet application user. All of these features improve the 
usability of this tool over the paper framework.
Addressing expert feedback to free the order of criteria manipulation in the 
digital framework also presented an opportunity to improve the paper framework. 
Instead of requiring the analyst or manager to move linearly from left to right 
along the criteria, the final framework allows them to start at any criterion and 
work in either direction. This format may prove more useful earlier in the problem 
solving process when the analyst or manager can still influence the resources 
committed to the problem and the type of data collected. Figure 37 below 
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Figure 37: Final alternative analysis and selection method framework.
Summary of Case Study
This case study demonstrates several ways that the alternative analysis 
and selection method framework may be applied by an analyst or manager. 
Section 1 applied the framework as is to a problem and its context in order to 
answer Research Question 3. Section 2 used the framework to evaluate
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alternative analysis and selection within an organization. The engineering 
manager then modified the framework by either trimming unnecessary elements 
or adding resources to preserve methods faced with elimination. Section 3 used 
the framework to drive change at the institutional level and resulted in several 
recommendations for the U.S. Army’s course of action comparison process. 
These last two sections answered Research Question 4. Section 4 summarized 
the expert member feedback and presented a set of modified recommendations 
for Army course of action comparison. Section 5 presented an online tool that 





This chapter summarizes the research results, contributions, 
recommendations for future research, and conclusions of the dissertation. Many 
of the ideas in this chapter come from reviewers, experts, and peers that offered 
feedback on the research.
Research Results
The purpose of this study was to develop a theory of alternative analysis 
method selection in resource constrained contexts that is operationalized through 
a decision aid and applied to military staffs as a case study. This purpose was 
achieved through the development and application of the alternative analysis and 
selection method decision tool in Figure 23 to the case of US Army operational 
planning. The tool was subsequently modified into a scalable, online, and 
collaborative decision support tool based on the feedback of experts.
Research Question 1 asked “What are an appropriate set of criteria for 
choosing the alternative analysis methods that are suitable to each unique 
problem and context?” The research revealed that the data, mathematical 
fluency and tools, and effort available formed an appropriate set of criteria for 
choosing alternative analysis methods.
Research Question 2 asked “What is an appropriate framework within 
which to organize the set of appropriate evaluation criteria?” The research 
produced tabular and flow chart style frameworks for use in different situations. 
The final framework added interactive, scalable, collaborative, and online 
characteristics to the tabular framework.
Research Question 3 asked “How can practitioners use the resultant 
framework to match alternative analysis methods to problems and their context?”
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Section 1 of the case study showed how an Army staff member acting as an 
analyst would use the framework to match methods to their problem and its 
context by considering the criteria from Research Question 1 and following the 
flow chart style framework from Research Question 2.
Research Question 4 asked “How can engineering managers use the 
framework to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative analysis within their 
technical enterprise?” Sections 2 and 3 of the case study showed how an 
executive officer, acting as an engineering manager, would use the framework to 
evaluate alternative analysis and selection inside and outside of their 
organization.
Theoretical Contributions
This dissertation contributes the first application of the general inductive 
theory to the multiple attribute decision making literature. This application 
identified the predominant themes, categories, and codes in that body of 
knowledge. This dissertation also proposed a decision flow theory for alternative 
analysis and selection method choice in Figure 22. The first part of this theory 
was developed into the framework and operationalized into the online decision 
aid.
Methodological Contribution
This research contributes a method to develop evaluation frameworks 
using a mixed methods approach. First, the general inductive theory was used to 
elicit the evaluation themes. Second, content analysis was used to identify the 
evaluation criteria. Third, satisficing was used to select the framework structure. 
This methodology may be applied to other domains requiring evaluation 
frameworks.
Practical Contributions
This research contributes three practical products for engineering 
management practitioners. First, it provides a table of alternative analysis and 
selection methods and their criteria. Second, it provides a flow chart decision
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tool that may be followed to match methods to a problem and its context. Third, 
this research provides an online, collaborative, and scalable tool for investigating 
and selecting alternative analysis and selection methods.
Future Research
This research generated many recommendations and ideas from peers, 
experts, and reviewers. Ideas that fit directly within the dissertation’s scope were 
addressed while others were saved for future consideration. This section 
presents some future research directions that may be pursued.
Expanding the Framework
This research purposely kept the scope of the evaluation framework small 
due to limits on the resources available to the researcher. The alternative 
analysis and selection method framework can be easily expanded along two 
directions. First, more methods could be added to the framework by expanding 
the scope to all multiple criteria decision making methods, although the structure 
of the developed framework is scalable and allows for additional methods to be 
considered in an ad hoc manner. Second, more criteria of each method could be 
researched to provide additional differentiation between methods for analysts. 
The author created the scalable collaborative online tool for exactly this type of 
expansion.
Historical Case Study
Member 1 suggested a case study that considers a classic military 
planning event, like D-Day, to show the shortcomings of the existing methods 
and how different alternative analysis and selection methods may have produced 
a different course of action. Initial research into this idea revealed that the 
selection of a landing site for the Allies may be a candidate, but further 
investigation showed that Normandy was chosen through an elimination by 
aspects approach (Ford & Zaloga, 2009). A related idea would use a modern 
military planning event that has its course of action comparison phase recorded 
in the US Army Center of Military History. A modern historical example should
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be more likely to use the currently recommended method and thus make for a 
better basis of comparison.
Other Domain Case Study
The evaluation framework methodology should be applied to other 
domains to further validate its generalizability. Evaluations in other decision 
making domains like government, industry, or non-profits may yield a different set 
of criteria for evaluation. Evaluations of processes other than decision making 
should generate different evaluation frameworks altogether. Each new 
framework would require its own validation.
Conclusion
This research began as an investigation into alternative analysis in military 
planning and resulted in a scalable collaborative online tool that any analyst can 
use to explore and select alternative analysis and selection methods. It also 
produced a methodology for evaluation framework development that applies 
across domains. Along the way the research changed how the US Army 
conducts course of action comparison in its planning doctrine and educated the 
national security analysis community on the shortcomings of existing methods. 
These contributions form the foundation of future research.
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10/22/2014 2 08 PM Reference Place Pubiahed Source Oassfications Created Imported Web Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.22'2014 208 PM Reference:Tertiary Title Source Qassfication* Created Inported Web Data James P L Holzgrele
10/222014 2:08 PM *33 Reference AjthorAddre*# Source Qassfication* Created Imported Web Data James P L. Hotogrtfe
1022/20U 2 08 PM Reference Custom 6 Source Oarefcabons Created Imported Web Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/22/3314 2 08 PM “9 Reference URL Source Gassfcabons Created Imported Web Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/222014 2 08 PM *!p Reference :Captron 5ource Qasslicatnns Created Imported Web Oats James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/22'2CU2 08 PM 4 j Reference Access Date Source Oassfications Created Imported Web Data James P. L  Hoizgr^e
10/22/2014 2 08 PM * 5 Reference Cud ore 7 Source Oassfications Created Iriported Web 0 *a James P L Hoizgrefe
1&-22/2514 2 08 PM
a
Reference.Neme cf Database Source Oassfications Created Imported Web Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1 0 2 2 2C U  2.08 PM Reference:Labef Source Oasaficabcnt Created Imported Web Data James P. L  Hotzgrefe
10/222014 2:08 PM Reference Language Source Classifications Created Imported Web Oata James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/22/2514 2 08 PM ± J Reference Accesaon Nurrber Source Oassfications Created Imported Web Data Jame* P. L. Hoizgrefe
10222014 2.08 PM Reference Cu*om 5 Source Gassthcabons Created Imported Web Oata James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/2220U  2 08 PM ‘S Reference/Translated A l tw Source Oaseficsfccn* Created Imported Web Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.'22/2014 2 08 PM ■ f l Reference Translated Title Source Qassfication* Created Imported Web Data Jams* P L Hotzgrefe
10/22/2C14 2 08 PM Rderence.CaH Number Source Qa**fication» CrMSed Imported Web Date James P. L  Hoizgrefe
10/22'2014 2:08 PM * 9 Reference :Cu«om 8 Source OaaahcBborn Created Imported Web Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/22/2CU 2 08 PM * 9 Reference Ls* Updated Source Cbssefication* Created Imported Web Data Jams* P L Hoizgrefe
1C.‘22-'2014 2 08PM
9
Reference He Attachments Source Qassfication# Created Imported Web Data Jame* P I  Hoizgrefe
ia'22'2C-14 2 0ePM 9 Reference Custom 2 Source Oassfications Created Imported Web Data Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
10/22/2014 2 88 PM ■ 3 W*ey. Rob. Hunder. Chns, 2009} Internal* Created Imported Web Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/22/2014 2 08 PM
9
Reference Database Provider Source Qa**fieations Created imported Web Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/22-2014 2 08 PM Reference Keywords Source Qauficalons Created Imported Web Data James P. L  Hoizgrefe
10/22-2014 208 PM 9 Reference figure Soute Qassficabons Created imported Web Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/22-2014 2 08 PM
9 Reference Added to Lfcrary Source Qassficabortt Created Imported Web Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/222014 2 08 PM 9 Reference Custom 3 Souce Gassficaons Created fnported Web Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/22/2014 2 08 PM
u
Reference.Custom 4 Source Oassfications Created Imported Web Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
1C/Z2/-2C14 157 PM %Wiley. Rob.Hmder.Chns. (2009}-122 Ertemals Modfied Modfied Properties James P L Hoizgrefe10/222014 11.16AM % Von Net/ram. Jofn.Morgenatem. Oskar; (7X7)-518 Externals ModAed James P L Hoizgrefe1Q/222C14 11.16 AM 4 Von Neumann. John.Moryenstem, Odtar. £200?; - 518 External* Modfied Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/22/2014 11 12-AM 4, Trtantaphyaou. Evangelo*. £2013)-494 Externals Modfied James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/22/205411 10 AM 4 Schnrederjans. MarcJ.. (1984/-674 fedemal* Modfied Jame* P I  Hoizgrefe10/22/2014 11 09 AM 4 Schntedeijan*. MarcJ.. (1584; - 674 External* Modfied Jame* P L hoizgrefe
10/22/2014 11 04 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L.Varga*. Luis G.. (1594; • 477 External* Modified James P. L Hoizgrefe10/22/7014 11 03 W4 4. Seaty. Thomas L .Va^as Luu G . (1994) *77 &dem*l* Modfied Jame* P l .  Hoizgrefe
10/22-2054 11:03 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L .Vargas. LuaG . (1994)-477 fedemal# Modfied Jame* P I  Hotzgrefe
10/22/2014 11 MAM 4 Saaty. Thomas L .Varga*. Use G.. (1991) - 491 External* Modfied Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
10-22/2014 10 58 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L .Forman. Emesl H . (1956)-479 edemai* Modfied James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/22/7014 10 33 AM Saaty. Thomas L . (1554) - 478 External* Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/22/7014 10 33 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L. {1954} -478 fedemal* Modfied Jame* P L Hoizgrefe10/22/2014 1032 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L : (1994) • 478 fedexnals Modfied James P. L  Hotzgrefe10/22-701410 32 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L: (1994)-478 fedemale Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe1022 2014 10:30 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L Alexander. Joyce M . (1989) - 476 Externals Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10-72/-2C14 10 26 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L . -1994) - 478 External* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/22/2C14 10 24 AM 4 Saaty Thomas L : (1994) • 478 External* Modfied Jame* P L. Hoizgrefe
10/22-2014 10.24 AM 4, Saaty. Thomas I . (1594;-478 Externals Modfied James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/22/2014 10:23 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L . (1382}-474 External* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
1122/2014 1018.AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L : {1982} • 474 Externals Modfied James P. L Hoizgrefe
10.-72/201* 1018 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas I.. 0982; - <7* fedemal* Modfied Jame* P I  Hoizgrefe1C/22/2G14 10.16 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L . (1980) - 4*3 Externals Modfied James P. L Hoizgrefe10/22/2C14 1015 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L , (1930) - 4*9 Externa** Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10.-27 2014 10 14 AM 4 Saaty. Thomas L . (1980} - 449 External* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10/72-70141011AM 4 Roy, Bernard: {1990}-461 External* Modfied James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/22/7014 10:04 AM 4 Roy. Bernard. 0990} • 461 Externals Modfied James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/22/2G14 10 00 .AM « s Rcy- The o ifiw king approach and th foundation* of ELECTRE methods rtemate Created Imported Source James P. L Hoizgrefe
10-21/2014 449 PM 4 Rafia. Howard: (1968)-387 External* Modfied Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/21/2014 4 43 PM 4 Raffs Howard. (1968) - 387 Externals Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10/21/2014 4 44 PM 4 Pugh. Stuart; (1591)-531 External* Modfied Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/21/2014 4 44 PM 4. Pugh. Stuart: (1991)-531 External* Modfied James P. L  Hoizgnrfe
1G/21-20U 4 43 PM 4 Pasci. Blaise. (1670)-754 External* Modfied Jame* P L Hoizyxefe10/21-2014 4 41 PM Pascal, Barte. (16-8)- 75* External* Modfied Jame* P. L Hotzgrefe
10/21/2014 4 33 PM 4 Pamet. Gregory S.DwcoJ. PatnckJ. Henderson. Dale L : 201D }-143 Externals Modfied James P L. Hcfzgrcfe10/21/2014 4 38 PM 4. Pamel. Gregory S :Dnscof. Patnck J .Henderson. Dale L.. (2310/ -145 Externals Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/21-2014 4 37 PM % M#er. David W .Starr. Martin Kenneth; '1960} - 472 Externals Modfied Jame* P L Hoizgrefe10/21-2014 4 37 PM
* •
(•Her. David VV :Starr. Marbn Kenneth. (1560) - 472 Externals Modfied Jame* P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/21/2014 4.34 PM 4 Kbksatsn. Murat.Walerius.Jyrki.2ort*. Stanley. (2011)-436 External* Modfied James P L Hotzgefe
1G/21-2CU4 33PM 4 Wr. George J Yum. Bo A99R -487 Sdemah Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/21/2014 4 33 PM 4 KSr. George J:Yuan. Bo: (T995) - *87 Externals Modfied Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/21/2014 4 31 PM 4 Mein. Gary A . (1533) • 585 External* Modfied Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
1021-20H 4 31 PM 4 WeevGary A ; (1993)- 589 Externa)* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
1021/2014 4 30 PM 4 Keeney. Ratpfi L .Ratffa. Howard, (1576--444 Externals Modfied Jame* P I  Holzgrele
10/21/2014 4.29 PM 4 Keeney. Ralph L Rartfa. Howard: (1376, - 444 External* Modfied Jame* P. L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 4.55 PM 4 Keeney, Ralph I , (1992) • 670 External* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20.7CU4 55 PM 4 Keeney. Ralph L ; H992) -67S Exlernafs Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10/20/2014 4 55 PM 4 Keeney. Ralph L . (1992) • 670 Externals Modfied Jame# P L Hoizgrefe10.20/2014 4.52 PM 4 Kahneman. D .Tversrty, A.. ;2000) • 6*8 External# Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10/20/2014 4 53 PM 4 Kahneman. D .Tverefcy. A . (2£XX5) - 649 ExJetnals Mortfied James P L Hoizgrefe10'20/2014 4 53 PM 4 Kahneman. D .Tversky.A.. 2 X 0 ; - 6*8 External* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10.70 2014 4 52 PM 4 Kahneman. Darsef.Stove. Paul.Tversky. Amos. (1382?-576 Exlemals Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10-20.2014 4 52 PM 4 Kafineman, Danwl.Stove, PauLTvertky, .Amos, (1982) • 576 Extemais Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-7014 4 51 PM f f Kahneman. D .Tverdxy. A , {2X0}• 643 Exteirvds Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20.-2C14 4 51 PM 4 Kahneman. D .Tversky, A. {2G0G} - 6*8 Externals Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 46 PM 4 Kahneman, Darnel. (2313) - 677 External* Modfied James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/7014*46 PM 4 Kahneman. Darsel, £S13}-677 Edemai* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-7014 4 46 PM
4 ,
Kahneman. D ;Tversky, A . 2 X 0 }-6 *8 Eriemah Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10,70/2014 4 45 PM Kahneman. D .Tvereky. A.. {20002 - 6*8 Extemais Modfied Jame* P. L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 4 42 PM 4 H*ang.Ch«g lar.Yocn. KPzxi. (1981}-411 Extemais Modfied James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/20-7014 4 42 PM 4 Hwang Chng Lai,Yoon, KPaif. (1981}- 411 Extemais Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10.'20/2014 4 41 PM e Hwang. Cbing L»:bn. M J . (1987) - 520 Extemais Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 41 PM hhvang. Ching Lai.Un, M.J . (1987; - 52G Externals Modified Jamee P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014*35 PM 4 Hastte. Reto.Dawes. Robyn M ; (2001) - 530 Ertemais Modfied Jame# P L Hoizgrefe
145
10/20/2014 4 39 PM 4 HwPe. Retd:Dawes. Robyn M„ 12001) - 530 Externals j Modfied James P. L. Hdz^efe
1O/20/20U4.37 PM < (Stovrch, Thomas.Grffn. Dale W .Kahneman. Danrei. (2G025 - 675 Extemais j Modfied Jamee P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 36 PM 4 Gilovtch. Thomas .Grffr. Dale W.;Kahneman, Dantei. (2002; • 675 Externals {Modfied James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 36 PM 4 Gtlovich, ThomasOrffr. Dale W.Kahneman. Cartel; (20025 • 675 brtemats [Modfied James P. L Hotzgrefe
1C.20/2C14 4.34 PM 4 Qlonch, Thomas iGrffn. Dale W :Kahneman. Darsel, (2002} - 575 Externals j Modfied James P. L Hotzgrefe
10/20/201*4.32 PM 4 Frguesre. J.Greco. S ;Ehrgctt. M..(2005} • *62 Extemais (Modfied James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 4 32 PM 4 Ftgjeva J Greco. S .Ehrpc*. M : (2005) - 462 Ertemais [Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10,20/2014 4.32 PM 4 figuesa.J.Greco. S .BvgoG. M ; (2005;-462 Externals Modfied James P. L. Hoizgrefe10/20/2014 4;32 PM 4 Figuetra. J.Greco. S Ehrgott. M , £2005)-462 Extemais j Modfied James P. L  Hoizgrefe
10,20201* 4 32 PM 4 Rguera.J Greco. S .EhrgoC. M . (2005}- *62 Externals j Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 32 PM 4 figuera J -Greco S. Biggd, M ; {2005} - 462 Externals {Modfied James P. L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 4.32 PM 4 Piguera.J.,Greco, S :BvgoQ. M , {2005}-462 Extemais [Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10/20/2014 4.32 PM 4 Figuetra. J.Greco. S ;Ehootl. M., (2905)-*62 Ertemais [Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 29 PM 4 BreAe. Robert P. (1572) -401 Etfernai* Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4.29 PM 4 a»rte. Robert F; {1972)-401 Extemais [Modfied James P. L. Hoizgnfa
10,20,2014 418 PM 4 Costa. Carlos A Bona E.Vansredc, JearvClaude. ‘ 1399) - 672 Extemais [Modfied James P. L. Hoizgrefe
1C/2C/2SU417 PM 4 Costa, Cartes A Bana E.Vwwscfc, Jean-Qaude. {19995-672 Externals j Modfied James P I. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 17 PM 4 Costa. Cartes A Bana E.Vansrack. Jean-0aude. (1999) - 672 Extemais Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe10/2O/2O14 417 PM 4 Costa. Cartes A Bana EVansreck, Jean-Gaude. (1939) -672 Externals | Modfied James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 4 15 PM 4 Clemen. Robert T.. (1991) *97 Externals [Modfied James P. L Hoizgrefe10/20/2014 4 15 PM * Oemen. Robert T . (1991) -4S7 Ertemab Modfied James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/23/2014 4 02 PM 4 Chen. Shu Jen;Hweng. Chng Us. (1592) 51* Externals [Modfied Jamee P. L. Hoizgrefe1O/20.2C14 4O1 PM 4 Chen. Shu Jen.Hwang. Qvng La; (19925-514 Externals | Modfied James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 4 d  PM 4 Chen. Shu Jen Hwang. Chng Lai: (1952; - 514 udemaie [Modfied James P I  Hoizgrefe10/20-2054 4 01 PM %Chen. Shu Jen;Hwang. Chng Lai: <1992? • 51* Extemais | Modfied James P. L Hoizgrefe12/20/2014 4 01 PM Chen, Shu Jen.Hvrang. Chng La: (19925 • 51* Externals Modfied James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/2G/201* 3 44 PM & Book Source Gaaafrcatnns [Created Imported Bfckographcal Data James P t  Hoizgrefe
1Q'2G/2014 344 PM
n
Book Author Source Oassfications |Created irrported Bbkogracfscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2C14 3 44 PM Book Sertes Edsor Source Oassfications |o«ated Imoorted B W og ac ta l Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2C14 3.44 PM w BookYew Source Qsssfieebons [Created imported Btokogrepfrcaf Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014344 PM Source Qassficatwns Modfied Imported B b k g v h c a i Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2G14 3 44 PM Zu Book Ttle Source Qasshcalions | Crealed imported BMoTapfscai Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3.44 PM 7* Book . Series Title Source Qasshcaticns [Oeaied knported Btefogrepkicat Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20,2014 344 PM H Book:Pubksher Source Ossifications | Oeaied imported ftbtographrcat Data James P L  Hotzgrefe
1C/2&-2C14 3 44 PM H 8ook:Ptece Publshed Source Qassficalions Cmaled knpoited Bfctlographicai Dda James P I  Hoizgrefe
10.20/2014 3 44 PM 4 j Book Series Volume Source Oes*frc#ione [Crealed Imoorted BMoffaphrcat D«a James P I  Hobgrrfe
10,20.2014 3 a  PM 43 Book:Nurrber of Volumes Source Qassficatons [Created Imported Bbtogrephrcai Data James P L  Hoizgrefe
10120,2014 3 44 PM 4 3 Book Volume Source Oassftealiont) Created Imported Bfstograpfscai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Book Type of Work Souce Oasafcations [Created Imported BWographcal Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10,20.2014 3*4  PM 43 Book Pegee Source Oassfications [Created Imported B M cgsphu i Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/2).2014 3 -a  PM Book:Date Source Oassfications [created hpoited Bblograpftcat Data James P L Hofzgrde
10/20/2014 2 44 PM BookNranber of Pages Source Oasaftealiona [created Imported Bbiographical Data James P L Hoizg^e
10.-20/2C14 3 a  PM 43 BookEdbon Source Oassfications [creMed knponed Btekograpfscal Data Jamee P. L Hoizgrefe
10.20/2O14 3 .a  PM Book.Edtor Source Oassficationa [crested Imported Bfctograpteai Data James P L Hoizp^e
10/20/2014344 PM a Book Translator Source Oaseficalion* | Created knported BiOgephicat Data James P L Hoizgrrfe
10/2C/2C14 3 a  PM 4j( Book Short Ttle Source Oassfications [Oeaied Imported Bbkosnchrcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3.a  PM *5 Book .Abbreviation Source Cl—aficstone | Created Imperted BbkoTaptvcal Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20,201* 3 44 PM Book .ISBN Source Qassfieabons [Created Irrported Bfafographical Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 3 a  PM Book Tde Prefer Sotxce Oassbcationt | Crealed Imported BbSograpbteai Data James P L Holzgrrfe
10.20,-2014 3 a  PM 43 Sook.ReonrS Edtion Source Oassfwabons |created imported Bbkogrepfscai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.20/2014 3 a  PM 43 BookOngnai PuMcahon Source Oaaaficabona [Created imported Bbteorepticai Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 344 PM ■ n 6ook:DOI Source QsnAcetionf Created krported 8U o 9 «phteal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.20/2014 3 4* PM 4} Book.Reviewer Source Ossifications [Created imported BttosFBphrcai Data James P. L  Hotzgrefe
10,20/2014 3 a  PM 43 Book.Keywords Source Oasathcatons | Created hrported 8bkogrepk»cai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 3 44 PM BookGal Nupfcer Souce Gawftcatixu [created imported Btekpjraphrcai [Asia James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *p Book Label Source OaesAcations [Created fnported BUographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 4 | Book.Accesswn Number Sovce Oaesficationa [created Imported BCSogrephrcal Data James P L. Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 a  PM Book.Cacbon Source Oaaaficationi [Cmted Imported BUograptsc^ Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Book URL Source OoeeAcatiora [Created Imported BbSogrephicat Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 a  PM 43 Book Figure Source Qassfmateni [Created imported Biographical Data James P L Hotzgrrfe
1020/2014 3 ,a  PM MBook Access Date Souce Oasafrcatione [CreAed knported Bbkograptvcal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 a  PM a Book Arthor Address Source Oassfications [Created Imported BfckocrephKa! Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 3 44 PM 4) Book Frte Adachmerts Source Oaesficalicnt [Created Imported Bbiographicaf CVrta James P L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 a  PM Book Language Source Oasabcattens [Created Imoorted Bbioyaptvcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1O/20/2CU 3 a  PM 4 i Book Name of Database Source OaaiAcabona Created Imported Bbtogrephrcal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
ID/202014 3 44 PM *4j Book Translated Author Source Oaseficationt [Created Imported Bfc4o9 ephicai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
1C/2G-2C14 3 a  PM H Book Added 1o library Source Oassfications [Created Imported Bttographcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/23/2C14 3 a  PM »il Book Database Provider Source Oassficatene [Created Imported Bbkograptscsi Data James P. 1 Hotzgrrfe
10-20/2014 3 a  PM 4 i Book Last Updated Source Qaaaficabont [Created Imported Bbfograptscai [Arts James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2GW 3 44 PM BookTranslated Tde Source Gasifications (Cretted imported BHographcal Data James? L Holzgrele
10/20 3)14 3 a  PM 43 Book Secten.Autbor Source Oassficationa [Created Imported Bbfographrcal Data James P L Hoizgrrfe
10,20/2014 3 a  PM Book Section:£iStof Source Oaeaficatonj [Created Imported Btetographrcat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 344 PM A Book Section Source Oaaaficatiorw [created Imported Bbtographrcat Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM 43 Book Section Ttle Source Oassficationa [Created imported Bbkograpficat Data James P L Hoizgrrfe
10.-20/2014 3 a  PM 43 Bode Section Year Source Oassficationa [Created Imported Bfetographrcaf Data James P L Hefzgrefe
10-20,2014 344 PM *4i Book Section . Book Tde Source Qseafications [Created Imported Bbfograptscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C'2Q-2014344 PM 4j Book Section Publisher Source Oassfications [Created Imported BblographKai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20.-204 3 a  PM 4 d Book Section Volume Source Oassficationa [Created Imported Btekographcaf Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20,204 3 a  PM 47 Bock Sector. Number cf Volumes Source Ossaficatnns [Created Imported BtekoTaphcal Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10.-20/2014 3 44 PM H Book Section Series Volume Source Oassfications [Created Imported Bbiographical Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10 .20204 3 <U PM Book Section Piece PubWhed Source Ossifications [Created Imported Btkograpficai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/23/2014 3 a  PM 43 Book Section. Senes Editor Source Oessfieatens [Created Imported Bibtographicaf Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1S/20,'201* 3 44 PM rfi Book Secbcn Pages Source Oassfications [Created Imported Bfekopaphrcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2C14 3 a  PM Book Sedan Chapter Source Oassfications [Created Imported Bbiographical Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.22.-204 3 a  PM 43 Book Secbon. Senes Trtie Source Oassficattons [Created Imported Bfctegepbxcei Data James P L HSzgrrfe
10.-2S/2C14 3 a  PM *» Book Section.Edbon Source Gassftcabons [Created Imported Btekographcal Crete James P L Hoizgrefe
lC-2a.2C14344 PM Book Sedan Translator Source Oassfications [Created hr^orted Bbkographicat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-204 3 a  PM 4^ Book Sedan Short Title Source Oassfications [Created Imported Bbkographcai Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/20/204 3 a  PM 31 Book Sedan Abbreviation Source Oassfications [Created Imported BibkoTaptscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe10-20,204 3 a  PM 31 Book Sedan ISBN Source Oassfications [Created imported Bibiocrapkieal Data James P L Hoizgrefe10-20-2014 3 44 PM ■B Book Sedan Ortgnal Pubteatan Source Oassfications [Created imported Btbfographicrf D«a James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 a  PM Book Sedan Report Edition Source Oassfications [Created imported Bbkographrcaf Data James P. L. Hcfzgrefe
10.20/2014 3 .a  PM 4* Book Secbon : DO i Source Oassfications | Created Imported Kbko^rephcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.-20,2514 3 44 PM 43 Book Sedan Reviewed ten Source Oassfications | Created krcxjrted BteSographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20'2C14 3 a  PM f) Book Sedan.Accession Nut-ber Source Oassftcaons [Created knported Bbkograptic^ Data Jamee P L Hoizgrefe
146
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1020/2014 3 44 PM (Book Section Packaging Method Source Oassficatcnj (Created [imported Bbkogapfscai Dtta Parties P L Hoizgrefe
10/207014 3 U P M “ H  Book Section TWe Prefa Source Oassfications [Created | h w te d  Bbiogapfscaf Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *^3 [Book SecborvRevwwef Source Osssficabone [Created | imported Bfckogrephrcaf Data James P L Hotzgrefe
1570/2014 3 44 PM |Book SecborvCal Number Source Qasaficabons [Created | Imported Bbiograprtcaf Data James P L Holzp^e
1075/2CU 344 PM 4 - j Book Section Label Source Oassfications [Created [imported Bbtographicaf Oata James P I  Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2C14 344PM *44 IBook Section Section Source Oassfications [Created | Imported Bokograpfscai Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10/257014 3.44 PM *t 4 IBook SecDonfigure SourceOassficstont [Created [imported Bibfcogaphicai Data James P L. Hotzgrefe
15 7 5 7 0 H 3 4 4  PM Book Section Fie Attachments Source Qassficatiora (Created IVrported Bibkogaphrcal D«« James P L Hoizgrefe
10,757014 3 a  PM * r i  |6ook Section Keywords Source Osssfcatkms [Created | Imoorted Bblograpfscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM T 3 |Book Section Caption Source OassficaGont Created Imported Bfekograpteaf Oata James P L. Hoizgrefe
10.70/2014 344 PM *7 *} (Book Section Translated Title Source Oassfications [Created [imported ENUogvkscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1O7O/20U344 PM jBook Section language Source Qassficationt [Created [imported Bbiographicaf Data James P L Hoizgrefe
12/20/2014 344 PM (Book Section Access Date Source Oassficatnre [Created j imported Bbsograpftcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/207014 3.44 PM | Book Secbon Author Address Source Qassticabons [Created [imported Bbiograpfrcai Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10 70 7C K 3 44 PM " p  Book Section.URL Source Oassfications [Created [ Imported ENttopaphicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1070/2014344 PM * 3  [Book Section.Name of Database Source Oassfications [Created [imported BWogat/scal Data Janies P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2C14 344 PM |0oo*t Sec0on:Tfar»iate<3 Author Soitfce Oassfications [Created [knported Bbkogreprtcaf Date James P. L. Hotzgrefe
10/70/2014 3 44 PM * 5  [Book Section Database Provider Source Qssaficatnns Jcreaed [knported Bfckograpftcai Data Janies P I  Hoizgrefe
15757Q H 344PM *j£j [Book Section Added to Iferary Source Oassfications [Created [imported Bfckograprtcei D«a James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM "H  Conference Proceedrogs Teer of Conference Source Oe*s4icat«ns [Created [imported BbSoyaprtcal Data James P L Hotzpefe
10/70/2014 3 44 PM *4 j [Conference Proceodmjj Coherence Location Source Oassficationj [Created [imported BUogreprtcat Oata Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM [Conference Proceedngs Corf erence Nome Source Qeseficeticin* [Created [tnported BbAogreprtcaf Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
1C/20.-2014 3 44PM ‘T j  IConfarence Proceedng* Pubtaher Source Owrficationa [Created [ Imported BWographical Data Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
15-75'2014 3 44 PM |Conference Proeeeelng* Source Classification* [Created [imported Gfcfcographieai Data James P L. Hotzgrefe
10/20/20 U  3 44 PM (Conference Proceedng* A ih c r Source Oaeafieationt [Created [imported Bf^ograpfscat Date James P L HolzgrWe
10/25/2014 3 44 PM • y  j Conference Proceedrgs Title Source Qassficationt Created [imported Bbiographicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
13/20,2014 3 44 PM *¥} Book Secbon last Uodated Source Oassfications [Created (imported Bfetograchicaf Date James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *^4 (Conference Proceedngs Edfor Source Oassfications [Created [imported Bbfograpbeai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
15757014 344 PM (Conference ProceedngsVoigme Source Oassficatens (Created [imoorted Bbiographieat Oata James P L Hoizgrefe
1070.7C14 344PM *74 (Conference Proceedings Nurrbar al Volumes Source OessficTtore fC iuted [ImoertedBbhogrBpt'ieaLOetB James P I  Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 344 PM ^  Conference Proceedrgs Packaging Method Sourcedasshcatcns [created [imported Bttograpbcai Data James P L. Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM [Conference Proceedngs Place Published 5ource Oassfioabons [Created [trrpoited Bbkogephrcat Data James P L Hoizgncife'
10707014 3 44 PM • p  Conference Proceedngs Edton Source Qsssficaticni [created [imported Btaographical Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
18.707014 3.44 PM * §  [Conference Procewfrigs figure Source Qassificatcns [Created [krportttd BMograpfacai M s James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10.-20/2014 3.44 PM [Corference Proceedngs label Source Qassfication* |Created |krported Bbkograpfvcaf Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 <4 PM *44 [Corference Proceedngs ISBN Source Qeasfication* [created [imported BtfoTaphrcei Dote Jame* P t  Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM (Conference Proceedngs Tear Published Source Qwrfication* [crealed [imported B taoychrcaf Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10.20/2014 3.44 PM ^  (Coniererce Proceedings Date Source O m h c a tm  [created [imported Bfctogrepkrcal Data Jamee P L Hoizgrefe
10202014 3 44 PM MM (Conference Proceedngs Caption Source QaeafBcatem |Crealed [imported 8btograph*cai Crete James P L Hoizgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM (Conference Proceedngs Pages Some Qas*ficaticn» [Created [hnported Bbtograpfecai Dda James P. L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM (Conference Proceedngs Senes Ethor Source Qaesficreione [Created [krported Bbkogrepfvcal Dais Jame* P L. Hotzgrefe
10/20,2014 3.44 PM *71 Conference Proceedings Cai Nurrber Source Qawfcabon* [Crereed [imported BfcAogrepfvcai Data Jame* P L. Hoizyefe
10/202014 3 44 PM *44 [Conference Proceedngs.DOl Source Qassfication* Created Imported Bfetogrephicai Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 *4 PM (Conference Proceedngs Sponsor Source OassfcAiont |Creeled (Imported Btirographcai Data Jame* P. L Hoizgrefe
1020.2014 3 44 PM *71 jCorference Proceedings Access Date Source Osaaficabcnt [Created [imported BiMograpkical Data James P. 1 Hotzgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM ■H [Conference Proceedngs Proceeding* Tile Source OasaAcabon* |Crealed [imported Bbtographrcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM **•4 [Conference Proceedngs A ih o r Address Source Qessficalion* [Created [imported Bfciograpfscal Data Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *44 Conference Proceedngs Tronsiated .Author Source Qaeaftcatpne |Crealed | imported BMographrcat Data Jamas P. L Hoizgrefe
10-20-2014 3 44 PM *^5 | Conference Proceedngs Issue Source Qassfication* [created [imported Bbtograpfrcai Date James P L Hoizgrefe
15757C14 3 44PM * 5  | Conference Proceedngs Keywords Source Qassficationt [created [imported Bfcfographicai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *"H j Conference Proceedngs file Attachmert* Source Qassfication* [Created jkrported fibkographcai Data Jame* P. L Hoizgrefe
10,20-2014 344 PM [Conference Proceedings Translated Title Source Qaasfrcaton* [Created jkrported Bbtogrepkscsf Data Jama* P L Hoizgrefe
15202014 3 U  PM [Conlerence Proceedngs Accession Number Source Qasaficabon* |CreSed [Imported BUograpfscaf Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20.-2014 3 44 PM •77 Conference Proceedngs URL Source Oassfications j Created [imported BfctogreAscal Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10/20.2014 3 44 PM *71 j Conference Proceedngs Senes T«le Source Oassfications Crealed |knported Bttograchca Data James P L. Hotzgrefe
10/20.2014 3 44 PM (Conference Proceedngs Source SourceQasslficafion* [created [imported Bbkograpfrcaf Data James P L  Hoizgr^e
1020/2014 3 44 PM *T j I Coherence Proceedngs Short Title SourceQaaafication* [Created [imported Bfckograpteai Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1C.'20'2014 3 44 PM |Conference Proceedngs.Ust Updated Source Qassfication* ]Created [imported Bttographrcal Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20.7014 3 44 PM [Genenc Custom 1 Source Qastficabona Created Imported Bfctographtcaf Data James P. L. HDizyeie
1C7G/2C14 3 44 PM ■ y  (Conference Proceedings Added to bbrary Source Qaaefication* (created [imported Bfckogropfscai Data James P L Hoizyefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM jGenertc Pages Source Qatsficabont [Created | Imported Bfakograpfscat Data Jame* P. L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM [Genenc Language SourceQasihcaton* [created [imported Bbtogrepheai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM ^  [Genenc.Place Pubkshed Source Qassfication* [Created [imported Bibkogreoivcaf Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10202014 3 44 PM "■W [Generic.DOl Source Qatsfcatoro [Created [impoited Bblegrapheat Deta Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM *41 | Generic Keywords Source Qassfication* [Created [imoorted BMograpfscal Data Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM [Generic Tear Source QaufKabons [Created | Imported Bbtoyapfscal Data Jamas P L. Hoizgrefe
1070/2014 3 44 PM "•“M  |Genenc:ISBN,-1SSN Source Qasaficatnns [Created | krported Bfbkographrcal Daa Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10-202014 3 44 PM |Genenc:AJtefnate Title Source Qassficatien* [Created | knported Bfctog-apheal Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM **J |Genenc Volume Source Qassfication* [Created | Imported Bbfographrcal Data James P. L. Hotzgrefe
1 C/20/2014 3 44 PM *71 Coherence Proceedngs Database Provider Source Oasificeton* [Created [imported Bek>yapf»cai Das James P L. Hoizgrefe
1025-2014 3 44 PM (Generic-Custom 8 Source Qanfications [Created ) Imported BtokoTophrcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C7G2G14 344 PM *44 1 Genenc. Secondary A iOw Source Qassfcationi (Created jkrported Btokographicd Data James P. L Hefzgrefe
10/20.7014 3 44 PM *74 |Genepc:Databa»e Provider Source Qastficabort* [Created | imported BlMograpfscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3:44 PM *74 1 Generic Cud om 7 Source Oassfications [Created (imported Bibio^apfscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 3 44 PM *74 (Generic.Subsidary Author Source Qassficatien* [Created jkrported Bfckographieai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
1520/2014 3 44 PM *74 (Generic Ongnaf Pubkcation SouceQsssbcaton* [Created [imoorted BibkoTafrttcai Oata James P L Holzgrele
10,20/2014 3 .«  PM [Genenc.Date Source Qassfication* [Created (imported Bbkogrepfscal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
15-20/2014 3 44 PM “74  [Genenc:Cuaom 5 SourceQessftcabon* [Created [imported Bbto^apfscai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM *4 j [Genenc URL Source QessfieXion* [Created | imported BMograpfscaf Data James P. 1 Hotzgrefe
1520/2014 3.44 PM *74 [Genenc Reviewed Item Source Oassfications [Created | Imported Bibkogmphcal Data James P L  Hoizyefe
13/20/2014 3 44 PM *74 [Genenc labei Source Qassfication* [Created [imported Bbkogrsoftcai Data Jams* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM *74 (Generic Custom 3 Source Qsssficdioni [Created [imported Bfeiographicai D«a James P L Hoizgrefe
1520-2014344 PM T l  [Generic Accession Nimher Source Qassfication* [Created | imported BPkogrophrcal Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1070/2014 3 «  PM [Genenc Short Tile Source Qassfication* [Created | imported Bibtogrepbcai Data James P L Hdzyefe
10252014 3 44 PM * y  [Oeneric Ttle Source Qassficatioo* [Created [ Imported Bfctographrcai Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20 2014 3 44 PM *4 j (Genenc .Added to Ubrary Source Oassfications [Created [imported Efekograpficai Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM *74 (Corterenc* Proceedngs Language Source Oassfications (Created [imported ftbkogreptvcai Data james P L Hoizgrefe
10 70/2014 3 44 PM “74  [Generic Report Edbon Source Qawficabon* [Created | imported Kbkograpk*cai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.20/2014 344 PM *» j [Generic.Type of Woik Source Qessficationi [Created [ Imported Bbkopapheal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1520/2014 3 44 PM *7l [Genenc Author Source Qassficabons [Created [ Imported BbtoTapheai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/20H 3 44 PM [Genenc Pfe Attachments Source Oassfications [Created [imported Bbfcographrcal Date James P L Hoizgrefe
1520/2014 3 44 PM *74 |Genenc.Pubbsher Source Oassfications [Created [imported Bbkograptvcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.20/2014 3 44 PM **4 [Generic Tertiary Atihor Source Qassfication* |Created [imported Bbfcograptvca Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10-257014 344 PM *74 [Genenc Tertiary Ttie Source Oassfications [Created [imported BWo^apk»cat Data James P. L Hefzgrefe
1C70.2OH3 44 PM *7*J [Genenc Number of Voksnes Source Qassfication* |Created [imported Bofographicai Data Jame* P L Hefzgrefe
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10/20/201044 PM ^  [Genenc Secendary Tide Source Oassfications Created imported Btekographcal Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10 70/2014 3 44 PM [Conference Proceedng* Name of Database Source Oassfications Croded imported Btekographcd Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM 5  [Genenc Custom 4 Source Oassficabons Created imported Btekographcal Data James P L  Hotzgefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *53 [Genenc Access Date Source Oassfications Created Imported Btekographcal Oata James P L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM [Genenc.Figure Source Oassfications Created Imported Bfckogaphcal Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20.-2014 3 44 PM [Genenc Source Oassfications Created Imported Btekographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3.44 PM *3j  (Genenc Edaujn Source Oassfications Created knported Blbkogaphcal Data James P L. l-torig^e
10/20,7014 3 44 PM *33 [Genetic Number Souree Qassficabcns Created Imported Bbkograptvcel Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM [Genertc Caption Source Oassfications Created Imported Btotographcal Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *4l| [Genenc Translated Tide Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bptog’sphrcsi Oata James P L Hotzgrefe
1020/20U  3 44 PM *53 [Generic Cal Number Source Oassfications Created Imported Bbkopaphcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1070/2014 3 44 PM *4 i |Gen«ric Translated Author Source Oassfications Created Imported Stenographies! Data James P L Hefzgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM * r j  Genenc Author Address Source Oassfications Created Imoorted Btekographrca! Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 3 ^  [Genenc Section Soiree Oassficabons Created Imported Bibtographcat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM y  |Genenc:Cuaom 5 Source Oassfications Created krported Bbtographicat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2C14 344 PM *Tf | Genenc Name d  Database Source Oassfications Created Imported Btesogrophscai Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3.44 PM [Genenc CuMotn 2 Source Oassficationa Created Imported Btetopaphrcal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM y  [Journal Article Pages Source Oassfications Created Imported Bbtographcal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/2C/2014 344PM *73 | Government Documert Access Date Source Oassficabons Created krported Bbtogrophcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM **3 Government Documertfigure Source Oassficabons Created knported Stesographicai Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1S/2C/20U 3 44PM •73 Govemmert Documert Sector* Source Oassficabons Cieaed irrpcrted BbkograpNof Data James P L  Hoizgrefe
1&/2G/2S14 344 PM * H  Journal Articfe:Bepnri Edtnrt Source Oassficabons Created krported Btekograptscai Date James P. L. Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM • 5  [Government Document/Author Source OassficaUons Created imported Bteiogrephcal Data Jame* P. L. Hefzgrefe
1070/2014 3.44 PM "43 Journal Art»de:i»ue Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bbko^aphKal Data James P. L. Hotzgrefe
1C.7Q/2CM 3:44 PM *43 [Journal ArtK3e:Acces*on Number Source Oassficabons Created knported Bbkopaphrcal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
1D7Q/2C14 3 44 PM *3 j (Journal AtttcJe.Date 5©urc« Oassfications Created Imported Bfeiogr^tKaf Data James P. t  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *4j  I Government Document Label Source Ciassficsttons Created Imported BtekoTephcal Data James P. L  Hotzgrefe
10/20/201* 3.44 PM |Govemmer« Documert Place Pubkshed Source Oassfiesbons Created Imported Bbkographicar Dare James P L Hotzgrefe
1070-2014 3 4* PM • y  | Journal M ide COI Source Osseficadons Created krported Btekograptvca! Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2C-14 3 44 PM {journal Article NIHMSlO Source Ctaasficatiane Created krported Btekogreplicd Dels James P L Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2GU 3.44 PM 4 3  [Government Documert Congress Sesson Source Oassftcabone Created Imported Bibkograpt’Kat Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 *4  PM • y  iJoumafArtde-Capticn Source Oassficabons Created Imported BtefoffapNcal Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 4 3  |Joumal Article Keywords Source Oassficabons Created krported Bfciographrcal Data James P I  Hoizpefe
10/23-7C14 344 PM *43 |jouroalArtcte.Alemaie Journal Source OassficstKina Created Imported BbkognpNcal Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20,7014 3 44 PM *71 Government Docunent Added lo Lbrary Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bbkographrcel Data James P L. Hotzgrefe
10/2G/2CH344 PM * y  {journal Artide Year Source Oassfications Created Imported B U o g v h c s  Data James P I  Hoizpefe
10.707014 344 PM *43 | Journal MtdeFigure Source Oassfications Created Imported Bfckogrephcaf Data James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM {Government Documert Translated Author Source Oassficabons Created Imported {W o jfjp tK a l Data James P . L  Hoizgrefe
10,2Q/2CH344 PM “ H  GeneneLaat Updated Source Oassfications Cretted Imported Btefo^aphcai Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
1C/2Q/2D14 344PM * 5  {Government D oom rt.F ie  Attadvnenlt Source Oassfications Created Imported Btetoysptscar Date 'James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *44 | Government Document : Database Provider Source Oassficsbone Created Imported Btekographcal Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10/70-7014 344 PM *r$ Journal .Aftde.URl Source Qaseficaboni Created Imported BbkograpNcai Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM y  [Government Documert Vckime Source Oassfications Created imported Bblogrephtcaf Data Jame* P I  Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *43 {Government Documert Issue Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bteto^ephictf Dels James P L Hoizgrefe
10/207014 344 PM * y  | Government Documert Papes Source Oassficabcns Created krported SbkoTaphrcal Data James P. L  Hotzgrefe
10,70/2014 3 44 PM [journal Amde-OngnalPubkcaiwn Source OMsficabont Created Imported BtekoTSphcei Crete James P L Hotzgrefe
10'20/2014 3 44 PM ^  (Government Documert Source Oassfications Created Imported Btitographeai Data Jams P. L Hotzgrefe
1Q/20/2C14 3 44 PM " r f  Government Document Author A U tM i Source Oassfications Created Imported ftbkogrepticif Dels Jams* P L Hotzgrefe
10-20."2C14 3 44 PM *71 [Govemmert Document Language Source Qassficationt Created Imported Bibkographcal Date James P L Hoizgrefe
1070/201*3 44 PM * r i  [Goverrsnent Docunert Accession Number Source Qeatfcabont Created Imported Bfckographicd DMa James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM * y  Journal Article . Short Ttee Soa-ce Oassficabons Oeaied krported etekoTaptsci Data James P L Hefzgrefe
10/70.7014 344 PM “ M  J Journal ArodeFfe Attachments Source Qaasficahone Created Imported 8tekog-aphcat Data James P L  Hoizgrefe
1070,7014 3 44 PM ^ 3  [Government Document Year Source Oassficabons Created knported Btekogreptscal Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 344 PM • j j  [journal Article Start Page Source Qassficationt Crealed tmpoited fiteiographical DMa James P L Hoizgrefe
10/2C/2C14 3 44 PM “ H  [Govemmert Document Keywords Source Qasaficstions Created Imported Bibkograpt>cd Data Jame* P L. Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2C1* 3 44 PM *43 | Journal Artide Volume Source Oassficabcns Created Imported Btekographcel Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10.70/201*344 PM *33 |joumal Artide Type of Artide Soiree Oassficabons Created krported Bteiographical Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C.7Q7C14 3 44 PM |Govemmenl Documert Edtcn Source Qassf cations Created krported BfaCog-aptse* Dels James P L Hoizgrefe
10.-70/2014 3.44 PM *43 Journal Artde Author Address Source Oassficabcns Created krported Btekogapkscai Osla James P L  Hotzptfe
1D70/2C14 3 44 PH *H  Jounal Artide Author Source Oassficabons Created Imported Sbkograpkscfll Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/207014 344 PM y  {journal Artide Cal Number Source Oassfications Created Imported Btekographcel Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/7014 3 44 PM **3 {journal Article Tile Source Oaesficatione Created Imported Btekographcel Data Jame* P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/70.7014 3 44 PM • y  {jot/nal ArtxJe Legal Note Source Qasaftctooni Created krported Btekographeat Data James P. L Holzgr^e
10/20-7014 3 44 PM | 9  [journal Artide Source Oassficabons Created krported Btekographcel Data Jame* P I  Hotzgrefe
10.70/70-14344 PM T i  Govemmert Documert Caption Source Oassficationa Created imported Btekographcel Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/7014 3 44 PM “ H  Journal Artde PMCID Source Ctassficabona Created Imported Btekographcel Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10,70/2014 3 44 PM *43 [Government Documert Report Nurrteer Source Qassfication* Created knported Btekographcel Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
1070/2014 3 44 PM * y  [Government Documert Transided Tide Source Oassfications Created Imported Btekographcel Drrta James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Jounal Artide.Epub Dale Source Oassfications Crealed Imoorted Btekographcel Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10-'20/2C14 3:44 PM * y  [Government Documert Tbe Source Oassficabons Created knported Bbkopaphcal Data James P. L. Hazgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *43 [Govemmert Documert Lart Updated Source Oassficabons Created knported Bbio?apheal Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20 2014 3 44 PM "73 (Government Documert:URl Source Qassficationt Crealed Imported Btekographcel Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM * y  [Government Documert DO! Source Oassficabons Created imported Bibkog-aphcai Date James P. L. Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2C14 3 44 PM t 3 {Government Documert Department Source Oassficabons Created krported Btekographcel Cfeta James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,7014 3 44 PM *4*j {journal Article ISSN Source Qassficationt Crealed Imported Btekographcel Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.70/2014 3 44 PM *J3 [journal Artide.Label Source Gaasficabona Created krported Btekographcal Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10,20/2014 3 44 PM *43 [Govemmert Document Pubkaher Source Oassficabons Crerted Imported Btekographcal Dafo jame* P L. Hefzgrefe
10/20/20U 3 44 PM *4 j [journal Artide Reviewed Item Source Oassfications Created Imported Btekographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1070/2014 3 44 PM *43 [Govemmert Documert Govemmert Body Source Oassfications Created Imported Btekographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C70/2C14 3 44 PM *44 [Govemmert Documert Congress Number Source Oassficabons Created Imported Btekographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.20/2CU 344 PM *43 [Government Documert Name of Database Source Oassfications Created krported Btekopephcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20 20 U 3 4 4  PM * * j  [Government Docwnert. Senes Tile Source Oassficatient Created krported Btekographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.70-20-14 344 PM *53 [journal Artide .Journal Source Oassfications Crealed knported Btekographcal Data James P. L. Hefzgrefe
10,^1/2014 3.44 PM *43 [journal Article .ArteteNumber Source Oassficabons Created krported Btekopaphcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10,-20-7014 3-44 PM *43 [Report Report Number Source Oassficabons Created Imported Btekographcal Date James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 2 44 PM *4 j [Report Seriee Edrtw Source Qassficationt Created Imported Btekopnhcai Data James P. L Hefzgrefe
10-20/2014 3.44 PM *53 [journal Artide Language Source Oassficatons Created knported Btekographcal Daa James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM *33 [Report Year Source Oassfications Crerted Imported Bbkopaphcal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10-20/20!* 3 44 PM “ j j j  [Report Senes Title Source Qassficationt Created Imported Btekographcal Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
107O/2C14 3 44 PM *7*5 Journal .Artide-Added to Library Source Qessficabone Created Imported Btekographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/23-70U 3-44 PM *33 {Report Plac* Pubkshed Source Oassfications Created Imported Btekog-aphcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/202014 344 PM * t j  [Report Short Ttle Source Qassficationt Created Imported Btekographcal Data Jam©* P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/75.7014 3 44 PM *t 5 [Report VoLme Source Oassfications Crealed Imported Btekographcal Data James P. L Hdzgrefe
107O-'2C14 3 44 PM * y  Report Institution Source Oassficabons Created knported Btekographcal Data James P L. Hcrrgrefe
1020/2014 344 PM *33 [Report Pages Source Oassficabons Created krported Btekogaphcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
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1020/2014 344 PM Report.DOl Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bfc*ograpf*eai Data James P I  Hoizgrete
102&'2G14 34APM Report .Deoartroerf or Dvisron Source Qassf cations Created Imported Bfckographicaf Data James P. L Hoizgrete
ia'20/2014 3:44 PM Report. Senes Volume Source Oass(icat>ons Created imported Bfctop-apFscal Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/20U 3-64 PM 4j Report :.*cces#on Nutrfcer Source Oassfications Created Imported Bbkographcaf Data James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
1Q/2G/2Q14 344 PM ■H Report ;Author Source Qassficatione Created imported Bfckograptveai Data James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM Report Issue Source Oassfications Created Imported Bfckograpfvcai Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3:44 PM Journal ArtxieLsS Updated Source Clasafieabons Created imported Bbtogrephcat Data James P L  Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM ft Report :Ttle Source Oassfications Created Imported Bfekogaphrcal Data James P L Hoizgr^e10/20.2014 3 44 PM Journal Article: Name of Database Source Qassficationt Created Imported Btokogrepfscsf Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Reoort Contents Source Oassfications Created imported ERbkopaprtcal Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 4j Report :Edi ion Source Oassficabons Created imported Bfckograpftcat Data James P. L Hcfzgrrrfe
1C20/20H 344 PM K Jounal Artide Access Date Source Oassficabons Created imported Bbkographical Data James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM (1 Journal Artide:Tfwttiated Atihor Source Oassfications Created imported Btokographcaf Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10.20/2CU 3:44 PM 41 Jounal Article Database Provider Source Oassficabcns Created imported Bbkosraphcal Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3-44 PM Report Type Source Oassficabons Created imported Bfbfopaphical Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Journal Artide Translated Title Source Oassfications Created Imported Bttograpfscai Data James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Report Pibiaher SouceOassfcabone Created Imported Bftkogaphcai Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/2C/2CH 3 44 PM Report Alternate Title Source Oassficabons Created imported BbfograpNcat Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10'23/2014 3 44 PM Report Cat Nurrtoer Source Oassfications Crealed Imported Bbfographicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 344 PM Report Source Qassficabons Created Imported Bfihogmptvcat Data James P. L. Holzpefe
1C/20'2CU 3 44 PM Report Dale Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bibkograptvcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Report.Document Number Source Qasefications Created imported Bbkopephrcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C.2C-2C-14 3 44 PM “U Report Ossbase Provider Source Oassfications Crealed imported efctopaphicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM Report .Author Address Source Oassficabons Created imoorted Sbfogreptscaf Data James P. L. Hefzgrefe
10.-20/2014 3 44 PM Thesis Author Source Oassficabons Created imported BbkograpHcaf Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 <4 PM Report Keywords Source Oassfications Created imported fibkograptseaf Da# James P L Hoizgrefe
10 20/2014 3 44 PM Reoort Translated Author Source Oassfications Created imported BfckQ7aph<c4 Data James P L kttzgrefe
1S-2C/2C14 3 44 PM 4j Report Fie Attachments Source Oassficsbont Created Imported Bbkographcai Data James P L. Hotzgr-rfe
10/202014 3 44 PM 4>J Report last Updated Source Oassficabons Created krported BMographicat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C.'20-'K1«3UPM A Thes» Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bbfograpttcai Data James P L Holzgrele
10/23/2014 3 44 PM t ! Report Added to bbraty Source Oassficabons Created imported BWograpfscat Data James P L. Hotzgrefe
10,20/2014 344 PM Reportlabel Source Oassficabons Created imported BWograpFKal Data James P L Hotzgrefe
1C/20.-2CU344 PM Report Translated TWe Source Oassficabons Cre4ed fiported BtAograpfscai Data James P L Hefzgrefe
1G/20/20U 3 44 PM Report Figure Source Oassficabons Created hiported EH*oyaptKa< Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM ReportCapbon Source Oassficabons Created Imported BblograpWcat Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1C/2G/2SU344 PM (Report Name of Database Source Qasefications Created Imported BbkograpNcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Report language Source Oassfications Created knwrted Btokograpftcai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10.20/2014 3 44 PM Reoort. URL Source Oassficabons Crealed krported BfikogrepWcal Date James P. L Hotzgrefe
1G'20/2C14 3 44 PM Report ;Access Date Source Oeeeficabons Crealed imported BbkograptvcM Date James P L Hotzgrefe
10-,2 a '^ l4  3 44PM Thesis Year Source Qessficabons Created knported Bfiiograpfscai Dele James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20'2014 3 4< pm Thesis.Translated Author Source Qastfictfiorte Created Imported BbkogrspNcal Dree James P L Hotzgrefe
10-20/2C14 3 *4 PM Thesis Short Ttle Source Qaetficabons Crealed Imported BWregreptvcat Data James P L Hotzpefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Thesis Translated Title Source Oassficaliont Crealed imported Bbkogreptvcat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Thesis.Degree Source Oassficabons Created knported Bfikoyaphcrf Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
1020.2014 3 44 PM Web Page Author Source Oaesficafeort* Crealed knported Efbkogrepfvcai Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 344 PM Tnese Accession Nunber Source Oassficabons Created imported Bfcko^aphrcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10202014 3 44 PM Thesis. Name of Database Source Qassficationt Cretfed imported BMographiosi Dtfa James P L Hoizgrefe
1C.20/2C14 3 44 PM Thesis Language Sotvce Qeesficahone Crealed Imported ftpkoToefveat Data James P. 1. Hotzgrefe
1C/202CU3 44 PM
4 1
Thesis Academic Department Source dasaficabont Created imported Bfckograpt’vcet Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10-202014 3 44 PM H Thesw Last Updated Source Qassficationt Created Imported Bbkogra^cai Data James P L Hoizgrefe10/2S./2CK 3 44 PM Thesis 001 Source Qassficabona Crealed Imported BtMograpteal Data Jamee P L Holzgrele
10.20/2014 3.44 PM Thesis Documert (Amber Source Oassficatons Created imported Bbkogrepftcai Dae James P. L. Hefzgrefe
10202014 3 44 PM "p Thesis Label Source Oassfications Created Imported BbkograpFscat Cata James P L Hoizgrefe
10 '20/2014 3 44 PM "fj Thesis Thesis Type Source Oassficaliont Created Imported Bbkopaphicai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3*4 PM Thesis .Access Date Source Qassficationt Crealed imported Ofikogrephcat Data James P L  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3:44 PM * Thesis Cat Nurrcer Source Qassficationt Created imported Bfckopwtvcat Das Jvnes P L Hoizgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM Thesis -Added to Library Source Oassfications Created krported Ofctoyaptvc* Crete James P L Hoizgrefe
1C/2G-2014344 PM 4i Thesis Figure Source Oassfications Crealed imported Bfikiyaphicat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM T 3 Thesis Date Souce Oassficabons Created Imported Bbtoyapbcal Dsa James P L. Hotzgrefe
10/2C/2C14 3 44 PM Thesis Capt«n Source Qasefications Created knported Bbiiographrcat Data James P L Hotzpefe
10/202014 344 PM Thesis URL Source Oassficaliont Created krported Bfiio^apticai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM Thesis Tile Source Oassficabons Crealed imported BUotsaptscai Data ' James P. L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 «  PM 4 3 Thesis Advisor Soiree Oassficationa Crealed Imported BbkograpNcai Data James P. 1 Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM x l Thesis Author Address Source Oassficabons Crerted Imported BMograpfteai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM w Web Page Source Qastf icatione Created Imported Bbko^aphcal Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3.44 PM ThesnNumberof Pages Source Oassficabons Created knported Bfckogrepheal Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
102O/2OU 3 44 PM 43 Thesis Keyword* Source Oassficabons Crealed Imported Bfcko{nph>cai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/2C-/2CU344PM 4 j Thesrs.Univenty Source Qassficationt Created knported Bbkosnphcrf Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM 4j Thesis: Fte .Attachments Source Ossifications Created krported Bbkographcal Data James P. L Hefzgrefe
1C/20/2C14 3.44 PM 43 Thesis Place Putokshed Source Oassficabons Created knported ftbkoyapkrca) Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
1G/2C/2CU 3 44 PM 43 Thesis Database Provider Source Oassficabons Created krported BfakogrephKai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM 43 Web Page:Language Source Qassficationt Crealed Imported Bfikograpfiicai Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10.-20. 20-14 3 44 PM • 1 Web Page Cat Number Source Oassficabons Created knported Bfctogrepheai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
1G.2C/2C14 3 44 PM d Chen. Shu Jen.Hwang. Chng Lai. (1552-514 Ejdemait Created ktported BfckopreptKai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C/20-20U 344 PM Web Page .Access Year Source Oassfications Created knported Btokographcai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10.20/2014 3 44 PM Web Page Last Updated Source Qassficationt Created Imported Bbkographreat Data James P. L  Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM 43 Web Page.Name of Database Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bibkogrephrcat Dele James P. 1. Hoizgrefe
1C-20.-2CU344 PM 43 Web cage Contents Source Oassfications Created imported Bfciographical Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1C/20.-2014 3 44 PM 43 Web Page Senes Ttte Source Oassfications Crealed Imported ftbkographicaf Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
1G-237GU 3 44 PM w Web Page Short Tile Source Oassficatons Created Imported Bfikogaphtcai Data Jamee P L Hotzgrefe
10-2&/2C14 3 44 PM -M Web Page Label Source Oassfications Created imported Bbko^aphicai Dale James P L Hoizgrefe
10 '2C -2014 3 44 PM 43 Web Page Translated Author Source Qassficationt Created krported Bfikographicai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10'23-2014 2 44 PM Web Page Date Gted Source Oassficabons Created imported Bokographcai Data James P. 1  Hoizgrefe
10-20.2014 3 44 PM Web Page Desorption Source Oassfications Created imported Bbkographreat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/2Cv2C14 3 44 PM i i Web Page.Trenslated Titie Source Oassficabons Created imported Bbkographroal Data James P L Hoizgrefe10. 20/2014 3 44 PM Web Page Database Provider Source Oassficabons Created knported Bfekogaphrcal Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM ■%Web Page Year Source Oassficabons Created imported BtMoTaptvcat Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10,20/2014 3 44 PM Costa. Canos A Bana E.Vansreck Jeart-Oaude. (1595; - 6?2 Extemais Created knported Bfckoyaptvcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Web Page.Edition Source Qessfcstnm Created Imported Bbkographreat Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM 43 Web Page Series EdSor Source Ctessficabon# Created imported BfikoTaptvcal Data James P L totzgrefe
10/20/2014 3-44 PM *f Stebery. Daniel. (2001) - 314 Ext email Created Imported Bibkogaptvcat Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
1C2G2C14344 PM 43 Web Page:Fiie Attachments Source Qassficationt Created Imported Bbkographrcai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
1C/20/2C14 3 44 PM $ Oemen. Robert T . OSSIS- 45T krported Ncrtes Memos Crealed Imoorted Bi*oyaph»cai Data James P L. Hazgrefe
10/23/2C-14 3.44 PM n Web Page ISBN Source Oassficabons Created Imported Bibkograpkvcat Data James P. L. Hstzgr^e10-2S/2C14 344 PM 4) Web Page .Author .Address Source Oassfications Created imported Bbkographrcal Dtta James P L Hoizgrefe
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1G/2Q/2014 344PM i i Web Page Year Cited Source Qassfication* Created Imported Bbkographicat Data James P L HoUgrete
10,'20/2014344 PM Web Page.La' Update Date Source Qassficatione Created Imoorted BfckograpHcal Data James P. L Hdtgrefe
10/20/2014 3.44 PM
Y
Osman. Robert T.. {1951}-<57 Edemais Created knported BetoTapftcal Data James P I .  Hotzgrefe
10/20/2C14 3 *4 PM a Chen Shu Jen.Hwang. Chng Lai. (1352)- 514 Imported Ncte* Memos Cretted knported Bfctoyaprtcal Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
1C-'2&-2014 3 44 PM 'S Web Page.DOl Source Qessficationi Crested krported Btokosyaprtcai Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
1Q/2&-2G14 344 PM Web Page Acces* Date Source Oassfications Created Imported Bibtogrephical Data James P. L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 4 Gdovich. Thomai.Grffn. Dale IV :Kahneman, Darnel. (2002; - 575 Extemais Created Imported Bibkographcai Data James P. 1. Hoizgrefe
15/25/2014 344 PM Web Page.Publisher Source Qasefications Created Imported Bfatopaphicai Data James P. 1 Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM * 3 Web Page Type of Mednjm Source Gasifications Created Imported Bbkograprtcaf D4a James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3.44 PM Web Page Caption Source Oassficabons Created imported Bfekopaprtcat Data James P I .  Hoizpefe
10/20/2014 3.44 PM Web Page URL Source Oassficabons Created Imported Blbkograplvcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1S/20/2C14 3 44 PM
?
Web Page .Accession Number Source Ossifications Created Imported Bfctograpfcal Data Jame* P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 344 PM Web Page:.4dded to library Source Qassficatione Crealed krported Bftkoqraprtcat Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3:44 PM
* ¥ Web Page Place Pubfcshed Source Qassficaboni Created Imported Brbkoyaprtcat Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM i f Figuesa. J :Greco S.;Ehrgctt. M .<2005; ■ 462 Extemais Created kTported Bbtopapteal Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
12/20-2014 3 44 PM Web Page Alternate Titie Source Ossifications Created krported Bfetographrcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
ia-2fc'2Cl4 3.44 PM i d Web Page Tile Source Qassficatione Created Imported Btokograpkscal Data James P. 1 Hotzgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM i d Web Page . Figure Source Qasefications Created Imported Bfcfographrcai Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2C14 3 44 PM Web Page Keywords Source Qastfcationi Created Imported Bbfographtcai Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 3 Elsberg, Dane! {2501} - 314 imported Notes Memo* Created Imported Bfetopaptvcai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/23/2014 3 44 PM 4 Wen, Gary A ; {1933}- 589 Extemais Created Imported BibkograpHctf Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM
4
Kahneman. Darset.Sbvic. Paul.Tveraky. Amos. (1582) -676 Eternals Created Imported Bfcfcographcal Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 4 Saaty. Thomas I.. (1980}-443 Externals Crealed Imported BbfograpHc^ Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3.44 PM
%
Pugh, Stuart: (1 SSI) -531 Externals Creaed Imported BfekogrepHcaf Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10-20.-2014 3 44 PM 4 Hasbe. Red.Dawe*. Robyn M (20C1) - 530 Externals Created krported Bbtopaphicai D *a James P L Hoizgrefe
10'202C14 3 44PM Panel. Gregory S :OicoS Patrick J :Hendemon. Dale I ; {2510}-143 ErtomaH Created Imported Bfxkographrcai Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
1O-'20/2014 344 PM £ Keeney. Ralph I . ;1932) • 670 Extemais Created Imported BfeboTaptvcaf Data James P I  Hoizgrefe10/20/2014 3 44 PM Kahneman, Danid:9ovc. faul.Tversky. Nnos. n 962} - G7S imported Notes Memos Created krported Btokoyaphcai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10-20-2014 3 44 PM < Hwang. Chng Iw.Yocn. KPaul (1981) • 411 Eartemai* Created Imported BfcSograpHcal Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe10/20/2C14 3 44PM Pascd. Blaise. 1167® 754 External* Cresied Imported BbkograpHcat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3 44 PM 4 Kahneman. D ;Tv*reicy. A . {2000} - 648 Externals Created Imported BbkoTapHcal Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20,2014 3 44 PM a Koktslan. Murst VYalenue. Jyrtd:2iort*. Stanley: !2Q11} - 435 knported Notes Memos Created Imported Bbkoffapbcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1020,2014 344 PM * Giovich. Thomai.Grffn. Dale W.:Kahneman. Daniel. (2002} ■ 675 Hooded Notes Memos Created Imported Bfctographical Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM
T Pascal. Btaiee. {1670} 754 imported Notes Memos Created Imported Bfefcographicaf Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3-44 PM a Miller. Oavid W .Starr. Martn Kenneth. (13551-472 imported Notes Memos Created Imported BUographcai Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 344 PM 4 Mter. David W. Starr. M s tr  Kemeth. (1350) • 472 Bdemals Created Imported Bbfographtcal Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
1C.'20-2514 3 44 PM
<
Raffa. Howard. 11868} - 387 Extemais Crealed Imported Bf*osxapheal Data James P L Hotzgrefe
1C/2S/20U 3-44 PM Kbkiaian. M in t Waienus. Jyrtci.2ort». Stanley. '2011} - 436 Externals Created Imported Bbtographcai Data James P. I  Hotzgrefe
ia-'20.2C14 344PM
t
Kahneman, Darnel. (2013)-677 Edemais Created Imported BbtoTaptscai Data James P I  HoUpofe
10-20,2014 3 44 PM Klein. Gary A.. {1393} - 589 imported Notes Memos Created Imported BbiograpHcat Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM l Kahneman. Dane). (2513) 677 knported Notes Memos Created Imported Bbtograptncal Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM
T
Pugh. Stuart. (1391)-531 Imported Notes Memos Created Inpoited Bbtopaptscai Data James P I. Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Pamel. Gregory S :Ckt»co*. Patnck J :Henderson. Dale L : {2515} -143 Imported Metes Memos Created Imported BblogrepHcsi Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/202014 3 44 PM $ Keeney. Ralph I : (19321 • 675 Imported Notes Memo* Creeled krported BMogropfscat Oata James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2CU 3.44 PM i f Hwang. Chng La.Un. MJ . (1987) • 525 Extemais Crealed krported EkbtoTaptvcai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20,2014 3-44 PM 4 fcr. George J.Yuan. 8e. (1395}-487 Eriemais Created Imported BbkOTspkscai Dree James P L Hoizgrefe
10 20.2014 344 PM Saaty. Thomas L,{1982j-474 Etfemais Created Imported BUographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 U  PM 5 Keeney. R ath I  .Raffa. Howard. <1976; -444 Extemais Created Imported BibkosxapHcai Data Jame* P L Hoizgr^e
10/20/2014 3 44 PM
1
Bangia, A. K -Caaanon, D A.. (2010) - 14S krported Notes Memos Created Imported Bbtograpkecai Dtsa James P L Hoiipr^e
10.20.2014 3 44 PM Saaty. Thomas L. Alexander. Joyce M : <1989} - 476 Imported Notes Memos Created Imported BPkograpHcat Dole James P L Hoizgrefe
10'20-2014 3 44 PM 4 Rumsfeld. Donald H . (20C25 • 300 Extemais Created krported Bfcfcographcal Data Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
1G/2C/2C14 3-44 PM 4 Yoon, K Pad.Hwang. Chng-Lai. (1395}-459 External* Created Imported Blbkogaphcai Data Jamee P I. Hoizgrefe
10-20,2014 3 44 PM 4 Saaty. Thomas I  Vargas. LutsG.: (1531)-481 External* Created Imported Bbiographeal Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 2 44 PM 4 Schnsederyar-#. Marc J ; 17584}- 574 Externals Created Imported BbtognpHc' Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
1G/2G-2G14 344 PM 4 Saaty. Thomas I..Vargas. Lute G . '1994; - 477 Externals Created krported BtrkogrepHcal OAe James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM " ’j Schwartz, Moshe. £2010)-132 ktemais Crealed imported BMogrepHcei Dsia James P L Hotzgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Churchman. C West Acfccff. Russel I. (1954;- 527 Internals Created knported Bbtographicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10'20-2014 2 44 PM North Atlanbc Treaty Orgerwabon,. {2015} - 505 klemeb Crealed knported BPSograpHcar Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Brans, Jean-Prerre.Mncke. Ph:Mare*chal. Bertrand. {1986} • 463 rtemato Created krported BfekograpHcd Das James P L. Hotzgrefe
10,20/2014 3 44 PM 4 Zmmermenn. H J . (15E5} • 503 &demai* Crested krported BbkogrepHesi Dote Jame* P L Hoizgr«e
10/20-2014 3 44 PM ■5J Army War Colege (U.S.}.. (201®-121 H  emais Crealed krported Gfctographical Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2G14 344PM 1 Army War Colege (U S.}.. (201® • 121 kw rted  Note* Memo* Created krported Bbkopepfieal Dtfa James P. L totzgrefe
10,20/2014 3 44 PM *5 J Listed States V  Force.. {2012} - 506 ktemais Created Imported BUograpHcai Data James P I. Hoizgr^e
10,20/2014 3 44 PM 2 Saaty. Thomas I  :Vargas. Luts G : (1954) - 477 Imported Mote* Memos Created Imported Bbfographcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1C/2C-2C14 3 44 PM Schmedeijan*. Merc J . (1964) 674 knported Notes Memos Created Imported B ttopaptsca Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
1C/20/2014 3 44 PM % W»*. Patrick: (2012)-351 Extemais Created Imported BtokograpHeai Data James P L Hotzgrefe10-20,-2014 3:44 PM 1 Saaty. Thomas I  Forman. Ernest H : (1996)-479 Imported Notes Memos Created krported BbioyapHcsi Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM m j Unted States Navy.. {2057} - 509 ktemais Created Imported Bbiographical Data Jame* P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20.-2014 3 44 PM Bangia.A.K.Castanon.D A . (2510;-146 ktemais Created Imported EkbkograpHcaf Data James P. 1. Hotzgrefe
10,20/2014 3.44 PM 4 Saaty. Thomas L Vargas, Luts G . {1991} -481 knported Notes Memos Crealed krported EkbkograpHcai Data James P L Hotzgrede
ia'2Q,2CU3'44 PM 4 Saaty. Thomas I.. (1994}-478 External* Created Imported Bfcfographcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20,2014 3 44 PM * Saaty. Thomas I  Forman, Ernest H.. {1996} • 475 Externals Crealed krported BtokograpHcat Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10-25/2014 3 44 PM 4 Tnantapbjflou, fvangetos; {2215} • 454 Extemais Created krported Bekographcal Data James P L  Hoizgrefe
1020/2014 3-44 PM listed States .Army., (2511} • 507 ktemais Created krported Bfcfograptvcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10 20,2014 3 44 PM * * • Anderson, Joseph.Slate. Nathan K . (200 3) - 504 Hemal* Created Imported Bfctognsphicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 9 Saaty. Thomas I.. ;19225 - 474 imported Notes Memos Created Imported BMograptseai Data James P. L Hotzgrtfe
1C.-20/2CU 3 44 PM Cherries Abraham .Cooper. W4kam W.Rhodes. Edward©. ;197&) - 454 Irk email Created Imported BUograpHcai Data James P I  HolzgrBe
10-'20,2014 3 44 PM mJ Spruill. Nancy. {2212} • 317 Hemal* Created Imported BbkograpHcai Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM Atom. Maunce: (1953) • 679 ktemais Created Imported B6iogrepHcaf Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2C14 3.44 PM 4 Von Neumann. John.Morgenaem. Oskar. '2007} - 518 Externals Created Imported Bjbkoprapbcal Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10-20,'2014 344 PM 3 Saaty Thomas I  . (1934; - 478 Imported Notes Memos Created Imported Bbbo^aptscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10 '20 2014 3 44 PM Unted Stales Jort Staff,. ?2C12) - 533 Hemals Created krported Bbkographicai Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10.-25,-2014 3 44 PM U.S. Amy.. (2C10} -319 Hemals Created krported EUbkoyatHcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3-44 PM «5i Chen. YW.larbarv. M.Chang. YP. {2X9} - 455 Hemals Created Imported BfekograpHcat Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10-20-2014 3 44 PM Behzadian. Mafid.Kazemzadefi. RB:Albadvi. A.A^dasi, M. {201-5} - 464 Hemal* Created Imported Bfckograptvcst Data Jame* P l  Hoizgrefe
10/20-2014 3 44 PM * Roy Bernard. (1990) - 461 Extemais Created Imported BWograpHcai Dtfa James P. 1 Hoizgrefe
10,-20-2C14 3 44 PM Department of Defense,. (2008; - 386 Hemals Created Imported BiMogaphrcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10,20/2014 3 44 PM 4 Saaty Thomas I  -Alexander. Joyce M . tlS33) 476 Edemais Created krported Bbkograpktcal Data Jame* P I  Hoizgrefe
1020-2014 3 44 PM Unfed States Marme Corps.. {2012} - 508 Hemals Crested krported Bibfographicsi Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/25 2014 3 44 PM **** De Martino. Benedetto.Kumaran. Dhar*han.Seymou\ Ben.Dolan. Raymond J. <2006} • 649 Hemals Created krported EkbkogapHcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
15/20/2014 3 44 PM Bemouli. Darnel. (1954) • 813 Hemals Created Imported BibkcgrapHcal Dala Jame* P L. Holzgrrfe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM Ih ie d  States Jort Staff .. -2L-11} - 515 Hemal* Created krported Bbkographtcai Data Jamee P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM 3 Zmmermann, H J . (1385, - 503 imported Notes Menus Created Imported Bfckographcaf Data Jame* P I  Hoizgrefe
10-20/2014 3 44 PM SO} Chames, A.Cooper. W -«V Ferguson,. R. O., (1555; • 442 Hemals Created Imported BbtogrepHcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/2C/2C14 3 44 PM * 3 Keeney. R L ;Mcdamel». T I : :1592} • €65 Hemal* Created Imported BibiograpHcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
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10 20 2014 2 a  PM fist-bum. PeterC: {1567} • *25 Internals Oeated imported BttbgrapNcaf Data James ? L Hoiz^mfe
10/20.2014 344 PM 3 Keeney.fi I  Mcoameis. T L . 11992) • 669 imported Note* Memo* Oeaied Imoorted BtbograpNcai Oata Jame* P L HoUgwfe
102C 20U  3-44 PM 3 Esnbu John M (1984) - 316 Invoked Nate* Memos Oeraed tnpcrted Bbfcograohcai Data James P L  Hougntfe
1020/2014 2 44 PM 3 Paid*. L R (1983- - 202 Hoofled Notes Memo* Oeated Hported BMographrcal Data James P I  Horgmfe
13.-2C 2014 3 44PM 1 Kotaeman D .Tvrersky, A... (19?3}-8l7importedNaa* Memos Oeaied Hooded Bbtographicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1a 20 '2014344 PM 3 M W  icb.Saety, Hw m  L . (200C?- -12 knooned Not®* Memo* Created imported EfeAogracheai Data James P. L HcTzgrefe
10,20/20=14 3 <4 PM Hwang, Chng-La.LA. Young-Jou.Lu. Tng-Yur, ‘1592; - 460 internals Created imported BUogracNcai Data James P L HotzTife
10.20.2014 2 44 PM Hoizgrefe. Jamee.Hester. Patoick; (3£i45 • 590 internal* Creates imported BbAograpNcal Data James P. L Hotzgrefe
10 20'2014 3 44 PM Dees. Robert A. .Mutter. Scott T .KeeAey. Robert: {2013? -466 trttma® Oeated imported Bbfcograpftcaf Data James P. L Hougrefe
1 0 2 0 ^ 1 4  244 PM • 5 Kahnemsrv D.Tvereky. A . (1575} • Si 7 rtemal* Crested irrported BbfcogrscNcal Dau Jams* P. L  Hotzgrefe
10'20/2014 344 PM Um . Hanar. (1»9;-206 WemaM Created knported Btotographrcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10 20 20 U  344 PM Keeney. RatohL.(15715-443 Irtemals Oeated imported BMograptscai Data James P L Hotzgrefe
10.22.-2G14 344 PM ■51 Edwards. Ward:Baron. f  Hutton: £1554; • 446 Irtemals Oeated impeded Bbkographeat Data Jame* P. I .  Hoizgrefe
10.20 ^514 3 44 PM •Si (Qmaek Wfcam K .rOoeber. Jade M {2006-} • 428 rdemais Created imported BbkograpNcai D*a James P L Hoizgrefe
10 20-2014 2 44 PM Edwards. WanS. 11977)-445 internals Created wvorted Btto^apNcal Data Jame* P I  Hoizgrefe
10 '20 -'2014 3 44 PM P*r*98or, Mchael (29985 • U8 nemo!* Created impeded BbtoyapNoai Data James P I  Hotigrefe
10 202014 3 44 PM "8») Koocman. 8 O . (1953?• 1*5 internals O w e d imported BitAoTapNcai Data Jame* P L. Hoizyefe
12.20/20 U  344 PM 3 Evered Hi Hugh. (1963; ■ 315 imported Metes Memos Created imported Bfc*ograpf»cal Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10 2C-2014 34 4 PM I Keeney Ralph L (1571; - *43 Hooded Notes Memos Oeaied imported Bbkographical Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20 '2C>14 3.44 PM 5 Lehmann E. L„ (1359; - 702 wported Note* Memo* Oeated imported BbkoyapNcal Oata Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10- 20-2014 3 44 PM Johnson. E.JPayoe.J W , (19355-815 Internal* Created mported BMograoNesf Data James P L Hoizjefe
\t> 202014 244 PM «5> Povrel. vVanenB .Shatwo.JoeiA. Srmiio Huge P . (2002}-312 Internets Created Hported" BbSographtcai Data Jame* P L Hoizpefe
IC/2C-20M144PM 3 Oe**, Robert A.;Neaber, Scott t..«ewley. Robert: £<$t3f-466 krported Notes Memos Created Imported QetograpNcal Date James P. L Hoizgrefe
10 20 20=14 3 44 PM 3 fdroacK. Wftarn K..Woaber. Jack M. (2006) • *38 imported Noses Memo* Oeated npcrted ftbAoyaoNcel Dau James P L Hoizgrefe
10'2O2C14 3 44 PM 3 Jchnton. E J ;Payne. J W , :1985) • 815 krported Notes Memo* Created imported 6b*ograpNce> Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
10/20/^14 3 44 PM 3 Powel. Wamen 6 .Shapeo Joel A..Snnic Hugo P . £2022) - 312 knported Notes Memos Oeated Hponed Bbkographcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1020'20=14 3 44 PM Fouids.L R - (1983} 202 Irtemaif Crealed imported dbAogrtspfvcaf Dels James P L  Hoizgrefe
10.20-2014 3 44 PM " j Roy.8 (1S815-65C IntemM* Created nported BbSographseat Data James P I  Moizpsfe
15 20.-2D14 344PM i Patnksson. Mchaet. (2008} -1*3 imported Notes Memos Oeated wported 6**oyapNcal Data Jame* P L Huizysfe
10.20.2014 3 44 PM 3 Ewng, P«u L TararSmo. ‘,V*i»r> P«me*. Gregory S . (2306: • 427 knported Notes Memo* Oeated imoorted Bbkogrjptvcat Data Jame* P L Heizgrefe
10-25 2014 3 44 PM •51 Jan. Rameeh. {191%; • 439 Neman Creaed nported GbAograoNcal Dae James P l Hoizgrefe
10 20.2014 3 44PM mj Luce. R Oimcarv (1956) • 522 intemart Created tnported Bbtographicai Data James P L Hoi z^efe
10 25 2014 3 44 PM La. YoungGou.liu. Tog-Yun.Hwang. Q m g-la; {199*} - 673 ntemeis Crealed iROoned Btskographicai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/25 2014 2.44 PM Enbu. John M . {198*5-316 Nemais Oeated imported JSbkogrwheaf D#a James P. L. HoU^sfe
10.20/2014 3 44 PM *51 M W . tdo.Saaty. Thomas L . {?000i - 512 internals Created imported BHngrapNcat Data James P L Hoizgrefe
12-20.2014 344 PM *5> Enbu. John M . (1978) - 314 Internals 'Created imported BMognphicai Data JwnatP L Hoizgrefe
M  20/2014 3 44 PM 3 Lus*. Hanan.Gupta. Shrv K: (19755 • 147 knported Note* Memos Oeaied mooted BblograpNad Data James P. L Hoizgrefe
15252014 3-44 PM ■D Lues Han»vGupta. Shiv K . {1575} -147 rtemai* Created imported Bfckogmohcal Oata James P L Hoizgraf*
10 20-201* 3 44 PM Even* H i . * * * .  £1963;-315 Nemal* Oeated imported Bttographscal Dsda James P L Hoizsrefe
15 20/2014 344 PM *!> Momson J«#heyd,Ke#y. Retard T.Moore. Ronald AHutchms 5usanG {1996}- 678 ktemais Oeated imported Bbkograptacai Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
152G-2014 3.44 PM * !) U *e  JoM .(1976).459 ktemais Created imported BtfcograpHcal Data Jame* P L. Hoizgrefe
1 5 ^ 2 0 1 * 3 * 4  PM 9 fishbum. PeterC. (1967}- 439 Imported Notes Memo* Oeated imported fibbgrapfscal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10 20.2014 3 44PM mj Evang Paul t.Taranlnc. W*am.Pamel. Gregory S . £20065 • *37 kvemato Crealed Hported BbkograptaW Dale James P L Holzpefe
10/20,'2014 344 PM 3 Eirtiu. John M . ;1978) - 314 imported Note* Memos Crealed kepcrted Bbkograohcal Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
15202014 344 PM «5» tfifcon. ThcmesH, £20GCs-5G7 ktemal* Oetted imported SblograpNcal DMa James P L Hoizgrefe
1-520’201* 3 44 PM Qrerte Robert F . <1972;-401 fedemal* Created imported Bbtographeai bat* James P L Hoizgrefe
15 20.-2014344 PM tahmam.E L.{195ft-7C2 rtemat* Created Imported Bbkogrephcal Data James P L Hat*9 ef«
15 20-2014 3:44 PM •H Kton Gary £2008} - 6*4 Nemais Oeated imported abtognwHcei Data James P L Hoizgrefe
1520 20143*4 PM 3 Koopman. 8 O (1953; -145 treated Nates Memo* Created imported Sfckographicai Data Jame* P i  Hoizgrefe
50 252014 344PM 2edetv Lodi Astcer. i1965i - *58 Intemate Oeated Nported SMograpNcei Data James P I  Hoizgrefe
13252014 3.44 PM Matthew*.OF. £2004;-3C3 ktemal* Oeated Impeded Bbfeognpfscol Data James P L Hotrgrefe
152a-2CW 2-«PM Tnantaphytou.Evangso*Marr.Stuart H.(l99C?-5H rtamat* Crated hiported flekogmphical Dee Jame* P l. Hoizgrefe
10 25201* 2 44 PM W *j,A .(1 9 3 ft-8 IC Nemais Created knported Bbfcograptscai Data James P L Hoiipefe
10-20.2014 3 44 PM Tnartaohyteu. Evangeioi.Manr. Stuart H. .1383} - *34 ttem alt Oeaied imported BbtograpHcal Data James P L Hoizgref*
13 20'2014 3 44PM BoMdtoaa A.6edngurs. ABergar. J Bouak F.Gutour*. A. (200*}-526 NemaN Oeated ■HMrted BbkoyapNcal Data James P L. Hoizgrefe
1325-2014 3 44PM Irstmals Modf«d Hportad SbtogrepNcal Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10 25-2014344PM s Tversky. A .Kahneman. 0.. {1992} - 816 nvortad Nctes Memos Created Imported BtiiograpNcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/K14 3.44 PM ■5J Walenus. Jyifa Dyer. James S.Fahtxjm. Peer C.Steuer. Ralpn EZioru, Stanley.Deb Kalyanmoy. (2008} -434 Internal* Crealed imported Bbtograpfscoi Data James P L Hoizgrefe
13 25-2014 3 44PM • 5 ) Hotonx*. Mark A . (2003;, • 135 Nemal* Created imported Sbkegraohcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10.20.2014 2 44 PM ■5» MacGregor, Douglas A. (1392), 606 Hemals Created imported BUograpNcai Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10.-2C- 2014 3 44 PM Memo* Modfied knported BbiograpNcai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10/20/2014 3 44 PM v Ertemats Modfced Imported BbtotFOpNcaf Data James P L Heiztgrefe
1-5/ 25201*344 PM mJ Saaty. D w a s L ,  £2X35-433 irtemals Created importad BUngt*o*Ka) Data James P L Hofzgrefa
10 25-2114 3 44 PM mJ PWtes.R A . £2£504;-1 >6 Hemals Oeated knported Bbiogmpficai Data James P L Hoizgrefe
13/25 2014 3 *4 PM Hwang,F <!987>-5»9 Eaemaij Oeaied imported dbtographcai Data Jame* P. L. Hefzgnrfe
13/20/2014 3*4 PM Tvenricy A .KaN*eman. D : {1SS25 • 816 Hemal* Cntated imported BbtognoNcai D«a James P L Hoizgrefe
10- 25-2314 3 44 PM ®!j Isaak.P Wheeler R :iX 12;> -3X Hemais Oeated imported Gbtogrophicai Data Jame* P L Hotzgrefe
13.20 -2014 3 *4 PM •*> Tversky. .Amjs. {1372! • 523 Hemals Crealed imported B tiagnphctt Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
13‘2C 2014 3*4 PM Wang. TsungOeng.{2C12i • 4 K HemHs Oeaied imported atAoyepNcal Data James P. L Hotepefe
10.25 201* 3 44 PM •51 Ssnon. Heib.A (195f>-558 Hemals Created Imported BIAographKai D«a James P L Hoizgrefe
10 23/2014 3 44 PM •!> MecCnmmon. Kenneth R, '1968; 516 Hemals Created imported BbSegraphical Data Jame* P L Hoizgrefe
10. 20 -2014 3 44 PM Wald. A , (15395 • 81G mported Note* Memos Oeaied kmportftd BtAogrsphicel Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10,20/201* 3 *4 PM W*ey Rob ikxwer Cho* ;2-309: • 122 feeemals Created imported fiWograpNcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
10 2G-2C-14 2 44 PM 4 j Conference Proceedmg* ..Alternate Tbe Source Qassfeatons Oeaied imported BWogracNcai Data James P I  Hotzgrefe
t0'20'2314 3 44 PM “ D Web Page Terhary 7Ha Source Oats^cattons O w e d imported Bbkographical Data James P i  Hefzgrefe
10/20/2014 2*4 PM Journal Arbcie PubAsher Source Oass#«ai<>ns Oeated Hperted fiWwgrjphrcal Dda James P L Hoizgrefe
10-20 2014 3 44 PM 1 $ journal .Ntioe Terbery Ttle Soisce Oase^«cat>ont Oeated imported Bfckographrcal Data James P L Hoizgrefe
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Major Jim Hoizgrefe is a Functional Area 49 (FA-49) Operations Research 
and Systems Analysis (ORSA) officer in the U.S. Army. He completed his Ph.D. 
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